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MINUTEs  OF  roARD  MEHINGs
4&5




Board  approve  the  PI.esident's  idea
of  establishing    a  faculty  cemetery  and  that  President  Riggs  prepare
and  pl.esent  plans  at  future meeting.   .
Motion  Ado
Jlme  15 (page  345)
The  President  presented  for  the  Board' a  eonsidel.ation
the  matter  of  locating  a  suitable  cemetery  for.  the  faculty  and  officers
of the  college,   and  suggested  a  site  on  "Cemetery Hill''.
Moved  b MI..  Warmamker: That President Riggs  and  his  comittee  get  up
plans  for.  the  cemetery  and  present  tben to  the  Board  at  its  ne]ct  meeting.
Motion  Ado
(page  415)
The  Acting President  suggested  to  the  Board  the  develop-
ment  of the  faculty  cemetery,  and  rules  govel.niag  its  use.
The  Chairman  requested  the  Aotizig President  to  investigate
this matter  and  pl.esent  plans  and  suggestions  to  the  Board  at  its  ne2rb
meeting.
The  Board  agreed  to  the  suggestion  offer.ed  by  the  Chhiman.
July  lo.1924                                              (Page  425)
The Acting  President  recomended  adoption  of  the  following
repol.t  of  the  Cemetery  Comittee  gLoverning the  use  of  the  faculty  qenetery  -
Folloi^/ing  is  the  Oomittee'B  report:-
nl.     We  I.ecomend  that  this  cemeteqr  be  named  "The  Woodland
Cemetery. „
'
"2.    We  I.ecomend  that  the  privileges  of  this  cemetery  be
e]ctended  to  the  faculty  and  officers  of  the  college  as  a  last  resting
themselves  and their  imedi
=hatthesepTfrffi±edT=sTiffiF5±-tdied~=t=6
place  for ate  families.    We  I`ecomend,  further,
the  families  of  former.  member.s  of  the
faculty  and  college  officers  who  have  died  iB  the  service  of  the  college,
|irovided  the  families  concerned  desire  to  remove  the  I.emains  of  suck
faculty menbel`s  or  officers  to  this  cemetery.
''5.    We  recomend  that  the  Eoal.d  of  Trustees  appoint  a  Con-  '
mlttee  from the  faculty whose  duty it  shall  be  to  assign  lots  in this
cemetery  as  they  are  applied  for.
t'4.    We  recomend  that  the  height  of  the  monuments  in  this
cemetel.y  shall  be  limited  to  six  feet.'l
Moved   bv  Mr.   Wannflmakei.i     That.  t,ha  1.ecormlendation  ba  armT.owed.
i-,-/
Scllc}OL  OF  ENGINEERING
OFFICE   OF   THE    DEAN
+L`|
THE  CLEMSON  AGRICULTURAL  COLLEGE
A. 8{  M.  Col.I.EGE: OF. SOUTH  CAROLINA
CLEMSON. SOUTH  CAROLINA
ulEEHj
E=
September  30,   1938.
Mr.  I.  a.  I,ittlejohn,  Business Manger
Clengon  College ,
0lenBon,  South  Oar.oliJia.
Dear Mr.  I,1ttlejoin:
` -_    It` has `risached rty  attention  i;hat  you JhaSe  had  prepared`,a`new map  __
of  the  College  cemetery  showing  the  area  of  the  cemei;ery  divided  into
different  lots,  and  upon  a  copy  of which  saia map will  be  recorded
the  asgigment  of  individual burial  plots  to  faculty melfroel.s.
A good many years  ago  I  tock up  the mati;er  of  securizig  a tturial
lot  for. myself  and  family,  and was  at  that  time  referred  to
Professor S.  M.  Ihrtin.    Professor Martin  had  ln  his  possession  a map
of  the  eemet©ry,  the  only  s`icb maLp  as  was  in  existence  at  i;hat  time,
(at  least  I  so  understood),  and  I  was  edvised  by  Professor Hartin  that
the  pl.oper,  and  indeed,  i;lie  only  procedure  flecessary  to  secure  an
assignment  of  one  of  these  bul'ial  plots,iras  to write ny  name  on  this map
in  his  possession,  in  the  location  desired.
This  procedure  I  follcmed.
A  comparison  of  the  old map  with the  new map which you  have  just
had  prepared,shows  that  tbe  location  selected  by me,  as  recorded  on  the
old ]nap  in  PI.ofesgor Martin.a  possession,   corresponds with what  is  now
indicated  as  I,ct  No.  42  of this  new map which you  have  had  prepared.
I  thel`efore  now make  formal  request  that  I.ot No.  42  as  shown  on
this  flew subdivision  be  formally  and ~officially` assigned  t.o n®,  and
so  recorded.
If  there  is  enythiflg more  than this written  fomal  request which
I  nyself  should  do  to  perfect  tbis  assigriment  of I,ot  42  to me,
please  advise me  and  I  will  be  glad  to  ccmply with all  requil.ements.
Very  truljE yours,
E.  L.  0larke,
Professor  of  Civil mgineeriDg.
ELO/in
septenfror  6,  19jB
mjor S,  EL  m€ia`
ChazzBon,   South  CcLmoliz2a
bear  ELjop  rmin8
During  i;ho  Bumor  Prof©8sor  6lozm  hcLB  zmdo  a  8uri7oy  Q£.
the  aroa  ozi Oeaetor3r Hill  and dip:1dod  ii;  into  lotc*    lfr, Wa[t8ori
plans  later with the  pos8iblo use  o£ !3El  rfu2douts  or  othpr help
to  lute  omll  oonoroi;e  mrkei`o  so  a3  to  properly zBfazlk  @eeh of
the  E]ov®Fal  lot;8.
I  thitlc it would be trell  for 3rour comltteo  azid those
of uB  interested i;a  got together and  fozmllato  sam  d©firdt©




a.  G.  Littiojoha
Bu8frosB  ELmgeF
doI.8REIf
Copy  too     lfr.  D.   J.  Tfot;Boa         -
.gr_
Prop.  S.  EL'  a-iartin
Clem8on
s,   C.,
Dear  Prop.  }hrtin{
Dec©nd]er  28,   1938
In  ref©renoe  to  our  Conversation  of  several  days  ago  about  lots
on Cemetery Hill,  I  find  that  the  Board  of  Trustees  in  July,  192L,
approved  the  following  resolutions,  made  by the  College  oormittee{
(I)  That  this  oemei;-ery  be  mmed  The  i\foodland  Cemetery.
(2)  That  the  privileges  of  this  ce"ei;ery  be  extended  to  the
Faculty  and  officers  of  the  College  as  a  last  r©stin8  place  for  thou-
selves  and  their  immediate  families.    FiJrtber.  that  these  privileges
be  exi3ended  to  the  families  of  former  members  of  the  Faculty  and
College  officers who  have  died  in the  service  of  the  College,  protided'
the  family  concerne6,  desires  to  remove  t}re  ren&ipLs  of  such  Faculty
members  or  officers  to  this  cenatery..
(3)  That  tfae  Board  of  trustees  appoint `a  Committee  from  the  Faoulty
whose  duty  shall be  to  assign  lots  in  this  cemetery  as  they are  applied
for,
(tr)  That the  heigho  cf  the  monunents  in  i;his  cemetery  Shall  be
limited  to  six  feet. ----- `      ----   _--__-      -==__-_===_+=_-_',-
----- `-in-.  viatT5:a-a  arm  Prop.  Glonn  have  recently  had  az.ea8  Surveyed
and  iroa  pins  driven  §o  a8  to  ill®rk  the  boundaries  of  a  number  of  the
lots.    These  gezitlenezi  hqire  blue  prints  of the  recent  Survey.
in  keeping with  the  methods  of..`handling  records  of the  a.ol].ego,
we  are  h8,wing  prepared  a  doQurneut  envelope  i;o  be  .placed  ia  the  document
files  of  the  College  and  in  this  envelope  we  are  placing  at .least  one
blue  print  of  the  oemetery.  toget'ner  with  reoords  of  assignments,-
` applications,  eta.    By keeping the  official  records  in  one  Central
place  they will  &1imys  be  available  and  duplicates  will  be  avoided.
I  t\hink vour  sug£Te8tioa  of  haviag those  persoas.  who  in  the  past
have  made  applications  for` lots,  to  meet  with  us  and mcke  seleoticas
on the  basis  of  the  map,  an excellent  one  and  it will  avoid  any  mistakes
in the  futuie.    Sometin©  neat  week  if you will  drop  by the  oil-ice  at
your  oonvenienco, we  rill  be  glad  to  write  letters  to  those  people  who
have  mde  appliocLtion8  in  the  past.    I  spone  to  you  about  Dr.  Sikes.
page  2--D®cember  28.   1938
::::::dr:oq;a;:.anE8.also  the  letter  from Prop.  Clarke  stating that  he
I  thiulc  it vTould be  cell  for  you.  Itr®  Watson,  and  nyaelf  to  have
a  short  oonferenoe  sometime  end.make  az)y  suggestions  or  plans  as  to
the  up-keep.  mintenence,  reoords,  etc.









Clemson.  S.  a.
Deoo!]ber  28.   1938
REroFZAliDUIH  FOR  rm.   RAVE   d.  1,r,.ATSoH,
Enclosed  herewith is  a Copy of  a  letter addressed  to  ld&jor mrtin.
A8  I  recall,  Srou  gho`rod  n©  som©tine  ago  8oae  blue  pr'iutg  of  the
Cemetery area  and  I  em  asking  that  you  p-I.ease  bring  these  to  the
office  in order that  they micht be  availat)le  for Prop.  bJardinr8
use  in  reas8igning  8pac®  to  those  individuals  who  have  mde  requests
in the  past.
JCL}do
®ncl*--





---,. 1  A  J-/~,
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A  REroRT  ON  wOODlnND  OBME"Ry
Historical`.    `:
\?\<\<1
The  origin.of Woodland  Cemetery probably  da.tea  back  to  the  year
1837.    In  this`.year-it 'seeins  that  Andrew  Pickens. Calhoun  and  his  family
I.esided  at  the  mahsion with  his  father,  .John  C.  Calhoun.    Records  indicate
that  the  first  childc' Of  Andrew  Pickens  Calhoun,  John  Caldwe]|  OaThoun,
died  December  7,.1837,  arid it is  beHeved  that  this  child was `the  first
white  pel'son buried  in `the! area.  -  ;     ' -
As  other membel's. of  the` Andrew' Calhoun  family  died,  .they There
buried near  the`  childls.  grams..    Only members  of  this  branch  of  the  Oalhoul
family  are buried here.    Sometine  after  the  turn-of  the  twentieth  century
descendants  of  Andrew  had  the  Oalhoun  graves  enclosed by  a.  1ar.ge  iron  fence
measuring  approrfuately  70  feet in width  and 68  feet in length.
-       --Tpproximately`lo6 yards.to.the west  of  tE6ng=:oin`ploE is  a
burial' ground  reporte'dly` `established for  sla.ves.    This `probably was  done
by  J.  a.  C`'aThoun'firi`6r  to  1837.     A  number  of  rough  sfoneitmarkel.a  can  today
be  located in  this  area,  but it is  inpossible  to  determine  the  number  of
graves.    in'addi`tion  to  the  Eilaves  reportedly buried here,   a number  of
convicts  who  died whi-le`w6rking  on  the  constmiction  of  the  first  college
•bulldings'are  buried iL!'this  al`ea.     "      .  `.-
A    "            The  conege  Bo:rd  af  thigte6s'at  a meeting  on  July h  and  5,1922,
I I.eceived  a  request from. President W.  M,  Riggs' to. establish  a  faqulfar  cemetery.
{`This-i'equest was  abproved  and  Dr.  RIggs  was  asked  to  submit plans  for
` 6stab]ishing  the  cemetery. `   Shortly  `alter  this  meeting  Dr.  Riggs  died  and
~'the.Acting  President,  I)ean  S.  B.rEarle,  submitted  to  the  Trustees  on  Jtry.     .
`..10,.'<192h,   the  following !report which was  prepared ty  the  Cemetery  Committee :
S:re
'lj5.-     .
tire;`d  eriployees  provided  the  retired  employee  worked. three
g'a¥;: Ldr  longer with  the  college.
:;4}.'"That  the  cemetery be  considered  an  impol.tank part  of  the  campus
E<r.aid that it be  maintained  in  iccc>rdance  with  the  standards  of  other
r   campus  localities.                                                 .  £,
'L.  That  the  Comptroller'.a  Office  be .responsible  for  the  assignment
of  plots  and  the  maintenance  of  the  cemeterir.
5.  inat  the  college  attorney prepare  an  :amended  certificate  or
•  deed  to  be  issued  those  assigned plots  in  the 1.Joodland  Cemetery.
.  That  the  sun of  qSl,200.00 be  appropriated  fo  acconpli§h  the
following  wol`k  imnediarfely:    .
A,
a.  Erect  an  appropriate  marker with  name'  lrwdodland  Cemeteryw`
`,
ab  entrance.
b.  Re-survey  and redu`ce  to  standard size where practical  a]i
im-assigned  lots.                                     ~^   I
a...Remove  all  dead  and  dapgerous, trees.     .
(I.  Make  necessary repairs  to  ng,alks  and roads within  the
t?einetery  proper .,.. j
e,  Extend  the  e]cLsting..warfer  line .riith master  cutoff valve
`
and  install  frost-proof  faucets-  to  be  located within loo
feet Of  all  graves.
f.  To  plant  or repla,ce  trees  indigenous  to  this  cemetery in
appropria.be  areas...
/g.  Provide  permanent  numbered marlcers  of  concrete  a.b  the
comer  of .each lot.
h.  Designa.te  on  cemetery  maps  area  of .colored  graveyard.
7.  That  the  privileges  of  the  cemetely  be  extended  to  former
employees,  provided  a member  of
the  plot  assigned.
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1837. .:. In `inis`}6ar .i+  Beams  that. in.dr:ri  H6k.e.n3`..`.bin.oil. 'ald hi.a  fairily ...... '
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resided at  line  malision with  his  .father,   John  C.  CaThouh.    kecol`ds  indicat;
that  the  first  child'  of  chdrew  Pi.6kens  Calhoun,   John  Caldwe]l  Calhoun,.
died  Decehoel`  7,  1837,  and  it is  believed  that  this  child was  `the  first
white  person buried in  the  area.
As  other  members  of  the  Andrew  OaThoun  faTnily  died,   they  were
buried near  the  childls  grave.    Only members  of  this  branch  of  the  CaThoim
family  are  buried here.    Sometime  after  the  turn  of  the  twentieth  century
descendants  of  Andrew  had  the  Calhoun  gI.aves  enclosed  by  a  large  iron  fence
measuring  approximately  70  feet  in width  and  68  feet  in  length.
Appl.oximately loo  yard:.  fo  the  west  of  the  Calhoun plot  is  ai=
burial  ground  reportedly  established for  slaves.     This  -probat?1y was  done
by  J.   C.  Calhoun  prior  to  l8J7.    A  number  of  rough  stone  markers  can  today
be  located  in  this  area,  but it is  impossible  to  deterlnine  the  number  of
graves.    In  addition  to  the  slaves  reportedly buried hel`e,   a  nuhoer  of
convicts  who  died while  wol`king  on  the  constriiction  of  the  fil`st  college
buildings  are  buried in  this  area.
The  college  Board  of  Thlstees  at  a  meeting  on  July  h  and  5,   1922,
received  a  red.uest  from  President W.  If.  Riggs  to  est.ab]|sh  a  facult}r  cemetery.
This  request was  approved  and  Dr.   Riggs  was  asked  to  submit  plans  for
establishing  the  cemetery.    Shortly  after  this  meeting  Dr.  Riggs  died  and
the  Acting  President,  I)ear  S.  8.  Earle,   submitted  to  the  Trustees  on  July
10,   192h,   the  following  report which  was  prepared  by  the   Cemetery  Committee:
i.y`d'6'ae`±.ry'::,!'`-.i::`.I:i;;.'-::::;..:::-i:i=;.::;.:~-;
I....I.I.....`
tl2 ;' We  .r'ecormend .:tbat






•...i`:   --i  i;:  I     .:        :...i.."   ...'?.:`  ;.
:,4;,.:.-.,-:;-,:,:f.,'..-.,+::.,`:i!.i'i:,}.::i.,`_
;:i;,;;;.;;.¥'i:Ji;;;.:;.fr:-a:,.:r:,.:
96.:5:::.%`i:int.his . c.emete.ry  1]=
':.   .`:.-€-`   ...:    -.       .:.i  `.:.==i...'€=
:3.fi.!:S:::.,I.:.9.f:
•'    I.i       ,
iud ..the
.,.
plad6....-fo.i  ih;ms':i+es. arid ..their
c.ouege.:a.'s
immediate  families ;
further,   that  these  privileges  be  extended to   ..
of  fonnel`  members  of  the  faculty  and  college
officers  who  have  died  in  the  serrvice  of  the  college,  provided
the  families  concerned  desire  to  remove  the  remains  of  such
faculty members  or  officers  to  this  cemetery.
'13.  We  recommend  that  the  Board  of  Tmstees  appoint  a  committee
from  ttie  faculty whose  dut)r  it  shall be  to  assign  lots  in  this
cemetery  as.  they  are  applied  for.
Wh.  We  recolurriend  that  the`  height  of  the  monuments. in  this  cemetery
shall be  limited  to  silc  feet.
'lMoved  b Mr.  Wannamaker: That  the  recctmmendation  be  approved.W
''}ifotion  adopLued. I'
Dr.  Earle  states  that  the  name  ''Woodland"  was  selected  as  it was
the  desi|.e  of  the  Committee  that  the  cemetery  be  located  and maintained  in
a wooded  area  and  that  it was  not  to  be  like  any  of  those  that  are  placed
under  pexpetual  care.     I.Iajor  S.  M.  Martin,  who  was  appointed by  Dr.  Riggs
as  Chairman  of  the  Cemetery  Committee,   states  that  he  prepared  a map  of
the  area  and  outlined  a  nun.ber  of  plots  and  that  thisL  Committee  made  the
assignnient  of  all  plots  until  about 1938.    A.obably  due  to  the  need` for
additional  space,   the  area was  enlarged  and  Professor  H.  E.  G|em  in  1938
`   u        surveyed  the  cemetery  and  prepared  a map  Containing  202  plots.     This  map,
with  the  recol`d  of  all  assigrments,  Was  then  placed  in  the  Business  Managerls






'        ,      .    .'
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Woori.in.d  a.eme tory .... poiici:es. ..and  to  make .i:.:.6ri:n.a.ations  to  the  Conptroiler .fd.i
its  inture  operation.
Discussion
As  of  this  date  10L  plots  have  been  assigned,  leaving  98  not
assigned.  .  A  number  of  these  plots  camot be  used because  of  the  contour
of  the  land.
Numerous  requests  are  being  received by  the  college  to  raise  the
maintenance  standards  of  the  area.  and  to  add  additional water  lines  so  that
water will be  accessible  to  all  plots.    Throughout  the  years  the  college  has
performed  maintenance  to  the  extent  labor..twas  available.    However,   the
maintenance  increases  pl`oportionate]y  to  the  number  of  plots. assigned,
I`esulting  in heavier t7orkload for  the  grounds  department.    This  brings
about  the  question  of whether plots  should  continue  to  be  assigned  and  to
what  extent  the  area  should be  maintained by  the  college.
Clarification  of  some  of.  the  wording  contained  in  the  July  192h,
resolution  has  been  needed.    For  example,   the  I`esolution  states  that  the
pl`ivileges  of  the  cemetery  are  extended  to,   l'faculibr  and  officers,"  of  the
college.     Does  the  word  ''officerstl  exclude  members  hlho  are  not  on  the
Administrative  Staff?    Further,  the  ten  l'irmediate  family"  has  beeh
difficult  to  define.    Was  this  intended  to  include  the  mother,  the  father.,
a  grandchild  ol.  a  cousin  of  the  assignee?
Sever.al  I.equests  for  assigrment  of  plots  have  been  received  from
former  facultz)r  and  employees.    It  appears  that it was  not  the  intention  of
at:.i:..::-:.,:..,=.t:--i,:;:,.ii::..;.;.'!;.I..:I.'3
:,:='=`.:..:        I   ..I.   :,:`..,., `
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th?  disb.osiiion  of  plots  ri:t riave  been. a.Ssigned  to  individuals  who  tenninate
their  service with  the  college  either before  or  after  a  grave  opening has
been made  in  their  plot.
Reccimlriendations
The  Committee  appointed  in  November  1957  consisted  of  Dean  S.   8.
Earle,   Professol.  a.  E.   Goodale,  Dr.  0.  a.   Garrison,  Messrs.   Geol`ge  Bonnette,
D.   J.  Watson  and  Herny H.  Hill.     This  Committee  met  in  the  Comptrollerls
Office  on  November  19,   1957,   and  after  a  discussion  of  the  operation  of  the
Woodland  CeITietery,   respectfully  submits  the  following  recoriimendations.
1.   That  the  college  continue  to  provide  plots  for  its  white
employees  and  that  the  lands  adjacent  to  the  area,   commonly
known  as  l'Cemetery  Hill, "  be  further  developed  as  required
for  a  cemetery.
2.   that  the  privileges  of  the  cemetery be  e]ctended to  any
merfoer  of  the  Caucasian  race  who  is  a  regular  employee  or
who  dies  while  in  the  empleyment  of  the  college,  provided
he  has  been  in  the  service  of  the  college  for  a period  of
i,ime  e3{ceeding  thl`ee  years.     (A  regular  employee  is  defined
for  this  puxpose  as  an  individual  who  has  been  employed  i.onger
than  thirty-six  months  and t;ho  normally  is  or  was  Scheduled
to  work  more  than  one-half  of  a  full  tine.)    And  further,   that
the  privileges  be  extenc3ed  to  members  of  the  Board  of  Tfustees
`i:I',:`:€fritry`6.9,..i9;ef*S
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' .... h.  -That .rii;..  CoinptrolJ.`e.rl s..Oifi6e  be  res|]onsible  for  the  assignment
of  plots  and  the  main,tenance  of  the  cemetery.
5.   That  the  college  attorney  prepare  an  .amended  certificate  or
deed  to  be  issued  those  assigned  plots  in  the  TJoodland  Cemetery.
6.   That  the  suri  of  $1,2o0.00  be  appropriated  to  accomplish  the
following work inedia.tely:
a.  Erect  an  appl'opriate  marker with  name  lrfroodland  CemeteryN
at  entrance.
b.  Re-survey  and reduce  to  standard  size  where  practical  all
un-assigned  lots.
c.  Remove  all  dead  and  dangerous  trees.
d.  Make  necessary  repairs   to  waThs  and  roads  within  the
ceme tory  proper.
e.  Extend  the  e3dsting  water  line with rna.ster  cutoff  valve
and  install  frost-pl`oof  faucets  to  be  located Tiithin  loo
feet of  all  graves.
f.   To  plant,  or  replace  trees  indigenous  to  this  cemetery in
appl`opriate  areas.
9.  Provide  permanent  numbered  markers  of  concrete  at  the
comer  of  each  lot.
h.  Designate  on  cemetery  maps  area  of  colored  graveyard.
7.   That  the  privileges  of  the  cemetery  be  extended  to  f.ormer
employees,   provided  a  member  of  his  family  ha.s  been  bul`ied  in
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reqtiired  to .o.u.t]jrie -the  eni±re  plot.
11.  That fences  or  other  enclosures   (copin;  excepted)  be  pl`o±|bited
in  this  c?metery.
12.   That  only  one  plot  be  a;signed. to  an  employee.
13.'  The  Committee .suggests  that  consideration  be  gi7ez}  to  an
endorment  for  placing  the  cemetery .under  perpetual  can.




4rew Pickens  Calhoun
4argaret  Green  Calhoun
}fargaret  Maria  Calhoun
/.    chdrew Pickens  Calhoun
7.     Pat:rick  Calhoun
8.     Sallie  Williams  Calhoun
9.     Geo.   William§  Calhoun
10.     Bonnie  Lusher  Calhoun
11.     Jones  Edward  Calhoun
12.     Margaret  M.   Calhoun
13.     Creighton  Lee  Calhoun
14.      Carmen  Mangun  Gal.noun
15.     Andrew  Pickens   Galhoun
68    square  feet  in  size.
3/3/77




1825       -
1838       -
1841      -
1842       -
1850      -
18j4      -
1865     .-
1866       -
1869       -
1871       -
1871       -
1872       -
1873       -
J.   C.   Calhoun  moved  to  Fort  Hill q  a?+ou?ftr *„L7C-A£.
Thomas    G.    Clemson   and   Anna   Maria   Calhoun   were   married
at   Fort   Hill   on   11/13/38.       She   was   21   years   old   when
She   married   and   he   was    ten   years   older.
John   Calhciun   Clemson   born   at   Fort   Hill.
Floride   Clemson   born   at   Fort   Hill.
John   C.    Calhoun   died.
Mrs.    Ca.Ihctun   sold   Ft.    Hill   to   Andrew   P.    Calhoun   and
accepted    a   bond   &   mortgage   in   payment.
Andrew   P.    Calhoun   died   leaving    the   debt   and   Mrs.
Calh6un   entered   suit   against   his   est:ate.
Mrs.    Calhoun   died   before   suit   was   settled   but   her   will
lef t   1/4   of   bond   and   mortgage   to   Floride   C|emson   and
3/4    to   Edward   Noble,    as   trustee   for   Mrs.    Clemson.
Floride,    eldest   daughter   of   the.Clemsons,
Gideon   Lee    of   Carmel,    New   York.
Tn a I r i e d
Court   ordered   sale   of   Fort   Hill   to   satisfy   holder   of
mortgage,    which   by   Mrs.   .Calhoun's   will   had   passed    to
:;;;i::::S::ra::sg::dd::8:::::e:1:::d:;b¥::itflw::Eon
his   own   money   at   the   foreclosure   sale.
J.ohn   Calhoun   Clemson    (about   30   years   old)    died   8/10/1871
in   a   tl.aim   wreck   near   Seneca.       Seventeen   days   earlier,
Mrs.    Gideon   Lee    (Floride   Clemson)    died   Suddenly    (about
29   years   old)    in   Carmet,    New   York,1eavirig   her   infant
daughter,   Floride   Isabella   Lee.
Mr.    &   Mrs.    Clemson   probably   moved    from   Pendleton   to
Fort   Hill   -exact   date   unknown.
In   November   1873,    the   plantation   was   divided   according
to    the   provisions   of   Mrs.    C:alhoun's   will    (3/4   Mrs.    Clem§on
and   i/4   for   Floride   Clemson).      Meanwhile,   Floride   had
married   Gideon   Lee   in   1869   and   died   intestate   1871,
leaving   as   survivor   her   daughter,   Floride   Isabella   Lee.
At   the   part:1tion   of   the   plantation,   a   tract   of   288   acres
was   set   apart   as   the   separate   estate   of   Floride   Isabella
Lee    (the   great   granddaughter   of   Mrs.    Calhoun)/  to   which
She   was   en[it:led   by   inheritance   from   her   mother.
RONOLOGICAI.    ORI)ER    -    CONTINUED Page    2
1875      -      Mrs.    Clemson   died   of   heart   failure   on   9/22/1875   (about
58   years   old)
1888      -      Thomas    G.    Clemson   died    in   April    6,    1888    (about    81   years
old)  .
I.    `_..
-.
Date
1825       -
1838       -
1841      -
1842       -
1850       -
1854       -
1865       -
1866       -
1869       -
1871       -
1871       -
1872       -
1873       -
CHRONOLOGICAL   ORDER
/3/77
J.   C.   Calhoun  moved  to  Fort  Hill q  rfe?# 7„L7C~A2=`
Thomas   G.    Clemson   and   Anna   Maria   Calhoun   were   married
at   Fort   Hill   on   11/13/38.       She   was    21   years   old   when
she   married   and   he   was   ten   years   older.
John   Calhoun   Clemson   born   at   Fort   Hill.
Floride   Clemson   born   at   Fort   Hill.
John   C.    Calhoun   died.
Mrs.    Calhoun   sold   Ft.    IIill   to   Andrew   P.    Calhoun   and
accepted    a   bond    &   mortgage    in   paymerLt.
Andrew   P.    Calhoun   died   leaving   the   debt   and   Mrs.
Calh6un   entered   suit   against   his   estate.
Mrs.    Calhoun   died   before   suit   was   settled   but   her   will
lef t   1/4   of   bond   and   mortgage   to   Floride   C|emson   and
3/4    to    Edward   Noble,    as    trustee   for   Mrs.    Clemson.
Floride,    eldest   daughter   of   the   Clemsons,
Gideon   Lee   of    Carmel,    New   York.
married
Court   ordered   sale   of   Fort   Hill   to   satisfy   holder   of
mortgage,    which   by   Mrs.    Calhoun's   will   had   passed   to
:;:;i::::S::ra::s:::dd::8:::::e:i:::d:;  b¥::it%:::°n
his    owt`   money   at    the   foreclosure   Sale.
John   Calhoun   Clemson    (about    30   years   old)    died    8/10/1871
in   a   train   wreck   near   Seneca.      Seventeen   days   earlier,
Mrs.    Gideon   Lee    (Floride   Clemson)    died    suddenly    (about
29   years   old)    in   Carmet,    New   York,    leaving   her   infant
daughter,    Florlde   lsabella   Lee.
Mr.    &   Mrs.    Clemson   probably   moved    from   Pendleton   to
Fort   Hill   -exact   dat:e   unknown.
In   November    1873,    the   plantation   was   divided   according
to   the   provisions   of   Mrs.    Calhoun's   will    (3/4   Mrs.    Clemson
and   I/4   for   Floride   Clemson).      Meanwhile,    Floride   had
married   Gideon   Lee   in   1869   and   died    intestate   1871,
leaving   as   Survivor   her   daughter,   Floride   Isabella   Lee.
At   the   partition   of   the   plantation,   a   tract   of   288   acres
was   set   apart   a§   the   separate   estate   of   Floride   Isabella
Lee    (the   great   granddaughter   of   Mrs.    Calhoun),to   which
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nre  origin  o`f rioodlind  Cemetery probably' dates  back  to  the  year..
i.,-.~-
1837. .  In  iris  year `it ,geem8  that Andiev  Hjkens  Calhoun  and  his  family.   '
•'^,
resided  at  the  mansion with  his  father,  John  C.  Calhoun.    Records  indicate
that  the  fit.st  child  of  Andrew  Fickens  Calhoun,   John  Caldweu  Calhoun,
died  December  7,  1837,   and  it is  believed  that  this  child was  `the  first
white  person buried in  the  area.
As  other  members  of  the  Andrew  Calhoun  family  died,   they  were
buried  near.  the  childls  grave.    Only members  of  this  branch  of  the  Calhoun
family  are  buried  here.    Sometime  after  the  turn  of  the   twentieth  century
descendants  of  Andren  had  the  Calhoun  gr.aves  enclosed  by  a  large  iron  fence
measuring  appl`orimately  70  feet  in width  and  68  feet  in  length.
Approximately  100  yards  to  the  west  of  the  CaThoun  plot  is  ai=
burial  ground  I`epol`tedly  established  for  slaves.     This  probably was  done
by  J.   C.  Calhoun  prior  to  1837.    A  number  of  rough  stone  markers  can  today
be  located  in  this  area,  but  it  is  impossible  to  detenTiine  the  number  of
graves.    In  addition  to  the  slaves  reportedly  buried  here,   a  nuriber  of
convicts  who  died while  wol.king  on  the  construction  of  the  first  college
buildings  are  buried in  this  area.
The  college  Board  of  Tmstees  at  a  meeting  on  July  I  and  5,   1922,
received  a  request  fron  President W.  M.  Riggs  to  establish  a  faculty  cemetery.
This  I.equest was  approved  and  Dr.   Riggs  was  asked  to  submit  plans  for
establishing  the  cemetery.    Shol`tly  after  t,his  meeting  Dr.  Riggs  died  and
the  Acting  President,  Dean  S.  8.  Earle,   submitted  to  the  Trustees  on  July
10,   192h,   the  following  report  which  was  prepared  by  the   Cemetery  Committ,ee:
We  I.ecommend,  further,   that  these  privileges  be  extended  to
the  families  of  foniier  member.s  of  the  faculty  and  college
officers  who  have  died  in  the  service  of  the  college,  pl`ovided
the  families  concerned  desire  to  I`emove  the  remains  of  such
faculty members  or  officers  to  this  cemetery.
'`3.  We  recommend  that  the  Board  of  Trustees  appoint  a  committee
from  the  faculty whose  dut}r  it  shall  be  to  assign  lots  in  this
cemetery  as  they  are  applied  for.
Ilh.  We  I.ecommend  that  the  height  of  the  monuments  in  this  cemetery
shall  be  limited  to  six  feet.
''Moved  b Mr.  Wannamaker: That  the  recommendation  t)e  approved."
''Motion  adopted. w
Dr.  Earle  states  that  the  name  ''Woodland''  was  selected  as  it was
the  desire  of  i,he  Conmittee  that  the  Cemetery  be  located  and  maintained  in
a wooded  area  and  that  it  was  not  to  be  like  any  of  those  that  are  placed
under  perpetual  care.     Major  S.  M.  Martin,  who  was  appointed by  Dr.  Riggs
as  Chaiman  of  the  Cemetery  Committee,   states  that  he  prepared  a map  of
the  area  and  outlined  a  number  of  plots  and  t,hat  this  Committee  made  the
assigrment  of  all  plots  until  about  1938.    Probably  due  to  the  need` for
additional  space,   the  area  was  enlarged  and  I+ofessor  H.  E.  Glenn  in  1938
surveyed  the  cemetery  and  prepared  a  map  containing  202  plots.     This  map,
with  the  record  of  all  assignments,  was  then  placed  in  the  Business  Managerls
uiu , CJL  -
lc;  {1
at ` tin?, -`L-the ,assigrments.  and
by' ir:  office ...., :.ri `,193b `a`rioodland  oenetery 'Lot .4s8igrment  dertifioate Was
brepg:i;i; h{P:. .?r|.'±?:±`':;c?dy:being  kept bn'`iile .1n  the  Business  Managerl.i  \`
.              -          +>'            I        -
Qff|ae,`;rind:Th'e. issigriee  given  the'.,,duplicate..    `(See  einibit #1. )
`,,'' , A condttee  isas
'       +..``       ..
a+ppo±nted in..Novinei  1957,   to  make  :  study  of  the
Cemetery policies :and  to  make  re6ormenda,tions  to  the  Conptl.oller  for
its  future` operation.
Discussion
As  of  this  date  loh  plots  have  been  assigned,  leaving  98  not
assigned.    A  number  of  these  plots  camot be  used  because  of  the  contour
of  the  land.
Numerous  requests  are  being  received  by  t,he  college  to  raise  t,he
maintenance  standards  of  the  area  and  to  add  additional water  lines  so  that
water will  be  accessible  to  all  plots.    Throughout  the  years  the  college  has
performed  maintenance  to  the  extent  labor  was  available.    However,   the
maintenance  increases  proportionately  to  the  number  of  plots  assigned,
resulting  in heavier workload  for  the  grounds  department.     This  brings
about  the  question  of whether plots  should  continue  to  be  assigned  and  to
what  extent  the  area  should be  maintained by  the  college.
Clarification  of  some  of  the  wol`ding  contained  in  the  July  192L,
resolution  has  been  needed.    For  example,   the  resolution  states  that  the
privileges  of  the  cemetery  are  extended  to,   l'facultbr  and  officers,"  of  the
college.     Does   the  word  'Iofficers''  exclude  members  who  al.e  not  on  the
Administrative  Staff?    Further,   the  ten  llinmediate  family"  has  beeh
difficult  to  define.    Was  this  intended  to  include  the  mother,   the  father,
a  grandchild  or  a  cousin  of  the  assignee?
Several  requests  for  assignment  of  plots  have  tteen  received  from
former.  faculty  and  employees.    It  appears  that  it was  not  the  intention  c)I
their  service with  the  college  either before  or  after  a  gI.eve  opening has
been made  in  their  plot.
Recommendations
The  Condttee  appointed  in  November  1957  consisted  of  Dean  S.  8.
Earle,  PI'ofessor  8.  E.   Goodale,  Dr.  0.  a.   Garrison,  Messrs.   George  Bormette,
D.   J.  Watson  and  Henry  H.  Hill.     This  Cormittee  met  in  the  Conptroller's
Office  on  November  19,   1957,   and  after  a  discussion  of  the  operation  of  the
Woodland  Cemetery,   I`espectfuny  submits  the  following  recommendations.
1.   That  the  college  cc>ntinue  to  pl`ovide  plots  for  its  white
employees  and  that  the  lands  adjacent  to  iine  area,   commonly
kncwn  as  "Cemetery  Hill, "  be  further  developed  as  required
for  a  cemetery.
2.   That  the  privileges  of  the  cemetery be  extended  to  any
need)er-of  the  Caucasian  race  who  is  a  regular  employee  or
who  dies  while  in  the  empleyment  of  the  college,  provided
he  has  been  in  the  service  of  line  college  for  a period  of
time  exceeding  three  years.     (A  regular  employee  is  defined
fol`  this  pulpose  as  an  individual  who  has  been  employed  l`onger
than  thirty-six  months  and  who  normally  is  or  was  scheduled
to  work  more  than  one-half  of  a  full  t,ire.)    And  further,   that
the  privileges  be  extended  to  members  of  i,he  Board  of  Tfustees
of  plots  and  the.maintenance  of  the  cemetery.
5.  That  the  college  attorney  prepare  an   amended  certificate  or
deed  to  be  issued  those  assigned  plots  in  the  Woodland  Cemetery.
6.  That  the  sum  of  $1,200.00  be  appropriated  to  acconplish  the
following worn immediately:
a.  Erect  an  appropriate  marker with  name  'rwoodland  Cemetery"
at  entl`ance.
b.  Re-survey  and  reduce  to  standard  size  where  practical  all
un-assigned  lots.
c.  Remove  all  dead  and  dangerous  trees.
d.  Make  necessary  repairs  to  walks  and  I`oads  within  the
ceme tory  pl.oper.
e.  Extend  the  e3cisting  water  line with  master  cutoff  valve
and  install  frost-proof  faucets  to  be  located within  loo
feet.of  all  graves.
f.   To  plant`or `replace  trees  indigenous  to  this  cemetery in
appropriate  areas.
9.  Provide  permanent  numbered  markers  of  concrete  at  the
corner  of  each  lot.
h.  designate  on  cemetery  maps  area  of  colored  graveyard.
7.   That  the  privileges  of  the  cemetery  be  extended  to  former
employees,  provided  a  member  of  his  family  has  been  buried  in
the  plot  assigned.
`r .-..I     ,13``.,.
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desired by.trie  assigiee.,  the\n he rill be
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required  to  outline the  entire  plot.
11.  That  fences  or  other  enclosures   (coping  excepted)  be  I)ro±|bited
in  this  cemetery.
12.   that  only  one  plot  be  assigned  to  an  employee.
13.   The  Committee  suggests  that  consideration  be  given  to  an
endorment  for placing  the  cemetery  under  perpetual  care.
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Sikes, Kinapd, Earle, Schilleter,      -
Cook-these are only a few of the
men ,whose names ~adom the build-
ings of our university.\ Our dormi-   -
tories, +class buildin8sL,  sporting       '
fachities, and library are named for
Clemson's past administrators.
department heads, professors, and
sportsmen.
These men, along with their family
members and other men such as
Cooper, Sloan. Bennett, Jordan,
Lehotsky, and Holtzendorff, share
the honor of being buried on
Cemetery.Hill, which is now.known
as Woodland Cemetery.
The graves of men such as Barre,
Littlejohn, Pike, Lever, Long,  Poole,,
Daniel, and Martin encircle ar} iron-
fenced inner section of Woodland,
which is atop a hill behind Memorial
Stadium. This is the oldest part of
the cemeterv.  Sixteen descendants
-`-                  1
of Jori Caldwell Calhoun ahd his  ,  '
wife, Floride Colhoun Calhoun, are ,  .
buried inside the fencin-.John C. Calhoun is b`
Philip's Churchyard, Charleston, and
his wife is buried at st.  Paul's      `-
Episcopal Church in Pendleton,
/WhAe:eottEeerc£::8[:s#::nsdi::::Th£:eosi.d
Calhoun Plantion Cemetery is the
grave of little Olgia Bell Clank, who
was born in 1906 and died in 1909.
Her grave marker is hand inscribed
with her name and the years of her
birth and death. 'A later marker has
been added to her grave.
The cemetery is also mentioned in-Wrigh-t Bryan's book,  CJemso~.. An
Informal History of the University:
In the book, Bryan describes the
burial of M. W.  Riggs, who was
president of Clemson College for




years_. The lines port,ray a
Bgftgayb:8X:rhetn3ea-#-tf|js:`bfypus
for burial ,`6n Cemetery Hill,` as` the  '`,'`
cadet corp§' lined the roads. standing
at present Arms."                       .`, -.
Other Clemson residents are plan-
ning ahead, such as former head
football coach Frank Howard.
Howard's monument is already in    -
place and has the inscription,"Clemson University Football
Coach,  September  1,  1931  to
January  1,.1970."
Many of the people who have
loved and strived for the en-
hancement of this university are not
only recognized by th`eir names on
buildings but are honored by being
among Clemson's best.knwon and







Sept.   1991
RE:     Slave  Cemetery  -  West  Side  of  Cemetery  Hill
Ed  Crawford  recalls  stories  of  a  grave  being  hit  while  cutting  out
Perimeter  Rd.     Also  recalls  Indian  settlements  along  the  bottoms
area  of  campus.    He  is  aware  of  a  John  E.  Calhoun  Cemetery  (1700's)
located    off    campus    off   Hwy.    133.        He    said    that    slave    cabin
foundations  are  there,   and  an  old  graveyard.     It  is  on  Forestry
Dept.   Property  and  a  key  is  required  to  enter  the  area.
He   mentioned   another   cemetery   off   Cherry   Rd.    Ext.    behind   the
Poultry  Center.
George  Hardy  recalled  tenant  houses  being  located  beyond  the  west
side  of  the  cemetery  in   1949   (down  the  hill).     He  also  remembers








Sept.   1991
RE:     Slave  Cemetery  -West  Side  of  Ceme
:;=:::¥:::Spd:::aAL±L:so±s=teoac=a±aLerLsesooffn€±:€:E:£{eL:eg:Ehn:t;g:,51:o:n:g:e€get;:;:5;5;
located   off   campus   off   Hwy.    133.       He   said   that   slave   cabin
foundations  are  tthere,   and  an  old  graveyard.     It  is  on  Forestry
Dept.  Property  and  a  key  is  required  to  enter  the  area.
He   mentioned   another   cemetery   off   Cherry   Rd.    Ext.    behind   the
Poultry  Center.
George  Hardy  recalled  tenant  houses  being  located  beyond  the  west
side  of  the  cemetery  in  1949   (down  the  hill).     He  also  remembers
mention  of  a  slave  cemet.ery  just  beyond  the  west  of  the  cemet.ery.
.E=     I_.€_\
Hislory  students  begin  excavation
ol campus  cemetery
An archaeological excavation
on Cemetery Hill may identify
space for future gravesites and pro-
vide insights into Clemson's pas(.
The Univcrsity's first archaeol-
ogy professor, CaITel Cowan-Ricks,
and s(udents in a history department
internship program are conducting
the dig at Woodland Cemetery. The
goal is to identify any unmarked
graves so that space for additional
gravesites can be provided to alum-
ni, faculty and staff who wish to be
buried in the campus cemetery.
Cowan-Ricks emphasized that
no caskets will be dug up. "We are
looking only for grave shafts and are
digging areas that are only one foot
deep. We especially want the public
to know we are not desecrating
graves."
The class may find clues from
the University 's past. "Pottery
pieces, buttons. (ools and other arti-
facts that typically are found dunng
excavations of this type give a sense
of the lives of those who were here
before us," says Cowan-Ricks, who
holds a joint appointment in the Col-
lege of Architecture ' s department of
visual arts and history and the office
of university relations ' department
of historic houses.
FFilDAY,  SEPTEMBEF}   13,1991
By Jenny Munro1      News clomson Bureau
CLEMSON  -A  Clemson
:en:i:a:rrkss::d¥::d:;!a:en:;:cgo¥nh:i:°:
graves on Cemetery Hill on cam-
pus.
Carrel Cowan-Ricks, four uni-
versity students and several vol-
:Ftfeorosdi:::Scuervme9t¥r;,Pe°srtt;°b?
lished in 1837.
"We found some shallow de.
pressions that could indicate old
graves. We found some rock for-
prations  that  could  mark  a
grave," said Ms.  Cowan-Ricl{s,
who became Clemson's first ar-
chaeology professor last month.





:r`n-in-law. Thomas Green Clem-
;on, left the plantation and some
]iT`:n:X[tv°etrhs:t;t:thea:°beesat:sb[i:B
lame.
The 200-grave Woodland  Ce-
ri'e',r,:`\onwp?`:;:s¥oar:yaEi°amdjfae£[::
stratofs are buried, is adjacent
%#cei:sae`dh#itnhcaenTreot:%icwe':jch
''If slaves dled on the Fort Hill
liar:iath!:rn:,,t,hsehyeg:]Pd?ablywere
Convicts who died while work-
ig  on  Clemson's  Tillman  Hall
lso were buried near the Cal-
`°gutno{:cma:[gr:]ehTsettoe;y,accord.
ie::::;:tiif:e:e:t:3b:e#,:e:e:8gi!§
f  the  cemetery  where  there
:]edT't any marked graves, she
¥:rmear#[#tv£::huagt:i:Sise-
lid.
"...  We don't  want  to get  in a
:burial  situation,"  she  said.
We wiu mark the location of the
.aves.,,
Evidence of graves, such as
:tfL::eenst:#£:%]::;::°:n°df3]er::
son camt uS
THE  NEWS  -JENNY  MUNRCKyle Bond, a Clemson ELgmiversity gracEuate student, digs through soil during a
search for unmarked slave and convict graves at a Clemson cemetery
naps a few artifacts can be found
swa![tdi°utd]88ln8upgraves,she
heTger:::ha:::[f°o¥mp:?)j::tacb°ou:i
the lives and deaths of slaves in
this area, said Ms.  Cowan-Ricks,
whose  expertise  is  African-
American  cemeteries  jn  Low-
country  South  Carolina  and
Georgia.
§j:e:Cc::i;g:in;g;itv:!t:i§iiju§i;oi!eri:ai:;
Ms.  Cowan-Ricks  said  shi
wants to expand the project ant





ndEw"i    9.ry3-;
It's dlltIr EMoth
CI -   , rf .  q  ,
RPD=,2=:DSP`
Nanny Fitzgerald   Independent-Mall
Archaeology  professor  Carrel  Cowan-Ricks  scrapes   dirt  from  the  top  of  one  of  several
gTavesites that she and a team of 10 students and volunteers are excavating in a cemetery
on  the  Clemson  University  campus.  'rhe  team  hopes  to  unearth  some  clues  that  slave
graves exist in the area.
Clemson students dig
for slave history, credit
By Michelle Melton
Oconee.P]ckeus Bureau
CLEMSON  -  A  new  faculty  member  at
Clemson   University   is   digging -for   slave
E:Sat&r¥h:hcea££5u¥y  believes  is  buried  be.
Carel  Cowan-Ricks,  a  newly  appointed
archaeology    professor    at    Clemson,    be-
lieves   slaves   of  the   Calhoun   family   are
buried  beneath  the  western  section  Wood-
land.Cemetery  and  she  is  digging  to  find
those graves so they can be mat.ked.
Ms.   Cowan-Ricks  said  that  oral  stories
and    some    documentation    indicate    that
John  C.  Calhoun  designated  the  western
section  of the  cemetery  as  a  burial  place
for the  family slaves.  However,  the  graves
are unmarked so there  is no proof of their
existence.
And  that's  where  Ms.  Cowan-Ricks'  ex-
pertise comes into play.
She  and  a  group  of students  and  volun-
teers  are  digging  sections  3, feet  deep,  10
feet long and 3 feet wide all along the west-
ern section of the cemetery, which was es-
tablished in 1837."We  will  not  disturb  any  grave  sites,"
she  said.  "We  won't  be  digging  up  graves,
we  will  just  look  for  evidence  of  graves.
Out of respect, we do not want to violate a
grave.„
She   explained   that   by   examining   soil
and  artifacts,  she  can  determine  whether
a grave exists  under a certain plot of land
without digging deeper than 1 foot."It's  like  when  you  dig  a  hole  in  your
garden  and  then  put  the  dirt  back  in  the
hole,"  she  said.  "It  never  looks  the  same.
Man  leaves  a   great  deal  of  evidence  be-
hind where he has dug."
The  professor  said  locating  slave  burial
sites has been an interest of hers for many
years.
Ms.   Cowan-Ricks   said   the   diggings   at
Clemson are the first attempts  in this part
of the state to locate slave graves.
The   university's   goal  for   the   Clemson
project   is   to   find   existing   graves,   mark
them,  then  determine what space  is  avail-
able  for  additional  gravesites  for  alumni,
faculty and staff who would like to be bur-
led there.
Students and faculty  have been working
on  the  dig about two  weeks  now  for about
10  hours  a  week.  She  said  the  work  win
conti]iue  thi`ough  December and  then  con-
tinue next semester.
She   ]s   seeking  funding   for   permanent





MEMORANDUM   FOR   RECORD
RE:     Slave  and  Convict  Cemetery  -  West  Side  of  Cemetery  Hill
(Woodland)
. .   Spoke  with  Virginia  Shanklin  --  she  remembered  hearing  about
the  slave  cemetery  but  could  not  recall  ever  seeing  it.
. .   Spoke  with  Mel  Wilson  who  was  Vice  Pres.   for  Business   and
Finance  and  at  Clemson  during  the  1950's-1970's.     He  remembered
the  cemetery  and  had  visited  it  but  could  not  give  me  the  exact
location.     He  did  feel  it  was  west  of  the  Pike  plot  and  inside
the  cemetery  fence.     He  said  the  stones  were  small,  but  he
cannot  imag.ine  why  they  were  ever  moved.     I  told  him  that  it
was  possible  that  they  were  thrown  to  the  side  when  the  under-
growth  was  cut  since  after  the  1960's  no  one  had  mentioned
the  slave  cemetery  and  a  person  would  not  have  know  their
significance.
He  remembered  concern  by  the  Trristees  that  space  was  running
out  at  the  cemetery  and  that  the  west  side  possibly  could  not
be  developed.     He  said  they  quit  taking  names  on  the  waiting
list  because  of  this  and  did  not  plot  out  that  side.
Mr.  Wilson  said  that  when  the  dirt  was  moved  from  the  area
below  the  west  side  of  the  cemetery  (where  the  parking  lot  is
now)  that  there  was  concern  that  graves  may  even  be  in  that
location.     Since  this  area  was  to  be  disturbed  they  checked
and  he  was  !'told"  there  were  none   (thus  the  1960  notice  in  the
paper) .    He  said  that  the  administration  was  assured  of  nothing
being  done  to  the  original. slave  cemetery  on  the  west  side.
The  bank  below  it  should  be  pretty  much  as  it  was
in  the  1950's.     It  was  just  below  that  area  where  the  dirt
was  removed  and  everyone  was  aware  of  the  slave  cemetery
being  above  that  area.
Mr.  Wilson  could  not  be  positive  but  to  the  best  of  his
recollection,  the  slave  cemetery  is  within  the  fenced  area
of  the  west  side  of  Woodland  Cemetery  approx.   in  the  center
of  the  area  that  is  undeveloped.     He  felt  we  were  looking
in  the  right  area.
9-18-91
Spoke  with  Bill  MCLellan  per  Les  Jones   recommendation  concerning
the   slave   cemetery.       Bill   c:ame   to   Clemson   in   the   1950's.       He
remembers  the  south  stadium  press  box  being  built  and  the  parking
areas  to the west' of  Gem.etery hill`.    He  .stated  that grav,es were  hit
during  excavation,  but  t`hey  were  thought  to  be  Indian  graves,  not
::;V€Eesuree:L°±:::'¥£¥ttahreayvgserweerLe°Cha±tte%a±snb=cma%usnedt:=P:o=:e:rian:::
all  of  a  sudden.
He   remembers   these   being   investigated   by   a   specialist   but   was
unaware  of  what  was  done  with  any  rema±±ps  --  if  theyowere  ar}y.
He   doe.s   not   feel   t.hat   the   slave   cemetery   up   the   hill   was   ever
disturbed.
9-18-91
Spoke  with  Bill  MCLellan  per  Les  Jones  recommendation  concerning
the   slave   cemetery.       Bill   came   to   Clemson   in   the   1950's.    .-He-
remembers  the  south  stadium  press  box  being  built  and  the  parking
areas to the west of  cemetery hill.    He  stated that graves were hit
during  excavation,  but  they  were  thought  to  be  Indian  graves,  not
slaves  due  to  the  way  they were  located  in  a  mound  type  area.    The
way they realized that graves were hit was  because the  soil  changed
all  of  a  sudden.







Spoke  with  Les  .ones  whose  father  and  family  had  been  in  this  area
for  a  long  time.     He  remembers  being  told  that  the  slave  cemetery




Carrel  Cowan-Ricks,  visiting Arch.  Prf . ,  had  received  a  phone  call
from   a   person   refusing   to   identify   himself   concerning   a   slave
cemetery   at   the   Simpson   Station.      The   caller   said  that   CU  was-
allowing  cows  to  roam  over  a  cemetery  and  had  done  nothing  to  stop
it.       He   indicated   the   cemetery   was   across   the   road   from   the
Historic  Simpson  marker.
Carrel,  myself and a prof.  from the school  of architecture visiting
the  area  around  3:00  pin.     We  walked  the  area  around  the  Simpson
family  plot  and  found  nothing  outside  the  area  in  the  pastures.
We  then went back to  the  road and went  across  to  the  pasture  on the
other  side.    After  walking  the  arear we  found  indentions  and  field
stones  indicating  possible  graves.      I  also  found  a  white  marble
marker  that  had  been  shaped  and  smoothed  sticking  up  out  of  the
dirt.     About  5  inches  of  t.he  marker  was  showing.
Carrel  plans  to  request  a  fence  be  put  arounq  the  area  to  protect
tthe  stones  until   it  can  be  determined  if   it  is  indeed  another
cemtery.     I  plan  to  call  George  Hardy  to  see  i.f  he  is  aware  of  any
such  cemtery.
Location  sketch :
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interested  in pursuing archaeology  as  an  academic
choice, hence. the Cemelery Hill Are:haedtogicalprof ect
rte#%nor%%'#e'#eeresrosfff#rucn#%:,oo##ty
?ifhes°,uotcha::#°!tnndatdse%efitcha:top:j#ifa%g:%acih#;3,
students  and  volunteers  can  learn  are:haeolog.teal
methodsandtechaiqueswilhoulriskOfstgivfficartdala
12;;cfs%%anfo:#difetnh:ssforou%;=oo,:%o::cea








journals.    The  convicts  who  died at  Clemson
Esethatdigun::opfrE#lif¥anwidwiEgwhtten






Much  has   been   written   about  African










District Historical and Recreational Commission
Cc[rrel Cowan-RIcis,Tiuslee House, Box345605H, aenson University, C:lanson, SC Z9634ife05II
19
20 South carolinaAntiquities                IVol. 24, Nos.1&2,199Z
1973:3).  Naturalist William B artram wrote in his
i-::``-:-`-:--:`--`---:--:::--`:----:--:-:-_`:--`:-----:--:












on that site.  The finding for this project hag not





The actual location of the fort has never been
Ere:#g;=#gyrefeE;i;eth£.FidfwiasEdg:::=[
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locafionwell suited for a rfu  The site belowh4ill















Rev. MdElhenny was the pastor Of the Old Stone
Church in Pendleton and called his homestead
Clergy Hall  @endleton District Ifistorical and
Reoneafronal Commission  1973:1®.   The Rev.
hfflemy was deeded 904 acres cm January 20,






$250.00 a year, until her death a.ittlejoin Papers
i###!gr:=ebHgas:i#°r¥in¥##Eal:ongf
1836  ¢ickeus  County  Book  of Deeds,  183®.
Calhoun owned Fort Efill until his death in 1850.
















The ''S lav e'' Biwial Ground





The use of `mmarked/unworked fieldstones is
another southern tradition which can  be found
22 South carolina Antiquities                lvol. 24, Nor l&2,1992
Ethvi°due#n#:E:rthris3Lf8Fc:ni{Jfr¥eenL£9c°h:£)h.
ffi¥ff:p:eFifenanF%::=A=ffi#:u¥Wfl=-
-::--`-_--I    --`-`           __-:: ----  _:--
IIunber Of variables involved and ethidty rna:y
notnecessarilybeadetaniningfactor.
This   oral   tradition   fails   to   take   into
io¥Egy;ieiie;Eo¥go?ul¥asiFi::Tfhg±e;i
Calhoun designated the area on the hill as  the
fffitiEoth:e*:::¥fiT;u°:nf:thH:th±eg%=oaw:I:irhii:






















population was 75, according to the census dataHdi#)}#er#indatedoun¥Vl#j;;L#?dsHtoi:
?qgtert=#eMhfaego=nT:f#uroi:EgnFw
&e:Z}g±?::¥eeo¥P£:as¥J:igs8#;o¥or¥:
earlier.  Sixty-nine slaves were counted in the 1840












Figure 1.  Historical photograph of Cemetery Hill prior to removal Of urmarked fieldstones
(courtesyofclemsonuriversityLibraries).
L8e5n:'#:£p¥c¥ed]SE:Ceern:.fd¥:#:E?rti:¥3yd
would be five;  11  for 1840;  eight for 1850;, and,
nine for 1860, bringing the total for census years
alone  to  33.     Because  we  can  be  sure  death
occurred frequently and not just in census years,
the  actual number is  likely  to  be  significantly
higher.
Fge,6T£#Tr:::::fE;#1Faf.n:fifp:rt:bfr6fiyesn:v:e::
this  assertion with  the  death  of only  one pre-
gTp¥ic;p#ioondi¥cinanc#d:ni#a#it,reas,feoTade:
deceased individuals enumerated with the status of
slave were Aleck, age  12,  along with John and
Elizabeth,bothofwhomdiedatagetwo.
Convicts  at   Clemson  College.     Tn   L888,
'Thomas  Green  Clemson,  in  his  last  will, and
testament,  left  the  land  and  money  for  the
establishment Of an agricultural college, as well as
Sryagj:#ial7):XE:ei=::isstaet£:sta:tc::Ifpn¥:]E
the Fort Hill home place, 814 acres which became
£tsee££(T878¥9?r%oanusd£:£:i*8£>888Lino:ththe:
college buildings in 1890, utilizing ''lumber sawed
from trees on the place, bricks made nearby from
local clay, and some convict labor supplied by the
state" (1979:34).
Convicts were used for both constmction and
maintenance with  significant costs  savings and
constant irritations.   The correspondence between
penitentiary  officials   and  the   college   board
suggests the fust group  of 50  convicts did not
work  out  satisfactorily,  many  having  escaped
££Ei=%°§,C]°8¥i:ti°onit£:9c-:Eie#oettthe:
president of the couege, reads in part "(wto had an
interview with the Penitentiary authorities about
the  convicts  and  they  took  action  on  the  fifty
agreeing to fiirnich Negroes of the kind described
and also furnish Negroes in place of the whites
now on hand (Sinpson Papers 1814-1893).  This
request was complied with and sixty convicts wee
delivered later thatmonth.
College  lore  indicates  8-10  convicts  died
during these construction activities.  Deparinent of
2`4 South carolina Antiquities                 rvol. 24, NCii l&2,1992
Figue2.1992fieldseasRono#iBLm;:E%£efdtoTE§#Bffi)iarchtryMha8°Wen.
VIfaff+ofaF¥dsriv:o¥s¥:=TyT,#opig#r
fe#/I.#e/ dated October 6,1891, supports the oral
tradition  insofar  as  location  of  the  burials  is
concerned, indicating only three or four convicts
had died as  of that date and are  "buried at the
gav£¥¥pd[.#::S#,.nfe°,r[S8egT)Ttsofthecalhoun
ARCHAEOLOGlcALRESEARor
It is against this historical backdrop that the
Archaeology Program  at  Clemson  University
developed.    The program was  established as  a
result of a directive from the Board Of Trustees to
archaeologically locate evidence of the burials Of
the African Americans in Woodland Cemetery,
both pre-emancipation and convicts, before Board
?;eg:e!pid£E::i:o:?s:i?im-Ee:ry;Fguiq.¥
Plot.   It is a benefit Of employment for university
trustee's,  president's,   faculty  and  staff,  who
consider it an honor to be buried in the shadow of
Death Valley, the university's football stadium.
The  Cemetery Hill  Archaeological  Project
began in the fall of 1991, and relies on student and
volunteer labor.   Since Clemson does not have an
Anthropology Department, hence no archaeology
graduate students, students come primarily from
history, education,  and  engineering with a few
students from architecture.   Volunteers have been
Clemson faculty spouses, staff, people from the
communfty,andmembersoftheAndersonChapter
g±##2Chfi°};.8fialasd°£i9o¥,°df#:ththgs::£8
summer session of 1992,  ten Affican American
high  school  students  from  Clemson's  Career
Workshopparticipated.
h  the fall of 1991,  we  surveyed the entire
west slope of Cemetery Hill looking for evidence
of graves.  Our efforts did not reveal any evidence
of depressions which may represent burials, nor
did it pennit us to eliminate any pc)rtion Of the area
Operating under the  assumption that the burial
ground is  at  least  100  ft  west  of the  Calhoun
Family Plot,  tlie  decision  was  made  to  begin
excavation in an area 100 ft wide, and 100 ft down
from  the  west  boundary  of  the  family  plot.
Cowan-Ricks] Cemetery Hill
Figure3.BillWestbrook,AndersonChapterPresi4ent,Archaeol6gicalSocietyofSouthCarolina.
The  §ite's   datum   was  establisbed   in   the
southeast comer of the 100 x 90-ft rectangle going
down the west slope and trenches 10 x 3 ft were
laid out on a north-south axis.   Tlie north-south
orientation   of   the   trenches   maximizes   the
g:ssts.£*j:i?a°£j]s°::8?ar8dgLg:¥e;iwwhii:hth:refauegb°E]#
tradition  is  Christian  a3uropean-American) or
West African.    Fall  semester  we  opened  four
trenches  and  four  more  trenches were  opened
during the summer of 1992, two of which were at
the bottom of the hill in the area where informants
had indicated the convicts were buried.
It was our belief that the westslope had never
i:a¥thE[e::ind;£o:id:o¥:e::I;I:¥:I::gE¥ft2:in¥;;tiao::
natural deposition over the last 150 years.   The
evidence from the first trench we excavated in the
southeastcomerofthesite,however,demonstrated
there is a significant anount Of fill on the upper
slope.  A  1973  pemy  was  found  at  16  inches
during the second summer session of 1992.   We
now believe the fill is a result of grading to pave
the circular drive and dumping displaced soil from
Woodland Cemetery graves at the top of the hill.
It now looks as if the fill may only extend six to
ninefeetdowntheslopefromthedrive.
The sc)ils in the excavated portion Of the west
slope indicate this is a somewhat eroded site with a
fsg;yz¥e:igsaiic,.Iasyeevr:nTinhceh:se:;hsei:;vfoai:
mixed with coarse sandy loam. The transitional
layer is a sandy clay loam with the subsoils being
red   clay   a3ill   Smith,   Clemson   University
Agronomy Department, personal colnmunication
1993).   The site is very consistent with the sterile
ieedncceLafies¥:§:£'cfhd°e¥]igngng:rpova:d]ga:Zu:t:h%;
locating evidence of grave shafts, in spite of the
1973penny.
We have not recovered any artifacts which
date  to  the pre-emancipation occupation of Fort
Hill.    Most of the artifacts recovered are early
twentieth-century residential kitchen debris, slag
glass   from   the   ceramic   kihs   in   Ceramic
Engineering, and coal slag.   We have also found
lots  of  evidence  of  charcoal  along  with  vast
quantities Of brovm. green, and clear bottle glass
from more recent tailgating parties; and, a sizable
quantity of spent blanks representing eel.emonial
26 South carolina Antiquities                  IVol. 24, Nos.1&2,1992
]¥ers#efr:°;LE#ge.b#oalife]ia?tsthheav°er8b:i
recovered from the sandy clay loam or the red clay
layers.
This  cemetery has not revealed any of the
artifacts  which we have come to associate with
traditional  African  American  cemeteries  and
graveyards in the low country of South Carolina.
At this point we have no reason to believe that it
will  either.     Evidence  from  other  piedmont
cemeteries surveyed by the author suggest a more
European   than   African   pattern  in   Affican
American burial  traditions from the antebellum
period.
Wehaverecoveredtwoprojectilepoints,both
from the plowzone, with one found in association
with  a  feature  uncovered  in  the  area  that  is
believed to be the location of the convict burials.
This feature is a builders trench which is oriented
east-west.   The trench was discovered during the
final  week  of  excavations  during  the  second
summer session of 1992 and will be a focusiof the
projectinl993.
A builders trench is totally inconsistent with
the documentary evidence for the west slope as
well as the soils analysis.   We have no reason to
believe there  "as  ever a  structure  constricted
i+mgofecoc#eoriE;c:ej=oenn,tfonrurfisoFeath£:#:
suggested initially dy Stan South when he visited
the site in 1992, that it is a possible fort or fortified
structure (Stan South, personal  communication
::33kFheonuc]eage|Si%erf£::a::lag:|i:eati;
extent of this builders  trench.   Further archival
research for a description of the construction of
Fort Rutledge should also be conducted since our
research  to  date  has  called  into  question  its
location and strongly points to Cemetery Hill as
the fort's actual site.
CONCLUSION
The Cemetery IIfll Archaeologicalproject bas
%j[yk:£::::evl#c::pea:ti:¥n:¥g#hho#e:i:d£:i
the corfuction of the earliest college buildings.
The research design will yield the desired results
given adequate time and funding to support this
project.   We are still in search Of the final resting
::anc±Sb:£othns°S£#oVI;de#r#So#ffeaal;oETft
and who's lat)or made the college building plan a
reality.  This projectis dedicated to honoring their
memory.
The  volunteers  to  this  project  have  been
extremely valuable members  of  the  crews  on
which  they  served.     They  continue  to  offer
#acLEtier¥sS:#Fhc:otfrc¥s.in#eefc°ar¥e:fwpo°rt%nhti:g
students were exposed to historical achaeology as
a  possible  career  choice,  however,  that  effort
canllot be  measured  at this  time.    If only  one
student enters an Anthropology Department as a
potential archaeology graduate student we will
have  made  a  major  contribution  to  African
AmericanArchaeologyandtothediscipline.
.4cfr"ow/edgci"an/a.   The author wishes to express her
deepest  gratitude  to  the  following  individuals  who
through their labor,  as well as their emotional support,
have made  an  invaluable  contribution  to  this  project
Kilt  Gross,  an  anthropology  major  at Wayne  State
University  in  Detroit;      Shawn   Small,   a  Clemson
University history major;   Elizabeth  Fendley,  Queens
College,   Charlotte,    North   Carolina;       and,   Bill
Westbrock,  and members  of the Andersen Chapter of
the Archaeological Society  of South  Carolina,  who so
generously gave of their time.   Each, in his or her own
way, has contnbuted to the success of this project.  Their
professionalism   and  friendship  made  an  otherwise
difficult place tolerable.  Excavation in the red clay hills
Of the Piedmont of South Carolina in June and July can
be  a  miserbale  experience;     their  comradeship  and
delightful sense of humor helped  all survive  the heat,
humidity, bugs, and that detestable red clay.
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March   2,    1992
I,..I::;..`i
C)LEMSONt]-±TIlz-ERSITlr
Sonya  Goodman,   Director
Property  Management
Facilities  ,Planning  &  Management
Clemson  University
338  University  Square
Clemson,   S.C.   29634-5605
REC}E!`ifE:a
92ttRR  ~b    Rttl0:  2h
fth&fii{`i(%#p:if!,{¥;£fg{[gj(EY&.
Dear  Sonya:
Re:     Status  Report  on  Cemetery  Hill  Archaeological  Project
The  search  for  the  f inal  resting  places  for  the  pre-emancipation
African  Americans  of  John  C.   Calhoun  is  progressing  slowly,   as  you  are
aware  having  been  a  volunteer  to  the  project  last  fall.    We  have  not
been  in  the  field  this  semester,  but  will  return  with  two  sessions
during  the  spring  and  summer.     By  the  end  of  the  summer  I  will  have  a
better  feel  for  the  actual  duration  of  the  project,  but  my  projection
at  this  time  is  two  more  years.
I  am  willing,  however,  to  release  the  area  to  the  south  of  the
paved  road  that  circles  the  Calhoun  plot  for  immediate  assignment.    My
real  concern  is  the  convict  burials,  I  am  afraid  at  this  time  to
release  any  of  the  area  to  the  west  and  north  near  the  stadium  because
we  really  don't  have  a  clue  as  to  where  those  burials  were  placed.     I
hope  to  get  lists  of  I.ames  of  convicts  who  worked  on  the  Clemson
buildings  from  the  State  within  a  couple  of  weeks,   and  cineck  their
death  certificates  in  an  effort  to  pinpoint  their  graves.    once  I've
been  able  to  determine  where  to  excavate,   I  will  let  you  know  what
other  areas  are  going  to  be  available.
In  the  interim,  I  am  still  interested  in  being  advised  when  there
will  be  a  burial  in  the  cemetery  so  that  I  can  be  there  with  the  grave
diggers.    I  still  want  to  get  some  sense  for  the  soil  profiles,  so  I
can  determine  whether  or  not  our  excavations  are  actually  deep  enough.
I  thank  you  for  your  understanding  and  patience  with  this  project
TBUSTEE  HOUSE   .   CLEMSON.  SOUTH CAPloLINA 29634.5605H   .   TELEPHC)NE 803/656-2061
'1
l\rT1  I_'±J
.==._:-=Jand  I  look  forward  to  seeing  you  thi`sT-Ei5i±S#\``and  surmer  as  a  volunteer.
Very  truly  yours,
G,^^Jfl- CJJ.^~ , 6,:(/-
Carrel  Cowan-Ricks
Historical  Archaeologist
cc:     Susan  cline-Cordonier
/
3-4-92
Mr.   Larson:







FAX (803)  656-0930
This  is  just  an  update  on  the  above  subject.     You  may  share  this
information  or.toss.     Thanks!
Copy:   Jack  Wilson
F,Flecyc'e

CEMETERY   HILI.   ARCHAEOLOGICAL   PROJECT
HIST   200/AAH   411
SUMMER   1992
Professor  Cowan-Ricks,   Project  Archaeologist
Office  Hours:     By  Arrangement
Office  phone:      656-0972
Office :     Trustee  House
This  semester's  Fort  Hill  Internship  involves  the  archaeological
excavation  of  Cemetery  Hill  on  the  campus  of  Clemson  University.     The
purpose  of  the  excavation  is  to  recover  evidence  of  existing  burials  in
the  west  section  of  the  cemetery,  prior  to  cemetery  expansion.     Oral
tradition  suggests  an  area  approximately  loo  yards  west  of  the  Calhoun
Family  plot  was  set  aside  for  the  burial  of  pre-emancipation  African
Americans.     It  is  believed  this  burial  ground  was  established  by  John
C.   Calhoun  prior  to  1837,   and  that  evidence  of  ''rough  stone  markers"
could  be  seen  in  the  cemetery  as  late  as  1957.     In  addition  to  the
slaves  reported  to  be  buried  in  this  portion  of  the  cemetery,  a  number
of  convicts  who  died  during  construction  of  the  first  college  buildings
are  also  buried  on  Cemetery  Hill.
Excavat.ion  Procedures
This  project  will  begin  on  Monday,   June  29th  and  continue  through
Friday,   July  24th.     We  will  be  excavating  every  day,   Monday  through
Friday,  weather  permitting.     If  we  are  rained  out  we  will  meet  at  the
Trustee  House  for  archival  research  assignments.     We  will  operate  on  a
7:00  -11:00  and  12:00  -3:30  work  schedule.     If  it  gets  extremely  hot,
we  will  move  to  an  earlier  start  time  each  day.     You  should  bring  your
own  lunch,   coffee,   water,   `bug  juice',   sunscreen,   eta.     We  will  take  a
break  midway  through  the  morning  and  another  in  the  afternoon.
Restrooms  are  not  available  in  the  cemetery,  however,   Earle  Hall
has  facilities  we  can  use.
We  will  be  excavating  10'  x  3'  trenches  to  a  depth  that  allows  us
to  determine  evidence  for  burial  shafts.     Essentially,  you  will  be
looking  for  evidence  of  any  change  in  soil  color,   because  shovels  leave
a  distinctive  footprint.    We  will  also  recover  artifactual  evidence
encountered  as  we  proceed.     This  evidence  may  include  buttons,   beads,
clay  pipe  fragments,   ceramics,   glass  fragments,   and  possibly  even
coins.     You  will  place  any  artifacts  found  in  a  plastic  bag  which  will
be  marked  with  the  following  data:
Your  Name  and  the  name  of  your  trench  partner
The  Project  Name
Trench  designation   (Letter
The  I.evel  in  inches
The  Date
and  number)   to  be  assigned  #fl
You  will  also  be  asked  to  keep  a  journal  describing  the  condition
of  your  trench  when  you  begin  excavations;  the  artifacts  collected  each
day;   briefly  discuss  yc)ur  work  each  day;   and,   any  comments  and/or
concerns  you  have  regarding  the  work.     The  top  of  each  page  will  show
the  data  indicated  abc>ve,   plus  a  notation  about  the  weather.     This
journal  should  be  on  standard  college  rule  paper   [which  will  be
provided]   and  each  day's  page  should  be  made  in  duplicate.     You  will  re
the  original  will  be  turned  in  at  the  end  of  each  day.     Finally,  when
we  encounter  evidence  of  burial  shafts,  you  will  be  asked  to  draw  a
floor  plan  for  your  trench.
This  project  does  not  require  any  special  skills.     You  will  be
taught  archaeological  excavation  techniques  as  we  begin  work  in  the
field.
Students  are  expected  to  be  on  time  and  prepared  to  work  when  they
arrive  at  the  site.     If  I  am  late,   according  to  university  policy  you
are  only  expected  to  wait  15  minutes  for  me.
Required  ecTuirment
We  will  be  using  mason's  trowels  for  actual  excavation.     A
Marshaltown  45-5  is  preferred.     These  trowels  have  been  ordered  and  are
available  at  Ole  Norm's  at  Hey  123   and  93.     The  cost  is  approximately
$9 . 00 .
You  may  find  the  following  equipment  useful:
Clip  board
I.ine  level
10'  measuring  tape
Folding  carpenter's  ruler
Paint  brush
Dental  picks
A  Word  About  Dress
You  will  want  to  dress  comfortably  and  in  layers.     My  experience
thus  far  in  South  Carolina  would  suggest  a  light  jacket,  rain  slicker,
a  hat.  and  sun  screen  are  needed.     Remember,   there  are  a  lot  of  biting
insects  and  you  should  protect  yourselves  accordingly.     The  Landscape
staff  also  indicates  there  is  poison  ivy  on  the  west  hill,  so
individuals  highly  allergic  to  poison  ivy  should  wear  long  sleeves  and
gloves,  because  we  will  encounter  not  only  the  plant  but  the  roots  as
well ,
06 192.
ADDENDUM   TO   SYLI-ABUS
FOR   AAH   411   STUDENTS
Students  taking  AAH  411  for  3  credit  hours  will  receive  a  letter
grade.     Your  grade  is  based  on  attendance,   enthusiasm  for  the  project,
cooperation  and  willingness  to  accomplish  the  tasks  required  of  you  for
the  Cemetery  Hill  Archaeological  Project.
You  are  still  required  to  give  me  80  hours  per  semester.     If  you
expect  to  receive  an  A  you  will  arrive  on  time  for  each  class  session,
ready  to  begin  work.     You  will  maintain  a  high  level  of  enthusiasm  for
the  project  and  cooperate  with  both  the  instructor,  her  crew  chief ,   and
the  volunteers  who  are  giving  of  their  time  so  willingly  to  this
project.     More  than  one  absence  a  week  will  lower  your  grade  by  half  a
letter  grade,   and  the  time  must  be  made  up  before  the  end  of  the
semester;   absences  for  which  time  was  not  made  up  will   lower  your  grade
a  full  letter  grade.     Constant  tardiness  will  also  result  in  a  full
letter  grade  reduction.
All  students  will  be  provided  with  a  weekly  status  report  on  the
number  of  hours  they  have  fulfilled.     I  am  always  available  for
consultation  on  your  standing  in  the  class.     Do  not  wait  until  the  last
week  of  class  to  try  to  make  up  time  missed  or  to  request  special
projects  to  improve  your  grade  should  you  find  you  are  not  doing  as
well  as  expected.     There  are  no  such  projects  available  to  you.
Note:     There  are  no  papers  or  exams  required  for  this  course.
Portrait  of  Margarc[  O'Neal   Timberlake  liaton
made  in  middle  age  seems  [o  resemble  lhc  wrongecl,
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virtuous  w][€  that  Andrewjaikson  {Iiought  her,  more





But  the  ladies  of  WashiTigton disngreed So
violently  they shook Andrew  Jackson's
governrnent and  bToughl  clown  the  CcLl)inel
1{   was   one   of   those   Washing[on   sctindals.   A   C:`bine[
officer   involvecl   wilh   a   woman   of   great   bcau[y   imd
undeniable   lalem   for   a[[racting   men.   Before   jl   was
over,  relfllions  had  been severed  be[wecn  [hc  President
and  the  Vice  President,  ih€  Secretary  of  Slate  was  out,
and   [he   entire   Cabine[   had   been   dissolved.   People
asked   themselves   if   [he   na[ion's   moral   foundations
were  crumbling.  As  currem  as  today's  headl;nes,   you
migh[  say-but  i[  happened  16}  years  ago.
Scandal,  of  course,   is  hardly  new.   Diivid  ancl   Ba[h-
sheba   established   {hal.   Rome   [wl{[ered   over   Amony
and  Cleopatra.  Customarily,  though,  [hc  fun  of  scan-
dal  and  [he  aftereffects  are  ephemeral.  Only  occasion-
ally  do  the  boiling  rage,  cruel  laughter,   hun  feelings
and  sheer  hunger  for  revenge  [ha[  mark  a  truly  firs[-
rate scandal  seize  history  by  the  forelock,  helping  edge
i[  on[o a  new course.  So  i[  was  in  1829  with  what  Wash-
ing[on  wags  ]ns{antly  began  calling  the  Pe[{;coat  War.
The  drama[js  personae  were  simply  splenclicl.  The
President   in   question   was   Andrew  jackson   of   Ten-
nessee,   a   man   of   vjolen[   pnssions,   deep   in   his   suspi-
cions,   implacable   in   hjs   ha[reds.   The  Vice   Presidem
was  John   C.   Callic)un   of   Sou[h   Carolina,   noted   for
immense  but  icy  intel]ec[  and  overpowering  cles;re  for
the Presidency. The woman was gorgeous Peggy Ea[on,
a  barmaid  with  a   vocabulary  [o  match  her  [em|)er-
flir[atious,  compelling,  magnetic  lo  men-who  rose  [o
some  heights  on  beauty and  force  of persomlily.
She  was  born  Margaret  O'Ne{il  in  [hc  last  month  of
the   l8[h  century.  In   1796  her  father,  Williiim  O'Neal,
Ill  I 829 Tcnncssedn John  Ea[on mcirried the fair Pc.ggy
ancl   became  Presl.dent jackson's  Sccre[ary  of  Wzir.
had adver{isecl h!mself as a cooper. But their brick house
a{  2007  I Stree[  was also a tavern and  ho[el serving as scc-
ond home [o Congressional ancl Adminis[ra[ion leaders
as   [he  governmen[   began  movjng  in[o  its  permanent
djgs  in  Gec)rge  Washing[on.s  brand-new  dream  city.
The  city  was  scarcely  more  than  the  Senate  wing  of
the   Capitol   build;ng   on  jenkins'  H;ll   at   one   end   of
Pennsylvania   Avenue,   and   the   white-gray   limestone
Presidem's  mansion  a[  the other. The presem-day Mall
was   a   pasture   cut   by  a  sewage   ditch.   Yet   crude  and
dus[y  as   the  city  was,  a  self-impor[an[  social  structure
was  [aking  form  [hat  would  become  a  central  ingredi-
€n[  of  ils  I;£e-and  of  this  slory.
As  zi delightful  doll of a child,  Peggy begged bedtime
s{orjes  from  lonely Senators, Congressmen and Cabinet
meml)ers  far  from   home  and  boarding  with  O'Neal.
Slie  soon   blossomed   imo  a   woman  of  natural   beauty
reinforccd  by  powerful  in[e]ligence.  She  had  dark  eyes,
hezivy  lashes,   rich  Auburn  curls,  a  splendid  figure  dis-
played in low-cut gowns and-[ha[ very human failing-
ample  pride.  "While  I  wELs  s[ill  ln  pan[ale{s  and  rolling
hoops  wjlh  o[hcr  girls,"  she  said  in  an  autobiography
40  years  on,  "I  had  [he  a{[€n[ions  of  men,  young  and
old,  enough  [o  turn  a  gjrl's  head."
A  Secre[ary  of  Lhe  Navy's  nephew  commjt{ed  suicide
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o\'er  her.  The  A(lj`o<im  General  of  the  U.S.  Army  plo-
posccl`  I)u[  "i`Il  lhe  woojngs  of  Deceml)er  co`ilcl  iiot  win
May."  After  her  Lilhcr  lolled  her  clopemcm  wilh  oiic
Major   Bt'1Ion,   she   rc]l    in   love   wiili   a   C<ip(,Tin   Root.
T}elton    chal!engec\    Root,    micl    a    cliiel    wis    mrrowly
avcrle(I   l]efore  Peggy  rcll   out  of  lo\/e  wi(1i  Root.  This,
shc'   reports,   "I)riiigs   my  history  [o  my  sixle€n[h   year.
Her   halrecl   for   poor   Root,   she   founcl,   was   `.q\ii[e   as
clelicious"  as  love  liacl   bce]i.
In   the   enct,   Peggy   married   a   iiandsome   weakling
named John  Timberlake,  a  Navy  purser  who  I)ecame
all   llcol`olic   waslre],   failed   in   business   whi)c   nshore
ancl   eventually  had   lo  be  posted   back   to  seci.  She  wits
running   her   father.s   lavern   by   tlien   and   wns   widely
consiclcred   <i   worn.in   of   easy   morals.   Soon   af [er   her
niarriage,   ill    1818`   zl   hfliidsome,   rich   youlig   widower
name(I  John   Edton,   a   Senator   from   Tenllcssee,   li:icl
lakcn  rooms  in  her  ftithcr's  [averii.  IIVlien  Tlml)crhke
wem  btick  (o sc:I.  Fja((tn  <iiid  Peggy grew  closer,  I nclce(I.
they  became  a  couple+o  invite  him  (o  dliiiier  was  [o
l`avc   Mrs.   Timberlake   as   well.    Riglitly   or   wrotigl)i,
everyone  (ook  her  for  his  mistress.  Society  frownccl  I)ul
Eziton  was  ;`  Senator,  <if[er  all.  no  small   rn<i{[er  (li€n  ns
now.  He  was  almc)s[  a  son  to  ^nclrewjackson  ancl  iilso
i  I.isiiig  s[2ir  ill   his   Presidential   movemeii[.
jackson    m`rrowly    missed    €jcction    in    ]824.-jolin
Quincy  ^dams  took  office  insteacl,  in a  cloucl  or  accus;I-
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lions  tincl   scf`n(hl   [ha(  scr\ics  :is  {in   angry  pre<imblc   [o
our   story.   The   fui`ious   ]828   campaign   bcgnn   almost
I.iiiniecli:itely.  Crippled  by  lh€  accusat!.ons  and  {Ii€  clear
shi`[   or  popu]{`r  favor  (oward  jackson,   ^clams  foughl
b{ick  w:{h  wlial  becime one of  the  foulest  campaigns  in
U.S.   his[ory,   moclern   I:mos  having  no  corner  on  dirty
poll(ics  (SMITiisoNi^N,  Octol)er   1988).
^[lacks  on jnckson  focusecl  on  his  w]f€,  R;`chel,  b€-
caiise  of  an  ancicm  marital  scandal  the  couple  [hougllt
llley  hacl  lived  down.  From  the  Allamic  to  Ike  western-
most  limits  beyoncl  the  Mississippi,  an(I-jackson  forces
n<iy€d   Rachel   as   a   vile  adul[eress  and   bigamist.  jick-
soli,   who  earlier  hnd   killed   [o  cl€fend  his  wifc's  r€pu-
(a(ion,    never    forgave    hei.   a[tackers.    The    American
people,  loo,  rejecled  [hc slander,  ancl  in  ]828  lhey made
I,ickson  the  se\'en[h  President  of  the  Uni[ed  S[a[es.
Her  hust)and  maiiaged  to  shield  Rache]  from  much
of  the  p`il)]ic  comment.  But  a  monlli  after  the  election
she  learncc\  for  ihe  first  (iine  liow  viol€ni]y she  had  been
pilloriecl,  whti[  calumny  he  had  borne  for  her,  and  she
colhpsecl  in  h)rs[cria.  A  week  later  she  d]ed  of  a  heart
altack.  jackson   ne\Jer   doul)ted   tli?`l   malignam   gosslp
hticl   t`illecl   !ier.   He  wep(   when  he  buriccl  her.   .`Th€sc
Davi(I  Nrruili   is  the  all.thor  of  DreFrm  Was.,   lhe
cele(irali'd   his(oi-ical  n(]ve[  al)oul  explorer-gcnei.al
John   C,`   Fi-diTionl  lalc:r  made  inlo  a  TV  mirli3eries`
(i.ars  are  clue  her  virtues,"  he  said.  "She  has  shed  many
for mc." In Washington, a  lonely widower in  the While
Jlouse,   he  hung  her  por[rai[  so   lhat  hc  saw   i[   last  on
slccpjng,  firsl  on  awflkcn;ng.
Meanwhile,  in  a  faraway  port,  Purser John  Timber-
ldkc  had  cu[  his  [hroa[.  Washington  talk  said  hc  had
clcs|)aired over Peggy and Ea[on. The Navy said  his ac-
counts  were  short.  Peggy said  he  was  maddened  by  an
iisihma[[c a[{ack.  With  that se[[led, she turned  lo Eii[on.
There were no jmpedimen[s [o marriage, now. If Ea[on
gulped,  he  did  j(  in  private,  for  even  then  Peggy  was
iioi  a  woman  [o  gulp  a[.  Eaton  wrotejackson  a  le[[er,
[hc  gist  of  which  was  {ha[  marrying Peggy  migh[  cause
gossip  damaging  {o  the jackson  Presidency.  More  gos-
sir)?   For   lhe   President,   the   very   question   was   a   red
ciipc'  shaken  before  the  bull.
In    1781,   when  ]ackson   was   14   and   the   Brilish   in-
v:i(li`d  the  uplands  of  the  Caro]inas,  a  Redcoat  colonel
h{`(`  orcl€red  Andrew  to clean his boots. The sklnny lad
hcicl drawn  himself up.  "Sir, I  am a prisoner of war,  and
cli`im   to   be   treated  as  such!"  The  officer   drew  saber
:`n(I  slashed  lhc  lad's  hand  and  forehead. jackson  car-
ii'ed  bo[h  sc.irs,  and  a  proucl  at[i[ude,  all  his  life.  The
]c`dics of Washington migh[ have studied  [his  beginning.
Later,   as   a   backwoods   Tennessee   lawyer,   he   had
I)oarded  in  a  blockhouse  wi[h  the  widow  of  Col. John
1)oiiclson,   a   Niishville  founder.   Donelson's   beautiful
daughter,  R{ichel,  llad recently arrived in flight from an
abusive  husband.  jackson   fell   in   love   with   the   force
that   he  gave   [o   every[hing.   Rachel   responded.   The
husband   appeared.  ]ackson   was   a   man   who   raced
horses, fought cocks,  bet on dice, drank whisky. He also
cancd   and   horsewhipped   those   who   affromed   him.
Now  hc  [humbed  a  len-inch  blade  and  eyed  the  man
meaningfully.   The   worried   husl)and   asked   a   local
magistrate  for  pro[ec[ion.
The  husband  also  sought  a  divorce,  then  an  incredi-
bly  d]fficul[   procedure  since   each   divorce  required  a
separa[e,  specific  bill  [o  be  introduced  and  passed  by
the   S[a[e   Legislature.   Eventually,    word   came   from
Donelson rcl&[ives  tha[ Rachel  was free. In August  1791
jackson mzirricd her,  but [wo yeiirs later [hey lezirned no
clivorce  had  been  granted-the  Legislature  had  merely
authorized  the  coun  to  proceed  with  the  trial.  Techni-
cally  she  wfls  a  bigamis[,  and  they  were  living  in  sin.
jackson  and  Rachel  were  shaken  by  the  shame  of  jt
all.   Adul[erers!   Today   it's   hard   [o   understand,   but
divorce  itself  was  shameful  then,  and  the  world,  as  al-
ways,  was  ready  to  believe  the  worst.  Soon  d;vorce  was
granted  the husband-but on grounds of Rachel's adul-
tery.  Thejacksons  went  on  [o  live  down  the  disgrdce.
The   rough-and-ready  jackson's   devotion   to   Rachel
became  legendary.  In  a  famous  duel  he  killed  a  man
who   spoke   Rachel's   name   in   [averns.   For   her   part,
Rache]  grew  famous  for  g€n[le  kindness,  often  serving
as  a  brake  on  her  husband's  tcmpcr.
History  books  and  old  songs  s[i]l  ring  wl'th  admira-
tion   for  ]ackson's   victory,   as   a   militia   general,   over
10,000  British  troops  in  the  Ba[[]c  cif  New  Orleans  in
1815;   the   ba[[le,   in   f{icl,    ul{imalely   led   to   the   Presi-
dency.  But  lhrce  ycirs  lalcrjackson  led  an  Army  imo
Florida   to   punish   Scminole   Indians   and   wouncl   up
seizing  [h€  en(ire  province  from  Spain  (SMITlisoNI^N,
April   1988).   Immeclia[ely  a  comroversy  arose   l}iat   in
lime would bear direclly on our slory. Had llc exceeded
his  orders,  seized  foreign  territory  illegally,  aclecl  as  an
international  pirate?
jackson   claimed   he  was  following  Presidem  James
Monroe's  wishes,  but  Monroe's own  Cabinet  wanted  lo
A[  1829  Inaugural,  disorderly  mob  poured  ililo  WIlite
House,  [rashing  it  with  c].gar  butts  ancl  muddy  boots.
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cer,sure  the  fiery Tennessean.  In  Cabinet  meetings,  one
of  the  strongest  voices  raised  againstjackson  was  that
of   the   ambitious   Sccr€[ary  of   War,   none   other   than
John  C.  Calhoun.  Monroe,  a  peaceable  man,  half con-
vinccd  jackson   that   Calhc)iln   had  supported   him.   A
decade  later,   with  jnckson   now  in   the  White  House,
Calhoun  neeclccl  [o  keep  safely  buried  all  recollection
o[  lhe  condemnation  he  had  offered  so  long  before.
In   1828  the  new  Presidem  was  61,  Calhoun,  46.  An
uplaiid  South  C,1ro]iiiian,  Calhoun  was  celebrated  for
iscctic     self-discipline     ancl     Intellectual     power,     but
rcscnlccl  for  his  colcl arrogance,  esp€cially his demolish-
mg  lesser  rnen's  pre[cnsions  [o  the  right  to  ut[cr  opin-
ions in  Ills presence.  ^{  Yale,  I)resiclent Timo(hy Dwight
predicled  [hal  Calhoun  woiild  le,1d  {hc  country  some-
clay,   and   Calhoun   aspired   Lo   (he   Presidency   almos(
from   gradua[jon.   But   he  s(ar(ed   his   career   by  going
back  home,  practicing  law  and  paying court  to  a  pretty
]owlancls  cousin,  Florida.
Floride  was  a  catch,  And  tha[  also  bears  directly  on
our  uilfo]ding  story,  Her  wealthy,  prestigious  Charles-
lou   family   looked   favordb]y   enough   on   lhe   upland
youth,   but   [hc   con(rasl   l)e{wcen   planlalion   and   dirt-
farm   life   was   plain.   There   is   reasc)n   to   believe   [ha[
Floride,  whose  [cmper grew s[eadily worse as she  aged,
d;cl  not   forget  [ha[  dir[c.rence.
Wheii  Calhouri  arid Jachson  fir5l  (oll{ded
Calhoun   m{ide  it  I.nlo  Congress  I.n   ]8]  I,  and  ins[antly
other   Congressmen   felt-and  said-they   were   in   (he
presence  of  a  future  President.   By   ]817,  a[  age  35,   he
was   the   brillianl   Secretary   of   War   who   reorganized
and  modernized  [hc  Army.  When  he  was  running  for
Presiclem  [o succeed Monroe, he collid€cl wilhjackson's
risir]g momentum for the first time. He [hen lowered Ills
sighls   [o  lhe  Vice  Presidency  and  was  elected  to  serve
the  Presidency  that   Adams  won  so  narrowly  in   1824.
Four  years  later  he  was  again  chosen   Vic€  President,
this  lime on jackson's  ticket.  Now  rumors  of  Calhoun's
c)lcl   effon   [o   have  jackson   censured   for   the   Florida
campaign  lay  uncomfortably  between  [h€m.
Alon€  and  heartbroken  at  Rachel's  death  in  Decem-
l)er    1828,   jackson    began    lo   form    his   government.
Wanting   at   least   one   friend   from   Tennessee   jn   the
Cabinel,   hc   determined   lha[  John   Eaton   should   be
lnclucled. jackson  knew  Peggy,  too,  but  saw  her  as  he
saw   Rachcl-a   lovely   innocent.   Which   is   why,   when
Ea[on   cisked   h].s   p<i[ron   if   hc  dare   marry  her   in   the
face   of   gossip   and   certal.n   danger   to   the   Presidency,
Tnckson   `.csponcled,   gossip   be   damned!   "If   you   love
llie  worn,lil,  ancl  she  will  have  you,  marry  her!"
Thi.s   harclly  left   Baton   a  choice.  He  married   Mar-
garcl  O'Nea]   Timberlake  on  January   I,   1829.  Wash-
Ington's   reaction   was   brlskly  summed   L]p   by  Senator
In  romantic  illustralion,  the  gal]anl  old  Presiclen[
showers  attention  on  Mrs.  Baton  to demonslrale  [ha[
Louis   MCLane   of   Deli`war€:   "Ea[on   has  just   marrjecl
his   mistress-arld   [he   mistress   of   eleven   doz.   o[hers!"
But  when  Baton  came  under  consjdera[ion  for  S€cre-
tary   of   War,   laughter   (urned   to   horror.   Peggy   the
rough-[origucd  barmaicl  was  to  become  a  Cabjne[  wife
and  stand  close  to  the  p[nnacle  of  Washington  society.
Rebellion  swept  the soc;al  scene,  ancl  it struck  nowhere
more  povyerfully  than  in  the  ou[raged  bosom  of  Vice
President  Calhc)un's  wife,  Floride.
Those  who already consic]€rccl  Baton  mediocre  used
the   furor   to   urge   the   Presicleiil   to   abandon   his   old
friencl.  jackson  exploded-he  knew  all   he   ncecl€d   [o
know  about  gossip!  It  was  his  na(ure  to  scem  coiispir-
acy   in   ariy   opposi[ion,   and   now   he   decided   that   all
atlemp[s  to  use  Peggy  {o  disqual].fy  Baton   were  really
aimed  at  him-aimecl   [o  dic[a[e  the  very  composi[iori
of  his  first  Aclminislra[ion!   .`Do  you  suppose,"  scorFcd
/ackson,  "that  I  have  I)eon  sem  here  by  the  people  to
consult  the  ladies  of  Washing[on  as  to  the  proper  pei`-
sons  lo  compose  my  Cablne[?"
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he  expects  everyone  else  to  pay  the  proper  respect
that  is  lradi(ionally  due  the  wife  of  a  Cabinet  rn€mber.
A   fight  over  Peggy,  whalever  Floride's  feelings,  was
the   last   thing   Calhoun   ncccled.   He   expected   [o   fol-
lowjackson  jnto  the White  House  and  coun[ed  on  the
old  man's  endorscmen[  for  the  s`iccession.  Enter  now
Martin  Vaii  Burcn  of  New  York,  small,  plump,  highly
poll(ic,  his  manner  smooth  as  glass,  s€rving as  Secretary
of  State.   He   was  also  a  widower,  a   fact  crucial   to  this
story,  and  thus  wlthout  a  wife  lo  object  to  a  friendship
with    pretty    Peggy.    A    bi[[er    rivalry    arose    between
Calhoun   and   Van   Buren,   with   the   friencls   of   each
aligned  in  hos{ile  camps.
Once  back from  their honeymoon,  the Ea[ons called,
and   Mrs    Callioun   received   them  stiffly  but  properly.
The next morning Florid€ came [o her husband's study
and  said  she  would  rio[  return  the  call.  In  poll(a society
[his  would   i)e  a  slight  sure  to  have  repercussions,   but
Flonde  said  (he  si[uatlon  with  Mrs.  Baton  was just  too
vulgar  for a  gentlewoman  to  [olera[e.
Soci€ly   is   ordered   by   pos;tion   and   power,   and   in
Washillg[on  both  are  political.  Town  and  government
In  cartoon  circula[ecl  durnigjackeoii's  seconcl  lcrm.
President  aiid  new  Cabilict  Are  ii"g{Iiccl  inlcrvicwing
were  still   sm<ill   then,   and   the   lIHlc   groii|)s   al   lhe   lop
knew  each   other  well,   siiw  e2ch   o[h(>r  orteii   :`ncl   lived
by  an  inviolate  code.  A  cliaris[  namcc\  Margaret  Bayarcl
Smith,   herself   ci   Washing[o]i   socid]i[e,   lcfl   crisp   I)ic-
lures  of  mamiered  social  pa[[eriis  in   whic`ji  ctills  were
lo  be  made  in  order  of  ralik  and  returned  wilhin  n  set
period.   Leaving   cards   was   ma]lc]a[ory;   fu[urc   eiiler-
tainmeii(  was  an  obliga[:on  diie  the  c:`llcr.  The  form  c>f
things   matter€cl   profounclly;   not   e\Jcn   the   wife  of  the
Presidem   was  exempt.   Mrs    Monroe,   a   faded   l)e{i`"y
from  New  York  who  felt  Washinglon  was  too,  loo  pro-
vincial,  encoumercd  much  trouble  becnuse  of  her  in-
at[enlion  to  such  dela;ls.
The right  peop]€ cloing  the right  [hiiigs. Thti(  se([led,
we  see  a   grnc€f ul,  comfort:\ble  soci€ly  cosseted   I)y  ser-
vants  and  slaves,  lav]sh  dmiiers  s[arting  early,  evenings
running  late,  20  (o  50  people  galh€red,  some  ellgrossecl
in  chess,  some  playing  high  stakes  whis(,  some  s]Iiging
around  a  piano  or  guitar  or  claiicing,  yo`iiig  people  al  a
ccnt€r  [ab]e  p]ayiiig a  rhyming game ca]lecl  "Inscr[i()n."
servan[s   refreshing   glnsses,   and   always,   {11nl   stock-ili-
[rade  of  Wash;!igton  then  ancl   now,   (:Ilk  tincl   l:Ilk  <in(I
talk.  It  was  so  proper,  so  appropriate,  so  very  right.
The  inscr[ion  of  Peggy  E<itoii  inlo  this  strut(iirc-in
which  only  a  Prcsiclent's  wife  o\j[rankccl  ci  Ci`l)iiie[  wirc'
-left  everyone  gasping.  B`it  nnc)ther  aspecl  in;ide  il  ,ill
much worse and, :ndced, fn.ghlenjng. The old gunrcl ils
meml)ers  the  cream  or  ihls  socie[)J,  was  [atling.  The  last
heirs  of  [h€  general;on  of  the  Founding  F`i[hcrs,  aris(o-
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n  t;imoiis  l)allcri"i,  Cclinc  Cclc's[e,  ns  a  replacement
for Mrs.  I,alon. Tlic scanclal  was gone i)u[ not forgo(len.
cr<ils   who   li:`d   iiivenled   ^rnelican   clcmocracy  for   the
col)imon  folk,  Iiact  l)ci`n  swept  nway  wilh  [hc  def€a[  of
John  Qu{nc-y Adnms,  himself  the son  of lhe second Presi-
(leii[.   A   new  c`emocra[ic  €rzi  c)I  the  common  man  w<ls
comi}]g oiit or the  West in  the person  of Anclrcwjackson.
The I)as[ watched in  horror as the prese]ir swept  in on a
(ide of yellow brogans,  homespun z`nd chewing tobacco.
After }1is lm`ig\]ral,j€`ckson  hi`d led a crowd of  I 0,000
to  the  Whilc  House.  "Such  a  corlege  as  followed  him!"
dianst  Smjth   walled.   "Coumry  nien,   farmers,  gen(le-
men,  moiin[ed  and  dismoun(e(I,  boys,  women  and chil-
clren,   black   and   wh]te ..,. "   They   poured   jilcloors,
climbed  (hrough  windows,  stoocl  with  mudcly  boots  on
clamask   chairs   for   ljeuer   views,   bowlecl   over   wai[crs
and  [h€ir  [r{iys,  crunchecl  glass  underfoot,  spilled  tubs
or   liquor   [h<it   sliec[ed   the  noor.   ..rAc  Mo/'c5fy  a/  //zc
PcoP/c,"  Mrs.  Smi(h  said.   "had   disappeared  [replace(I
by]  a  rabl)le,  a  mc)b  .  .  .  whn[  a  pity."
The  `Ise  c)f  "mob"  was  not  accidental.  Witliln  living
memory,  French  mobs  had  worked  the  guillotine;  de-
mocracy  was  slill  considered  a  two-cclged  sword,  bene-
ficln]  l)\!t dnilgerous. That conrmon  Peggy Ea[on should
clci"`iicl    rul]    honors    from    the    arisic>cracy   carried   a
cleepcr  threL`[  `haii  merc social  outrage.  Mrs.  Smith  ancl
I.`1ori(lc  Calhoun  alid  the  others  were  taking  posi[ioiis
on  the  barrici`cles.
The  r]rsl  sliots  in  tile  Pciiicoat  l^Jar  were  fire(I  at  [hc
]mugurr`I    8:`11.    Peggy   swept    in,   slrikmg   the   crowd
silcm  with  l`er  bc,iuly ,ind  presence-w]lile  the  Cabjn€t
k#giv
The  Pelticoat  VI/a,r and  how  et grew
wives  and  all  who  mattered  cut  her deacl  The  Cabinet
officers  returned  [hc Eatons'  calls-but  came alone and
did  not  offer  their  wives'  cards.  The  implications  were
widely  noted.   Cabinet   wives  and   [hc   haiil   mo!ide  jn
general   would   not   accept   Peggy.   The  ERlons  gave  a
pany;  people  of  any  importance  sent  polite  regrets.  A
different  woman  might  have  placed  herself  above  (or
below)  the  bat(le,  but  Peggy  was  enraged.  Each  rebuff
hardened  her  determination  lo  force  society  [o  accep(
her  a[  her  own  valiiation.
Next  a  Philadelphia  preacher  sem jackson  a  letter
charging  Peggy  with  numerous  sins,   including  travel-
ing  with Baton  long befctre  [hcy had  married,  and  hav-
jng  a   miscarriage  a  year  after   her   ]a{€   husl)and   had
departed  for  the  fleet.  The President  was  outraged.  He
threw  hjmself  into  the  Petticoat  War  wj[h  exactly  the
same   vigor   that   he.d  shown   against   the  Bri(ish.   One
can'[   escape   the   conclusion   [ha[   in   his   heart   he   was
fighting  for  his  beloved  Rachel's  memory.  In  this  con-
[€xt,  it  became  necessary  f or  Peggy  to  be  seen  [o  be  as
virtuous  as  a  schoolgirl,  something  that  r€quir€d  con-
sjderable imagination. His  pen  racing  across  the  pages,
jackson   scrawled   a   let(er   of   refutation   longer  than
his  Inaugural  Address.
He  sent  retainers  out  [o  gather  countering  cvideiice
of  Peggy's  high  reputation,  which  was  easy  [o  find  in  a
tctwn   full   of   hopefuls   for   whom   Presidemial   favor
might  lead   [o  a  lucrative   office.   Then   a   local   pastor
presented   himself   as   the   source   of   the   miscarriage
story,   having  had   i[   from   the   al[€nding  doctor,   now
conveniently dead.
Beside  himself, jackson   called,   in  Scptemb€r   1829,
what   must   be   the   most   unusual   Cabinet   meeting   in
American  historyi[s  purpose  was  [o  sit  in  judgmem
on  the  virtue  of  a  fellow  member's  wife.  Hc  slunnecl
Cabinet   members   when   he   d€clared   [ha(   Peggy   w`is
"as   chaste   as   a   virgin!"   1[   was   ricljculous   beyoncl   cle-
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scription,  and  the  international  community wa[chcd  in
amused  surprise:  Peggy  Ea[on's  virtue  had  become  an
affair  of  s[at€.
Yet  the  comedy  had  serious  overtones,  for  now  the
rivalry  between  Vice  President  Calhoun  and  Secretary
of  Slate  Van   Buren  for  a   Presidential   future  was   in-
fected   by  wh<it  Van   Buren   began   calling  the  "Eaton
malaria." Widower Van  Buren in  his  bachelor digs  was
free  lo  shower  attentions  on  Peggy  and,  dc)ing  so,  he
grew   steaclily  closer   [o  jackson.   As   his   own   relations
with  the  Presidem  cooled,  Calhoun  wa{ch€d  this  bud-
ding  relat;oliship  anxiously.  jackson   Rlready  believed
the   al[ack   on   Peggy   was   aimed   at  him,   and   now   he
decicled   that   all   his   troubles   coulcl   bc   traced   to   the
Cabinc[  clique  suppor[iiig  Calhoun's  hopes.
In  those  days  [hcre  were  only six  Cabinet  members,
and,  with  the exception of Van Buren, all  were lacklus-
[er. Baton, Van Buren and Postmaster General William
Barry  clearly  were jackson  friends.  Attorney  General
John  Berrien,  Navy Secretaryjohn  Branch  and Treas-
ury Sccre[ary Samuel  ]ngham  were  Calhoun partisans.
They  fcarecl  V:tn  Buren  would  receive jackson's  bless-
jng   for   the   succession    to   the   Presidency   that    they
coveted for their  man. The President, meanwhile,  took
grim  note  of  the  fact  that  i[  was  lheir  wives  who,  with
Floridc, were leading the a[[ack on Peggy. In fact, there
was   no   conspiracy.   The   ladies   of   Washington   were
simply acting on  their notions of I)ropriety. But Floride
Calhoun  was  their leader,  and  the fight  was  costing her
husband decirly.  Making i[ all  the riskier for him  were a
couple  of  points  he  much  waned  [o  keep  quiet.
The  Soulh  /e[l  sl€ad,ily inore  embatlled
The   first,   of   course,   was   that   ancient   condemnation
of jackson  over  Florida.  The  second  went  [o  the  core
of  all   tha(  jackson  cared   most  about-the  sanct;ty  of
the  federal  union  that  held  the  Uni[ed  S[a[es  together
as   an  indissoluble  nation   rather  than   a   collection   of
consenting  individual  states.  The  differences  between
North  and  South-free  against  slave,  the  one  increas-
ingly    inclustrial,    the    other    resolutely    agricultural-
were  alreacly  straining  the  national  fabric.  The  South
fell    steadil)J    more    emba[[led,    especially    after    1828
when  Northern  votes  in  Congress  imposed  a  tariff  on
imports  that  worked  [o  Northern  advantage  a[  South-
ern  expense.
The  seeds  of secession  had  long  been  sown  in  South
Carolina  and  were  funher  encoiiragcd  by the  doctrine
of  nullification-an  assertion  that  any  state  might  nul-
lify  within  its  own  borders  any  federal  law,  including
(he  tariff,  lha[  it  regarded  as  unjust.  Though  he  was  a
Southeriler,/ackson considered  the Union sacred. What
was  known  only  to  South  Carolina  insiders,  however,
was  that Calhoun  himself had au[hor€d the stale's posi-
Unkindesl  c\it  forjackson  came  when  his  lovely  niece,
Emily  Donelson,   quit  as   Ills   Wli;{e   Ho`Isc   hostess.
lion  on  nullifica{jon  in  a  I)rilliam  but+ii  1829-<inony-
mous  tract  entitled  "Exposition  ancl  Protest."  Siiicc  he
could  hardly run  for Pr€sic\cm  on  a  pl{i{form  calling for
dissolution  of  (he  Union,  he  necclecl  to  keep  the  aulhor-
ship  secret.
Mear]whilc  the  P€[[icon[   Wrir  rhrecl   lo   bizarre   new
hcigl`ts.  The  Washing(on  social  season  normally  l)€gnn
each  fall  with  a  Presidenlia]  dinner  for  the  Cabinet.  In
1829 the parly was a  mortifying disaster.  All  o[jackson's
considerable  social  charm  failed.  Cabinet  wives  si{ling
under  duress  with  a  scarlet   woman  maimained  a  gla-
cial  silence.  Conversa(ion  limped, spul{cred,  died.  The
guests    soon    fled.    Next    in    the    official    social    round
came  S€cre[ary  of  Slate  Van  Buren's  c\inner.  He  issiied
formal  invita(ions,  but  only  the  men  accepted.
Van  Buren  persuaded  Baron  Krudcner,  the  Russian
Minister and a  bachelor,  [o give a  party.  While [he  Ciib-
ine[   wives   declined   their  invita(ions,   others   a[[eiided.
Madame  Huygens,  wife  of  the  Dutch  Minister,  kicked
up  an  ugly  fuss  when  she  was  sealed  near  Peggy.  Soon
i[   was   all   over  town   that   Car)inel   wives  alid   Maclame
Huygens   would   give   a   series   of   utterl)r   I)rilli<inl   pz`r-
[ies-for  the sole  purpose  of  exclud;ng  lhc  I,atolls.
Everyone   was   out   of   control,   mc)s[   of   all  Jackson
himself.   I-Ie   decidecl   that   the   sharp   remarks   of   the
Dutch   Minis[cr's   wife   amoun[ed   to   a   national   slight.
The  Uni(ed  St,i[es  was  offended.  Only  nn  Apology  the
smooth   Van   Buren   ex(r,ic{ed   from   M[`di`m(`   H`iygeiis
defused  zin  interna[ional  incident.
Then  jackson  summoned   the  [hrec   Cabiiic(   mcm-
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bers supporting Calhoun's  Presidential  hopes and read
them a very odd stale paper. Drawn up in his own ham(\
in  formal  language,  il  said  in  essence:  lay  off  Peggy  or
else!  Hc must, as he put il, have harmony. The A[[orney
General    o{   the   United   Slates,    the   Secretary   of   the
Treasury and the Sccr€tary of lhe Navy now assured lhe
furious  old  man  of  their  high  regard  for  Peggy and  for
h:`rmony,  the  latter  doubtless  true.
Their  wives,  however,  following  Floride  Calhoun's
lead,  were  unrelenting,  Peggy  equally  so.  Humiliation
followed  humiliHtion,  uil{{l  polite  people  talked  of  lit-
llc  else,  And  lhe  city  resembled  armed  camps  for  and
againsl  Peggy.  Social  life  itself  began  to  collapse.  Even
jnckson's  beloved  niece  by  marriage,  Emily  Donelson,
who scrvccl as his offici{il  hostess, was drawn jn[o the fray
against  Peggy,  whom  she  considered  inexpressibly  vul-
gar.jackson  was  aghast.  This  implied  he  couldn'l even
con(rol  his  own  household.  He  gave  Emily  fin  ultima-
turn.  But  h€  awed  her  no  more  than  he  awed  the other
ladies.  She  packed  and  returned  (o  Tennessee,  leaving
him  lonely and  bereft.
1[  was  ilo[ until  lhe spring of  1831  [haljackson finally
decided   [o   s€t{Ie   ma[[ers   by   cleaning   out   the   whole
Cabinet.    Ea(on    r€signecl,    followed    by    Van    Burer].
Then  the Presidcm called  in  the  recfllcitram  three  and
firecl   them.   Only  amiable   Postmaster   General   Barry
survi\Jed   the   purge.   Nothing   like   this   had   ever   hap-
pen€d  in  the  na[ion's young history, and  the nation  was
stunned.  Was  lhc  governmem  falliiig?  Was  revolution
al  liancl?  The  press  worked  overtime,  and  everywhere
men  gathered,  the  ink  on  (heir  newspapers  still  wet,  to
worry  over  what  i[  all  meant.
jackson  named  a  new  Cabinet,  governm€m  contin-
uecl  and  national  fears  subsided.  What  was  jmportan[,
however,  was  that  the  P€[ticoat  War underlay the  rinal
break   between  Presidem  jackson  and  Vice  Presidem
Calhoun-ancl  //ia/ had  considerable  consequences.
Ja.chson demands ari  exp[analion
The   rupture   czime   because  Tackson   chose   [o   force
the   issue  just   when   he   did.   The   precipitating  even
was  an  eyewitness   accoum   he  received  of  Vice  Presi-
denl   Calhoun's   old   attack   on   him   over   the   Florida
campaign.  He  sem  it  on   [o  the  Vice  President  with  a
curt  note  dem,inding  explan<i[ion.  The  break  was  in-
cvitzible,  for  what  could  Calhoun  say?
In  fact,  though  Ca]houn  couldn't  know  it, jackson
had  long  had  intimations  of  the  secret.  Sam  Houston,
who  had  I`is  owii  reasons  for  hatihg Calhoun  and  who
woiilcl    lil)Crate   Texas   a    few    years   later,    had   given
.)ackson   strong  iiirerenti{il   evidence.  So  jackson,   who
alrcricly   dis[ruslcd   thc-   Vice   President,   distrusted   h].in
eveli  niore  when  the  la[ter's  coiinec[]on  to  nullification
rinally   lenked   out.   Bu(   the   President  didn't   force   the
break  over  the  secessionist  lhrei(  [o  lhe  sacred  Union
eithcr;  he cxpectecl  lo sc)lve  that  on  his  own.  Eventually
hc   did  jusL   lha[-only  for   the   Lime   being,   lhough,   ;is
evc.n[s  in  Lhe  1860s  would  tragiczilly  dc.mons[rnie.  One
conclusion   is   incscapablc.   jackson   had   clecidecl   [ha[
Calhoun  2ind  his  cljquc-didn't  jusl  disiigree  on  policy
but   had   made   [hemsclves   his  personal   enemies.  The
Pe[[icoa[  W2ir  was  simply  [hc  decisive  event.
Wha[  answei`  could  Calhoun  make  lo  his  Presjclcm?
Thcrc  were   no  good  options,   ye[  he  chose   ihe   wors[
possible    response.    Hc    Pz/t7/!`jAcc/    his    iincieni    jus[i-
fica[ion   for   clemandjng  jackson's  ccnsurc   in   A   wi(lely
d].slrjbu[ecl  pamphlcl  of  50  pages  iind  lhen  recapped
[he  cle[ails  of  the Eaion  ziffair   1[  was as  if a  modern  Vice
Presidcnl  bought  an  hour  of  prime  [ime  on  lclcvision
not only [o dc.nounce lhe President on polit;Gal grouncls
bul   to   air   unsavory   privat€   de[ails.   This   playecl   Into
Jackson.s   hands.   His   cutting   Calhoun   off   from   [he
Presidency and  firing  [he Czibinct  could  now  l)e sL'en  as
a   matLcr  of  honor  and  liigh  policy,   not  jus(   a   weak-
minded  sop  [o  voluptuous  I'eggy  Ea[on.
Van   Buren   wiis  the  immedja[e   beneficiary.   During
jackson's  second   [erm   he   replaced   Czilhoiin   as   Vice
Presiclent,   and   in    1837   he   succeec\cd  jackson   [o   the
Prcsidency,  though  he  lds[cd  only  one  icrm.  But  lh[`['s
flnolhcr  story    E{`[on   w:is  c.vcntual]y  in:ide  Minisli.r  [o
Spain,  wliere  Peggy  became  (hc-toiist  of  Madrid,  Span-
Ish  sociely knowing litllc  and  cziring less about  her past.
In    1840,   the   Ea[ons   returned   lo   Washjng[on.   ^fler
Ealon  diccl,  Peggy,  a  rich  and  haiidsome  wiclow  in  her
60s,   married   an   I{alian   dancing   master  40   years   her
junior  who  departed  wi[h  her money and-worsc~hcr
granclclaughler.  Her  last  solace  `vii5  se[iling  old  scores
in  an  angry autobiography.
South    Carolina    returnecl    former    Vice    President
Calhoun  [o  the  Senate.  Now  acknowleclged  as  an  ad-
vocate    of    nullificalion,    nnd    cleeply    cmbitlerecl,    hc
emerged   year   by   year  as   the   secessictnis{   movemenL's
guiding  spirit.   His   chance   [o   be   Prc.sidcm   was   gone
forever.   Though   for   years   he   went   on   yearning  for
and  maneuvering  towarcl  the  ofricc,  he  clid  more  than
any   o[her   individual   io   bring   [hc  Soulh   lo   [he   fever
pitcli  of  civil  war.
I/ nol  /clr Peggy, whol m[ghl  have  been
What-if questions aboii[ his[ory lre risky. The course of
human   events   turns   on   countless,   of len   Liny,   Impon-
derables.  But one can ill least ask  whdl might have l)een
if calhoun andjackson had not broken wi[h each o[hcr.
Calhoun  wis  much  I)e[lc.r  equipped  for  [hcJ  Presidency
than  was Van  Buren.  In the While House, mighl  he not
have  become  a  healer  ra[hcr  [hELn  zi  dcslroycr?  His  own
interests-on  which   he  always  kept  z`  firm  eye-would
then  have  dictated  moving  North  towarcl  Soull`,  South
toward Norih. ]n  1836,  when he would most likely have
taken   officc,   the   diffcrcnccs   between   the   two   regions
were  not  irrcco]1cil:iblc.  Freedom  versus slavery already
was the issue,  but  the al)olil;onisl movcmenl in the Nonh
wzis   jusl   beginning   to   lake   hold.   Many   Southerners,
especiilly  in  Virginia  ancl  Kc-n[ucky,  s[ill  cxpecieci  (and
w`nLed)   s]dvery   [o   end.  Some   were  seeking  equitable
mi`2ins  for  frccing slaves.  Over  [he  next quzir[er-century
[hc.  Sou[h  would  harclen  ulitil  such  f houghis  would  be-
cc>iiic {rezisonous,  bul  if a Soull`em President and healer
hzid  bc.en on hand, [hose early seeds lnigh[ possibly have
i)ornc  more  uscJful  fruit.
A[  tl`e time,  zi[ lcasl,  [herc  was  li[[le doubt  of the scan-
cl:il's  significnnce.  One  of  many  examples:  n  Sou[hcrner
wl.i[ing aflcr  the  Civil  War summed  il all  up  by entitling
his anicle, "Peggy O'Neal: or [hc Doom of the Republic."
If  slic  wns  a  fzillen  woman,  Mrs.  Ealon  hnded  in  1  soft
spol-ns  !nuch  idlTiired  wife  of  Ambassador  lo Spain.
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SUBJECT :         MITCHELL   MAP
Drawn  by  a  student  f ron  information  obtained  from
Mrs.   Jack  H.   Mitchell
Mrs.  T.  H.(Ethel  8.)  Mitcnell   (1883-1971)    married  Jack  H.  Mitchell
(1880-1976)   in  1908.     Jack  Mitchell  came  to  Clemson  University  as
a  chemistry  professor   in   1905.      Both   are  now  buried   in  Woodland
(Cemetery  Hill)   Cemetery.
Their   son  Dr.   T  H  Mitchell,   Jr.   still   lives   in  Clemson   on   (101)
Bradley  Street.    Today  I  discussed with him his  mother's  map,  which
he  remembers  her  speaking  about  on  many  occasions.    He  said  she  did
it  with  the  assistance  of  an  arch.   student  sometime  after  1930.
He  felt  she  used  old  foundations  that  were  still  visible  to  site
some  of  the  structures  as  well  as  her  and  .  H  Mitchell's  memory.
Dr.   Mitchell  said  he  remembers  the  long  foundations  of  the  slave
quarters  being  located  in  the  Lee  Hall  area  across  the  ridge.    He
also  recalled  a  barn  being  located  beyond  that  point.    He  said  the
Martin's  House  was  located  north  of  the  slave  quarters  foundation
about  where  the  new  chemistry  building  is  today.
He  also  recalls  many  stories  concerning  convicts  being  used  by  the
college  to  make  bricks.     He  thinks  many  of  the  houses,   that  used
to  be  along  the  street  where  the  Pres.   house  is  now  located,  was
made  from  such  bricks  as  were  other  structures  on  campus.
He  was  very  pleased  that  some  ef fort  is  being  made  to  preserve  what
is  left  of  the  historic  areas  on  campus.     He  will  also  try  to  go
through  some  papers  of  his  parents  to  see  if  he  can  f ind  anything
that  may  assist  us  further.    He  does  remember  a  letter  written  by
his   father  to  his  mother  prior  to  their  marriage   (between   1905-
1908)  concerning  an  old  house  near  Cherry  Crossing  that  dated  back
to  Revolutionary  times  that  he  walked  down  and  visited.
Dr.   Mitchell's'phone  no.   is  654-5409.
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REPORT   OF   INTERVIEW
Robert  E.  Ware,   Professor  Emeritus
Zoology
Clemson  University
Carrel  Cowan-Ricks,  Vi'siting  Assistant  Professor
College  of  Architecture
July  17,   1992
Cemetery  Hill  African  American  Burials
Mr.  Ware  was  with  Dr.  Webb,   the  toxicologist  who  was
called  in  to  investigate  the  graves  that  were  cut  into  when
the  parking  lot  below  Cemetery  Hill  was  created.     He  says
there  were  4  -  5  burials  unearthed  and  that  they were  all
children.    The  only  evidence  of  the  burials  left  was  a  sandy
fill  and  hair.    He  supported  Webb's  report  that  they  took  a
shovel  full  of  the  soil  and  reburied  it  on  the  south  slope.
He  says  1'11  find  a  row  of  unmarked  field  stones  down  the
slope  that  mark  those  graves.
I     |t  is  interesting  he  did  not  mention  the  40  +  burials  we
1:Ocate!'d  last  fall  on  the  south  slope.
He  also  mentioned  there  was  a  pest  house  down  the  south
slope  for  victims  of  small  pox.    He  said  it  was  near  the  mill
and  that  the  patients  either  died  of  pellagra  from  being  fed  a
diet  of  nothing  but  corn  or  they  died  of  the  smallpox.    It
does  make  one  wonder  anew  about  the  burials  on  the  south
slope.    When  I  asked  him  if  the  pest  house  was  on  this  side  of
Perimeter  Road  or  the  other  side,  he  said  he  couldn't  remember
but  he  did  verify  the  mill  was  on  the  other  side  of  Perimeter
Road.
He  says  he  remembers  unmarked  f ieldstones  all  over  the
west  slope.    It  sounds  like  the  slave  burial  ground  is  much
more  random  and  widespread  than  I  previously  imagined.     This
burial  ground  may  not  follow  an  African  or  European  pattern.
It  remains  to  be  seen  and  looks  more  and  more  like  we  are
looking  for  the  proverbial  needle  in  a  haystack.
Cwl a-, fe
Carrel  Cowan-Ricks ,










TO :            Carrel  Cowan-Ricks
RE:            Northwest  Side  of  Woodland  Cemetery
We  recently  talked  about  the  possibility  of  opening  up  a  portion
of the west side  of Woodland Cemetery for  assignment.    If  you  still
feel  this  is  feasible,  would you highlight the  area on the attached
map   that   I   can  assign.      At   the  moment  we  have   approximately   50
individuals  on  the  waiting  list.
Thanks I
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Unmarked  slave  graves  on  side  of  cemetery  hill.
AULL,      (?)
AULL,   Mary  Evans,   b.   2-apr-1893,   d.    18-apr-1976
AuliL,   William  Barre,   b.    24-mar-1887,   d.    16-apr-1949
BARRE,    Florence   T.,   b.    21-feb-1888,   d.    30-dec-1963
BARRE,    Henry  Waiter,   b.    5-may-1881,    d.    6-may-1969
BEHNEY,    Victoria   Parks,   b.    1887,    d.    1969
BENNETT,    Charles   G.,   b.    24-sep-1898,    d.    25-feb-1961
BENNETT,   Lucille   Smith,   b.    2-nov-1904,    d.    10-feb-1969
BOOKER,    Leonard  R.,   b.    25-sep-1901,    d.    27-oct-1967
BRADLEY,    Mark   Edward,    b.    9-may-1878,    d.    22-feb-1965
BROWN,    Margaret   S.,    b.1892,    d.1975
BURLEY,    Boyce   Byron    (Jr),   b.    26-jul-1920,    d.10-sep-1957
RTTRT,F.¥,    Bovce   Bvron,    b.    29-jam-1891,    d.    24-jan-1946BURLEY,    Boyce   Byron,   b.
BURLEY,   Mildred   Sanders, b|J\JL\JJ-J-,L|--\---_--`__-`___,
CAIIHOUN,   Andrew   Pickens    (11),   b.   -10-apr-1872,    d.    6-oct-1942
CAliHOUN,   Andrew   Pickens,    b.    15-oct-1811,    d.    16-mar-1865
CALHOUN,   Andrew   Pickens,   b.    16-sep-1895,    d.    9-may-1963
CALHOUN,    Bonnie   Lusher,   b.    6-dec-1892,    d.    9-mar-1968
CALHOUN,    Carmen   Mangum,   b.    30-dec-1902,    d.    28-jul-1972
CALHOUN,    Creighton   Lee,    b.    31-oct-1901,    d.    17-jan-1940
CAI]HOUN,    George   Williams,   b.    5-oct-1892,   d.    3-jul-1959
CALHOUN,    James   Edward,    b.    1878,    d.    1937
CAliHOUN,    John   Caldwell,   b.   7-jun-1837,    d.   7-dec-1837
CALHOUN,   Margaret   Green,   b.    18-feb-1816,   d.    27-jul-1891
CALHOUN,    Margaret   M.,   b.    6-jul-1897,    d.12-jan-1959
CALHOUN,   Margaret   Maria,   b.   30-apr-1847,    d.    19-feb-1910
CALHOUN,   Mary  Iiucretia,   b.    21-feb-1862,   d.    17-jul-1865
CALHOUN,    Patrick,   b.    21-mar-1856,    d.    16-jun-1943
CAI.HOUN,    Sallie   Williams,   b.    14-oct-1864,    d.    26-aug-1928
CALIFF,    Torrmy,   b.    20-may-1953,    d.    24-may-1953
CAREY,    J.R.C.,    b.    3-mar-1885,    d.    26-jun-1955
CAREY,   Mamie   Smith,   b.    26-nov-1891,    d.    15-feb-1956
CARODEMOS,    Peter,    b.    1897,    d.    1967
CARROLL,    Frances   Musser,    b.    1922,    d.    1961
CLARK,   Ijillie   Olgia  Bell,   b.    1906,   d.    1909
CLARK,    Olgia   Bell,    b.    1906,    d.    1908
CljARK,   0lin  Mitchel,   b.   22-jun-1885,   d.   25-mar-1946
CLARKE,    Elwyn   Lorenzo,   b.    18-jun-1879,    d.    13-jan-1977
CLARKE,    Lucile   Wyatt,   b.    12-mar-1904
CLOANINGER,    Bruce   Daquault,    b.    29-oct-1909,    d.    22-may-1970
COLLINS,    Gilbert   H.
C0IjljlNS,    Hazel   Cover
COLlilNS,   Margaret   Pitts,   b.   15-dec-1918,   d.    11-nov-1967
COOK,    Edward  William,    b.    3-may-1889,    d.    14-dec-19'64
.-10-sep-1920,    d.    16-aug-1967
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COOK,   Harriet   Hefner,   b.   30-oct-1892,   d.   23-jun-1965
COOK,    James   C.     (Jr),   b.    21-sep-1918,    d.    28-sep-1965
COOPER,   Edith  Louise  Mills
COOPER,    John   Robert   Roy
COX,    Infant,   d.    8-aug-1963
CRAWFORD,    Dennis   E.,    b.    24-jan-1914,    d.    5-aug-1975
CRAWFORD,    Florence   M.,    b.16-jul-1917
CROUCH,    Sydney   James   Ijeonhardt,   b.    20-aug-1889,   d.    13-aug-1969
CURTIS,    Donald   D.,   b.    31-may-1896,    d.19-oct-1966
CURTIS,    Evalyn   G.,    b.    9-oct-1894,    d.    20-dec-1975
DANIEL,    David  Wistar,   b.   23-may-1867,   d.    5-sep-1961
__..__.       _    _     I____       i       IE_mar_1QQ1_    rL    2             r-1970
DEAN,    Jacob   D.,   b.    23-sep-1871,    d.1-rna
DANIEL,    Eva   Jones,   b.    15-mar-1881,    d
DARGAN,    Frank   Townes,    b.    8-may-1873, ul-1
DEAN,   Myrtle,    b.    8-aug-1-8967,    d.    23-jul-1971
DEAN,    Sallie   Mae   Jorden,   b.    28-oct-1875,    d.    13-mar-1975
DOGGETT,    Charel   Stebbins,   b.    27-nov-1858,   d.   22-nov-1929
DOGGETT,    Sarah   Berity,   b.    1-dec-1864,   d.    13-dec-1937
DUNAVAN,    David,    b.    15-jul-1895,    d.    20-aug-1956
DUNAVAN,    Ione   Grace   Shaffer,    d.    1895,    d.    1971
EARHART,    Jean   Crowther,   b.    23-dec-1923,   d.    1-aug-1956
EARLE,    Samuel   a.     (Jr),    b.1878,    d.1978
EARLE,   Virginia   Shanklin,   b.    30-dec-1909,   d.    1-jul-1949
BATON,   Lena   Brayton,   b.   10-jan-1886,    d.    13-apr-1953
BATON,   Robert   Knight,   b.    31-jul-1883,    d.    26-mar-1947
EPTING,   Mary   Elizabeth,   b.    8-mar-1943,   d.    12-sep-1943
EVANS,    Rosa   Calhoun,   b.    25-dec-1875,    d.    18-may-1951
EVANS,    Samuel   Wilds,   b.   22-jun-1881,    d.    30-dec-1950
FEELEY,    Robert   0.,   b.15-mar-1884,    d.    30-apr-1954
FERGUSON,    I]inda   Mania,    d.    19-jul-1966
FERRIER,    Ruth   Bloom field,   b.    1892,   d.    1974
FERRIER,    Wallace   Thomas,    b.    1889,    d.    1968
FIKE,   Ethel   Ewing,   b.   16-jul-1890,   d.   2-nov-1976
FIKE,   Rupert   Howard,   b.    25-nov-1887,   d.    30-oct-1956
FO¥,.John   Treutlen,   b.   20-oct-1889,   d.   21-sep-1970
FOY,   Nela   Sloan,   b.   21-apr-1887,    d.   26-mar-1967
FREEMAN,    Carrie   Hutchins,   b.    15-jan-1901,    d.    12-jul-1969
FREEMAN,    Edwin   Jones
FREEMAN,    Edwin,   b.    8-mar-1896,    d.    22-apr-1969
GODBEY,    Ewart   G.,    b.  .26-dec-1893,    d.    22-aug-1968
GODBEY,    Marie   W.,    b.16-apr-1893
GOODALE,    Ben   E.,    b.    22-apr-1897,    d.    8-mar-1978
GOODALE,    Nelson   M.,    b.18-nov-1901,    d.1-mar-1964
GOODE,    Charles   Weston,    b.    1906,    d.    1970
GOODE,    Emmie   Fowler,    b.    1909,    d.    1968
GOODE,    John   Keese,    b.    1875,    d.    1953
GOODE,    Laura   Lemon,    b.    1878,    d.    1967
GRAHAM,   Ann   Carolyn,    b.    8-jul-1946,    d.    17-jul-1947
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GUNNIN,    Dorothy   G.,   b.16-jun-1918
'    GUNNIN,    Eemery  A.,   b.    27-feb-1916,    d.    26-may-1971
HARCOMBE,    James   D.,    b.    3-may-1882,    d.11-nov-1946
HARRIS,    David   Nivin,    b.    1885,    d.    1949
HARRIS,    Frances   P.,    b.1887,    d.1961
HENRY,   Charles   8.,   b.    3-oct-1855,   d.13-dec-1941
HENRY,    Susan   Ella,   b.    9-mar-1865,   d.   25-jun-1953
HILL,    Henry   Hughes    (Jr),    b.1915,    d.1977
HINSON,   Ethelyn  Mitchell,   b.    6-sep-1913,   d.   25-dec-1938
HOLTZENDORFF,    Ann   L.,    b.1897
HOLTZENDORFF,    Infant,    d.    6-aug-1950
HOIjTZENDORFF,    Infant,    d.    9-jun-1946
HOLTZENDORFF,    Preston   8.     (Jr),    b.    9-nov-1894,    d.    28-jan-1971
HUNTER,    Carolyn   Johnson,   b.    28-dec-1914,   d.    6-jan-1978
HUNTER,    Della   a.,   b.    27-jan-1880,    d.18-may-1947
HUNTER,    Howard   I..,    b.17-jun-1904,    d.    27-mar-1975
HUNTER,    Joseph   E.,   b.12-sep-1874,    d.    9-oct-1952
KINARD,   Anna.  Sloan,   b.    2-jul-1903,    d.    17-dec-1944
KINARD,    Francis   Marion,   b.    2-jun-1902,   d.    20-may-1960
IjAGRONE,    John  Wallace,   b.    13-nov-1911
LAGRONE,    Mary  Anderson,   b.    1-oct-1914
LAMASTER,    Edna   Earl,   b.    5-sep-1894
LAMASTER,    Joseph   Paul,   b.    21-mar-1892,    d.    2-may-1971
IjANE,    John   Dewey,   b.    14-mar-1898,    d.    8-jan-1968
LAZAR,   Josephine   Stribleng,   b.   17-feb-1920,   d.   7-dec-1976
LEAVER,   Asberry   Francis,   b.   5-jan-1875,   d.   28-apr-1940
LEAVER,   I.ucile   Butler,   b.    19-feb-1889,   d.   13-nov-1957
LEHOTSKY,    Josephine   Beans,   b.    4-sep-1913
IjEHOTSKY,    Koloman,    b.    18-feb-1906,    d.    20-aug-1975
LINDSAY,    Bertha   P.,   b.    5-jan-1904,    d.    8-aug-1968
IilNDSAY,    James   Gill,   b.   27-aug-1889,    d.    18-jul-1952
LINDSAY,    Joseph,   b.    31-oct-1898
LITTLEJOHN,    Charles   Edward   (Jr),   b.   28-sep-1918,    d.    27-may-1975
LITTLEJOHN,    James   Corcoran,   b.    27-nov-1888,    d.    30-jan-1959
LITTLEJOHN,   Mary   Poats,    d.    2-dec-1949
LITII,EJOHN,    Samuel   MCGowan,   b.    11-jul-1915,    d.    29-feb-1976
LONG,   Mary   Pettie,   b.    8-sep-1873,    d.    13-dec-1954
LONG,   William  Williams,   b.    4-jul-1861,   d,   13-nov-1934
LOWRY,    Polly   Hughes,    b.    1911,    d.    1973
LOWRY,    Waiter   Lee    (Jr),   b.    5-apr-1907,    d.14-sep-1961
MARSHALli,    Grace   C.,   b.    21-jan-1888,    d.14-apr-1947
MARSHALL,    John   I]ogan,   b.    25-oct-1885,    d.    8-apr-1975
MARTIN,    Conway   Simpsom,   b.    22-jun-1872,    d.    22-jan-1948
MARTIN,    Eva   Gasque,   b.    2-mar-1878,    d.    30-may-1964
MARTIN,    Samuel   Maner,   b.    30-oct-1875,    d.    17-dec-1959
MCGINTY,   Letitia   Cross,   b.   23-jan-1889,   d.    13-nov-1971
MCGINTY,    Rupert   Alonzo,   b.    2-may-1886,    d.    28-feb-1951
MCMILLAN,    Collin   Eleazer,   b.    23-oct-1968,   d.    13-mar-1969
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;/£cMILLIAN,   Covington,   b.    30-may-1906,   d.   23-jam-1968
MCMIIjLIAN,    Edith   Green,   b.    28-sep-1913,   d.    10-oct-1973
METZ,   Evelyn   Daniel,   b.   22-jan-1908,   d.   31-jul-1956
MII.LS,   William  Hayne,   b.    12-sep-1872,    d.    29-mar-1942
MITCHEI.L,    Benjamin   F.,   b.    8-aug-1871,    d.    28-may-1960
MITCHEI.L,    Ethel   8.,   b.    8-sep-1883,    d.13-jun-1971
MITCHELL,    Gladys   E.,   b.    23-oct-1898,    d.17-aug-1973
MITCHELI.,    Jack   H.,    b.    23-sep-1880,    d.13-jam-1976
MITCHELL,   Leattia   a.,   b.17-apr-1874,   d.    25-jun-1964
MONROE,    Infant,    d.    7-jan-1942
MONROE,    James   Beasley,   b.    26-jan-1894,    d.    5-jan-1973
MONROE,    Sarah,    d.    15-may-1943
MOORMAN,    Robert   Wardlaw,    b.    16-sep-1919,    d.    17-feb-1974
MORGAN,    Thomas   W.,    b.1900,    d.1977
MORRISON,   Margaret   Jackson,   b.   27-jul-1860,   d.    2-jun-1939
MORRISON,    Margaret,   b.    17-jun-1884,    d.    18-sep-1973
MORRISON,    Mary  Willie,   b.    1-feb-1890,    d.    12-oct-1947
MORRISON,   Na.nnie,   b.    10-apr-1881,    d.    23-sep-1933
MORRISON,    Rosa,    b.    30-apr-1887,    d.    7-aug-1939
MORRISON,    William   Shannon,   b.    7-apr-1853,    d.    25-dec-1922
MUSSER,    Albert   Myers,    b.    1892,    d.    1974-1955
ct-1902,   d.   12-apr-1974
NORMAN,    Joseph   T.,    b.    2-jun-1954,    d.    25-aug-1974
NORMAN,    Joseph   T.,   b.    30-oat-1938,    d.17-dec-1962
PADEN,   William   Reynolds,   b.    1895,    d.    1977
PATRICK,    David   Robert,   b.    1-aug-1930,   d.    3-sep-1930
PATRICK,   Lois   Virginia  Watkins,   b.   2-jan-1895,   d.    6-jan-1971
PATRICK,    Sharner   S.,   b.    6-may-1887,    d.    28-sep-1960
POOLE,   Margaret   Bradley,   b.    6-oct-1898,   d.   22-jan-1975
Pool.E,   Robert   Franklin,   b.   2-dec-1893,   d.   6-jun-1958
PRESsljEY,   Erma   Louise,   b.    28-jul-1872,   d.    11-feb-1954
PURSER,    Infant,    d.    19-aug-1945
RICHIE,   Mary  Leighton  Mills
RICHIE,   Robert   Russell
RIGGS,   Ijula   Moore   Hall,   b.    9-feb-1873,   d.   24-feb-1958
RIGGS,   Waiter  Merritt,   b.   24-jan-1873,   d.   22-jan-1924
ROCHESTER,    Stephen   Glenn,    b.    2-jun-1954,    d.    25-aug-1974
RODGERS,   Lillie   Reola   Carney,   b.    14-aug-1899,    d.    12-dec-1929
RUSSELL,   Adelaide   Pemble   Royal,   b.    2-may-1877,    d.    3-aug-1968
RUSSEliL,    Dorothy,   b.   7-dec-1902,   d.    21-dec-1956
RUSSELL,    Dorothy,   b.   7-dec-1902,    d.    21-dec-1956
SCHILLETTER,   Ann   Louise,    b.    12-dec-1906,    d.    20-feb-1928
SCHIIiLETTER,   August   Edward,   b.    30-oct-1891,   d.   2-dec-1959
SCHIIjLETTER,   August,   b.    25-mar-1865,    d.    28-nov-1929
SCHILLETTER,    Grace   W.,   b.17-aug-1896,    d.18-oat-1969
SCHILLETTER,   Lavinia   Fincken,   b.    21-mar-1866,   d.   2-jun-1927
SCHWARZ,   Anna   P.,    b.    28-jan-1893,    d.17-may-1927
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d.    10-jul-1942
SHANKLIN,   Antoinette  Neville,   b.    13-may-1876,   d.   23-apr-1951
SHERMAN,    Franklin    (Jr),    b.1877,    d.1947
SHERMAN,    Grace   Berry,    b.    1879,    d.    1952
SIKES,    Enoch  Waiter,   b.    19-may-1868,    d.    8-jan-1941
SIKES,   Ruth   Janet,   b.   1
SIKES,    Ruth   Wingate,   b.
SIKES,   Walter  Wingate,   b.
-1904,    d.    1-dec-1967
875,    d.    10-aug-1959
07,    d.    1977
SLOAN,    Daisy   R.,    b.13-oct-1876,    d.    22-may-1962
SLOAN,    Jack  Winslow,    b.    1906,    d.    1978
SI.OAN,    Jean   a.,    b.    aug-1882,    d.    7-apr-1969
SLOAN,    Joe   HerLry    (Sr),   b.12-jul-1900,    d.    8-jun-1962
SLOAN,    Susan   Hall,   b.    11-feb-1876,   d.    13-dec-1953
SLOAN,    Winslow   Poe,    b.    21-apr-1873,    d.    11-apr-1959
STANLEY,    Dessma   I.ong,    b.    18-mar-1910,    d.    10-jul-1972
STANLEY,   Muriel   Bell,   b.    4-jul-1908,    d.    18-sep-1952
STARKEY,    Lawrence   Vincent,    b.    27-mar-1888,    d.    26-jun-1971
STARKEY,    Marie  `Compton,    b.    17-feb-1893,    d.    7-apr-1974
STERN,    Archia   D.,    d.    4-nov-1928
SWAIN,    Alice   Groat,    b.    1892,    d.    1959
THURBER,   Willaim   Fisher,   b.    29-oct-1893,    d.    20-nov-1973
VanBLARICOM,    Infant,    b.    6-feb-1943,    d.    7-feb-1943
WATKINS,    Daisy   Patton,   b.    8-dec-1889,    d.    1-dec-1974
WATKINS,    David   Wayne,   b.    1-feb-1889,    d.    9-apr-1976
WATSON,   Christine   Faust,   b.   5-jul-1905,   d.   31-jul-1975
WATSON,    David   Joseph,   b.    10-oct-1894,    d.    2-sep-1971
WATSON,    Ernest   Chisolm,   b.    4-nov-1906
WEST,    Harley,   b.    26-may-1881,    d.    28-oct-1937
WHEELER,    Harvey   J.     (Dr),    b.1930,    d.1970
WILI.IAMS,    Carolyn   Feeley,   b.    12-jul-1923,    d.    8-sep-1973
d  burials:
Bill  Atchley  died:
Ray  Abernathy  died:
Mary  Anderson  died:   3/22/96
Mary  Tirr\ms   Bell   died:   5/13/93
Frances  Welborn  Booker  died:   5/16/96
Merrit  Anderson  Boone   died:   9/29/93
Bob  Bradley  died:   10/30/00
Elaine  Cromer  Chisman  died:   1/25/97
BM  Cool   died:    5/6/01














Plot   368
Plot   106
Plot   111
Plot   157
Plot   127
Plot   247
Plot   101
Plot   305
PLot   103
u`.'Dfaff=~le-%F==°N-
Dennis   Crawford
Taylor  MCDuffie    (mac)    Folger   died:   5/19/95
Norbert  Goebel
Henry   Hill   died:   1977
Patricia  Hill   Buchanan   (widow  of  Henry)   died:   3/13/01
Trescott  N  Hinton
Frank  Howard  died:   1/26/96
Inez   Jones   died:   2/10/01
Ralph   Knowland  died:   12/99
Josephine   Beals   Lehotsky  died:   7/3/99
Mary  Katherin  Littlejohn  died:   1/18/01
Agnes   MCFadden   died:    10/03/00
Max   G  Miller   died:   12/20/95
Helen   T.   Moore   died:    4/3/00
William  Neely
Eugene   Parks   died  10/10/95
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Pedro   Parrado   died:    11/16/94
Thomas   C   Peele   Sr     died   4/16/96
RR  Ritchie  died:    9/1/99
Richard  Robbins   died:    6/7/80
Gilbert   Robinson,   Sr.      died:   2/23/96
Robert   W   Smith  died:    9/5/94
J  M   Stepp  died:   7/21/94
Lucie  White  died:   1/29/95







Thursday, August 21, 2008  1 :07 PM
SallyGillespie       ,
RE:  University Archives - Cemetery Records
Sally,
We have two folders of information about Woodland Cemetery. The earliest item is dated 1924; the most recent item is
dated 2007.  We  have an alphabetical listing from 1997 of those  having plots in the cemetery. Also, there is a  Board of
Trustees policy dated 2005.  We also have a few photos taken over the years.
Other than those things, there are articles that appeared  in various newspapers and  magazines.
Hope this helps.
--Dennis
From:  Sally Gillespie
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2008  11:24 AM
To:  Dennis Taylor
Subject:  University Archives - Cemetery Records
Hi Del,his,
I hope this e-mail finds you well. I am doing some research on Woodland Cemetery (``Cemetery
Hill")and1cameacrossamentionOfcemeteryrecordslocatedinUniversityArchives.Doyouknow
what cemetery records are located in Archives? Does anything pertain to Woodland? Thank you!
Sally M. Gillespie
Office Of the Board of Trustees
201 Sikes Hall
CleusonUniversity
Cleuson, SC  29634
Ph: 864.656.0390
F: 864.656.4676






Amended April 22. 2005
Eligibility
1.    Clemson University provides burial plots in Woodland Cemetery, to
the extent available, to eligible individuals.
2.    The privileges of the cemetery are extended to eligible full-time
University employees and their spouses and to eligible retired
University employees and their spouses. To be eligible, an employee or
retiree must have been inl-continuo_us service with the University for a `
minimum of 20 years.`Full-time status is defined in the University
Personnel Manual. Only an eligible employee may reserve a plot; an
employee's spouse is eligible only if the employee reserves space for
the spouse. Assigned plots may not be reassigned by the employee or
the employee's spouse. 'Assigned plots will revert tb the University if
nat used for the burial of the employee or the gmployee' s_sp_ouse_.`
3.    The privileges of the Cemetery are extend-ed to the curent President of
the University and his or her spouse and to all past Presidents of the
University and their spouses,-regardless o-f thE} Pfesident's length of
_s_efyice.-`Only a President may reserve a plot; a President' s spouse is
eligible only if the President reserves space for the spouse. Assigned
plots may not be reassigned by the President or the President's spouse.
Assigned plots will revert to the University if not used for the burial of
the President or the President's spouse.
4.    The privileges of the Cemetery are extended to eligible current and
former members of the University Board of Trustees and their spouses.
I~To be eligible,_a Trustee must have served at least two terns (eight
years) on the Board: Only a Trustee may reserve a plot; a Trustee's
spouse is eligible only if the Trustee reserves space for the spouse.
Assigned plots may not be reassigned by the Trustee or the Trustee's
spouse. Assigned plots will revert to the University if not used for the
burial of the Trustee or the Trustee's spouse.
5.   The privileges of the Cemetery may be extended to other persons onlyT
witl}_appr_oval from the Board of Trustees: The Board of Trustees may
grant a plot to a person and histh;r spouse only on the basis of
distinguished service to the University, to be determined on an
individual basis.
Duties
1.    The Board of Trustees delegates to the Secretary of the Board of
Trustees responsibility for efficiently assigning burial plots and
http://www.clemson.edu/administration/bot/Policies/Woodland_Cemetery.html





son University : Board of Trustees : Policy: Woodland Cemetery
maintaining records related to the Woodland Cemetery.
2.<RTes-po_n=sib_ili_ty±ofth-e=ppgoi_ng_ppesL±rvation-an-denhat5ement_6f=the-
_CemEtety]ry=is-given_-_to_-_the-Woo-dlandce-in-e-t5ly-Stewardship-Cominittee,
with the -B oard of TTustees retailing fnga_i_-j±u_thori_ty _o_v_er__any prop_osed-
acti_o_ri-:`,.
3.    The University is responsible for general maintenance and upkeep of
the Cemetery (including assigned and unassigned plots) in accord with
the intent of the Board of Trustees.
4.    All burial costs are to be paid by the survivors or the estate of the
individual(s) to be buried.
Aesthetics
1.    The Cemetery is to remain principally a wooded area in accord with
the intent of the Board of Trustees when the Cemetery was named
"Woodland Cemetery" in 1924.
2.    Tombstones within the Cemetery are limited to four feet in height and
are to be consistent with the color and style of surrounding markers.
Mausoleums and above-ground vaults are prohibited. Exceptions must
be approved by the Board of Trustees.
3.    Coping of plots in Woodland Cemetery is prohibited.
4.    The use of gravel as ground cover for burial plots is prohibited.LThe-J
4Wo-.od±apg__CL¥e_te_ry-S_tqvyardshipcommitt_eeL±a_l|m_ain£_aina_list--o-fJ
`aapta±l§_gro_und_cb_ve-rim-§5,-
5.    Fences and other types of enclosures are prohibited.
6.    Comer markers that do not exceed a height of 4 inches above grade
shall be allowed.
7.    Any physical improvements within the Cemetery should conform to
the general aesthetic of the Cemetery environs.




1.    In order to obtain a plot assignment, an eligible individual must
complete a Woodland Cemetery plot request form, available from the
offlce of the Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
2.    In the event that plots are unavailable at the time the plot request form
is completed, an assignment will be made as additional plots become
available through site expansion or release from assignees forgoing
their privileges.
3.    A certificate granting assignment to a plot must be prepared for each
assignee, a copy of which must be kept on file within the office of the
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Amendments
http://www.clemson.edu/administration/bot/Policies/Woodland_Cemetery.html
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1.    All amendments to this document must be approved by the Board of
Trustees.
2.   ffhe_Wro-odl-atrd =Cemeteryji!eyardship -Committ_ee_ sh_allj=e_vie_w-_thej\
Lprovisi-ores-of-this=document_at-least-once-ei76fyifiv_e_y_ear_s_=f_oil-Owing-its,T
Ladoptiori-byihe-Board_6f_Tinstees,T
3.    Current and future burial plot assignees shall be provided with a copy
of the Woodland Cemetery Policies and Procedures. Upon amendment,
an updated copy of this document shall be made available to those
assignees.
A Report on Woodland Cemetery
Historical
The origin of Woodland Cemetery probably dates back to the year 1837. In
this year it seems that Andrew Pickens Calhoun and his family resided a t the
mansion with his father, John C. Calhoun. Records indicate that the first child
of Andrew Pickens Calhoun, John Caldwell Calhoun, died December 7,
1837, and it is believed that this child was the first white person buried in the
area.
As other members of the Andrew Calhoun family died, they were buried near
the child's grave. Only members of this branch of the Calhoun family are
buried here. Some time after the turn of the twentieth century descendants of
Andrew had the Calhoun graves enclosed by a large iron fence measuring
approximately 70 feet in width and 68 feet in length.
Approximately 100 yards to the west of the Calhoun plot is a burial ground
reportedly established for slaves. This probably was done by J. C. Calhoun
prior to  1837. A number of rough stone markers can today be located in this
area, but it is impossible to determine the number of graves. In addition to the
slaves reportedly buried here, a number of convicts who died while working
on the construction of the first college buildings are buried in this area.
The college Board of Trustees at a meeting on July 4 and 5,1922, received a
request from President W. M. Riggs to establish a faculty cemetery. This
request was approved and Dr, Riggs was asked to submit plans for
establishing the cemetery.  Shortly after this meeting Dr. Riggs died and the
Acting President, Dean S. 8. Earle, submitted to the Trustees on July  10,
1924, the following report which was prepared by the Cemetery Committee:
1.    We recommend that this cemetery be named 'The Woodland
Cemetery.I
2.    We recommend that the privileges of this cemetery be extended to the
faculty and officers of the college as a last resting-place for themselves
and their immediate families. We recommend, further, that these
privileges be extended to the families of former members of the faculty
and college officers who have died in the service of the college,
provided the families concerned desire to remove the remains of such
http : //www. clemson. edu/administration/bot/Po licies/Wo odl and  Cemetery.html
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faoulty members or officers to this cemetery.
3.   We recommend that the Board of Trustees appoint a committee fi.om
the faculty whose duty it shall be to assign lots in this cemetery as they
are applied for.
4.   We recommend that the height of the monuments in this cemetery shall
be limited to six feet.
Dr. Earle states that the name Woodland was selected, as it was the desire of
the Committee that the cemetery be located and maintained in a wooded area
and that it was not to be like any of those that are placed under perpetual care.
Major S. M. Martin, who was appointed by Dr. Earle as Chairman of the
Cemetery Committee, states that he prepared a map of the area and outlined a
number of plots and that this Committee made the assignment of all plots
until about 1938. Probably due to the need for additional space, the area was
enlarged and Professor E1. E. Glenn in 1938 surveyed the cemetery and
prepared a map containing 202 plots. This map, with the record of all
assignments, was then placed in this Business Manager's Offlce.
Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29634, (864) 656-3311
hay://www.clemson.edu/administration/botffolicies/Woodland_Cemetery.html
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WOODLAWN   CEMETERY,    Clemson,    Oconee   County,    SC
aka  Fort  Hill  Plantation  &  Calhoun  Family  Cemetery




REPRODUCING   NOTICE :
These  electronic  pages  may  not.  be  reproduced  in  any  format  for
profit,   or  presentation  by  any  other  organization,   or  persc)ns.
Persons  or  organizations  desiring  to  use  this  material,  must
obtain  the  written  consent  of  the  contributor,  or  the  legal
representative  of  the  submitter,   and  contact  the  listed  USGenweb
archivist  with  proof  of  this  consent.
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I]OCATION:
Ijocated  along  the  south  side  of  the  present  day  Clemson  University  Football
Stadium.
Find  the  intersection  of  Highways  123  and  93.     Drive  1.5  miles  southeast  on
Highway  93   (Old  Greenville  Highway)   to  Perimeter  Road.     Turn  right.  and  drive  0.3
miles.     Stadium  is  located  on  the  left-side  of  road.
IIISTORY=
Fort  Hill  was  the  name  of  John  C.   Calhoun's   (1782-1850)   plantation,   South
Carolina' s  preeminent  nineteenth  century  Statesman.     He  lived  in  the  home  from
1825  to  1850.     The  surviving  parts  of  the  plantation  include  the  dwelling  house,
office,   rec!c)nstructed  kitchen  and  a  partially  restored  spring.     The  plantation
consisted  of  approximately  1100  acres   -  450  were  only  cultivated.     It  later
became  the  property  of  Thomas  G.   Clemson   (1807-1888)  (Thomas  married  Anna  M.
Calhoun) .
The  railroad  stop  in  this  area  was  also  called  Fort  Hill  and  it  was  located  near
the  present  day  Clemson  depot.     There  were  several  other  buildings  located  in
the  general  area.     The  I].C.   Drug  Store/Bogg's  Store,   now  called  Calhoun  Corners
was  one  of  them.     Many  university  students  rode  the  train  to  the  crossroad  stop
and  walked  to  the  campus.     Cherry's  Crossing  was  the  other  rail  stop  and  was
located  near  the  university's  d.P.   Stevens  plant.
Woodland  Cemetery  dates  back  to  1837,   when  it  was   simply  called  Cemetery  Hill.
It  is  speculated  that  the  cemetery  name  changed  in  the  1920's.     It  is  believed
that  John  Caldwell  Calhoun,   the  son  of  Andrew  Pickens  Calhoun,   was  the  first
white  person  to  be  buried  in  this  area.     John  Caldwell  Calhoun  died  7-Dec-1837.
As  other  members  of  the  Andrew  Calhoun  family  died,   they  were  buried  near  the
child's  grave.     The  Calhoun  burial  area  is  surrounded  by  a  high  cast-iron  fence,
having  a  large  double  gate  -it's  public  accessible.    About  100  yards  to  the
west  of  the  Calhoun  plot,   is  the  burial  grounds  for  approximately  60  Slaves  that
underwent  excavation  in  the  1990's.     Many  Calhoun  family  members,   as  well  as
Clemson  family,   are  buried  at  St.   Paul's  Episcopal  Church  cemetery  in  Pendleton.
Woodlawn  Cemetery  contains  202  plots  and  no  additional  developmenc  is  planned.
Cemetery privileges  are  extended  to  all  University  full-time  employees  and  their
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•J.mmediate  families,   provided  the  employee  has  been  in  continuous  service  with
the  University  for  five  years.     Cemetery  privileges  are  also  extended  to  members
of  the  Board  of  Trustees.    If  no  plots  are  available,   the  individual  will  be
placed  on  the  Woodland  Cemetery  list.
By:   Unknown  Author
a----------a
Africans  were  a  vital  force  in  the  operation  and  economy  of  Fort  Hill,   the  home
of   John  C.   Calhoun  from  1825   to   1850   and  Thomas   Green  Clemson   from  1872   to   1888.
I.ike  many  other  Southern  planters,   C'alhoun  raised  cotton  as  a  cash  crop  using
African  Slaves  as  labor.
The  experiences  of  the  Africans  at  Fort  Hill  can  be  seen  as  a  microcosm  of  the
history  of  Negrols  during  the  19th  century.   Since  Slaves  at  Fort  Hill  left  no
written  record,   their  perspective  is  unavoidably  voiceless  in  history.  However,
reports  of  visitors  and  family  letters  have  given  insight  into  understanding  the
lives  of  Slaves,   who  later  became  Freedmen  at  Fort  Hill.
A  reporter  for  a  New  York  newspaper,  visiting  Fort  Hill  in  1849,   noted  that  the
Calhoun  Slaves  lived  approximately  "one-eighth  of  a  mile  from  the  mansion.   The
houses  are  built  of  stone  and  joined  together  like  barracks,  with  garden
attached,   and  a  large  open  space  in  front.  There  are  perhaps  seventy  or  eighty
Negroes  on  and  about  the  place.n
During  a  tour  of  the  Slave  quarters,   the  reporter  followed  Calhoun.  As  they
walked,   Calhoun  stopped  and  inquired  ''in  regard  to  some  who  were  sick;   among
them,   seated  under  a  cherry  tree,   was  an  aged  Negro  man,   who  was,   as  he  informed
me,   the  oldest  on  the  place,   and  enjoyed  particular  privileges.  He  was  allowed
to  cultivate  some  four  or  five  acres  of  land  for  cotton  and  other  things;  the
proceeds  of  which  became  his  property,   and  sometimes  produced  $30   to  $50   a
season .11
Other  Calhoun  Slaves  also  were  allowed  to  plant  cottc>n  in  patches  conveniently
located  near  the  quarters  so  that  they  could  cultivate  them  af ter  their  work  was
done.   The  visitor  was  struck  by  the  business  savvy  of  the  Slaves,   whom  he
described  as   llshrewd  in  getting  the  highest  price  for  it   [cotton]   as  White
planters,   and  are  as  perfectly  conversant  with  fluctuations  in  the  cotton  market
in  Liverpool  and  New  York  as  a  cotton  broker. "
The  Calhoun  Slaves  must  also  have  known  of  their  own  value  as  property  or
chattel,  which  often  fluctuated  with  the  value  of  cotton.  As  property,   Slaves
could  be  assigned  as  collateral  for  mortgages  and  they  could  be  sold.  However,
it  appears  from  family  letters  that  the  Calhouns  seldom  sold  Slaves  from  Fort
Hill .
Slaves  did  have  a  family  life  at  Fort  Hill.  While  the  aforementioned  reporter
was  visiting  Fort  Hill,   he  witnessed  the  marriage  of  a  house  servant  to  a  female
slave  from  a  nearby  plantation.  He  recolded  that   ''the  marriage  ceremony  was
performed  in  the  evening,   and  in  the  mansion  of  the  proprietor  of  the
plantation .
The  ceremony  was  performed  by  the  oldest  negro  who  was  a  sort  of  authorized,   or
rather  recognized  parson  of  the  Methodist  order. "  After  the  ceremony,   the
excitement  continued  with  fiddling  and  singing.
In  addition  to  weddings,   the  Calhoun  Slaves  usually  had  Sundays  off  to  a.ttend
church  services.  Their  longest  holiday  occurred  during  the  Christmas  season  when
they  were  given  additional  provisions  and  a  four-day  holiday.   Often  the
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`,elebrations  culminated  with  a  party  that  was  held  in  the  kitchen  at  Fort  Hill.
The  Calhoun's  Slaves  were  not  as  homogeneous   a  group  as  one  might  expect.   They
did  have  the  same  race,   but  often  that  was  where  similarities  ended.   The  Calhoun
Slaves  ranged  in  age  from  infants  to  the  elderly.   The  oldest  recorded  slave  was
Mennemin  Calhoun.    (All  the  Slaves  at  Fort  Hill  were  assigned  the  Calhoun  name.)
Her  age  was  reported  to  be  112  in  1849.   Her  husband,   Polydore,   also  lived  a  long
life,   and  they  had  numerous  descendants.   The  legend  is  that  Mennemin  and
Polydore  were  first-generation  Slaves  from Africa.
There  was  not  always  harmony  among  the  Slave  population.  According  to  family
letters,   Calhoun  treated  his  Slaves  fairly well,  but  understandably  they  desired
freedom  and  oft.en  were  discontent.   There  are  several  accounts  of  Calhoun  Slaves
who  ran  away  from  the  plantation.  The  discontent  of  the  slave  population  at  Fort
Hill  may  best  be  explored  through  the  actions  of  three  Slaves   -  Aleck,   Sawney
and  Issey.
Aleck  was  often  the  only  male  house  servant  at  Fort  Hill.  He  is  recorded  in  the
history  of  Fort  Hill  because  he   ''offended"  Floride  C'alhoun.   Fearing  punishment,
he  ran  away.   When  he  was  captured,   Calhoun  insisted  that  he  be  jailed  for  10
days  and  given  3o  lashes.   Calhoun  did  this,   he  stated,   "to  prevent  a
repetition . "
Sawney  had  a  particular  position  in  the  slave  community.   He  was  the  son  of  Old
Sawney,   who  had  been  a  childhood  companion  of  Calhoun's.   Sawney  was  treated  well
including  privileged  doctor's  care.  on  a  trip  to  the  doctor,   Sawney  set  a  fire
to  the  White  overseerls  tent,   apparently  attempting  to  kill  him.   He  later  was
sent  to  Calhoun's   son  Andrew' s  plantation  in  Alabama..
Issey  was  perhaps  the  most  troublesome  of  the  Calhoun  Slaves.   She  was  a  house
servant  and  attempted  to  burn  the  house  down  by  placing  hot  coals  under  the
pillow  in  Willy  Calhoun's  room.   Fortunately  for  the  Calhoun  family,   the  smell  of
burning  feat.hers  floated  throughout  the  house,   and  the  fire  was  extinguished.
She,   too,   was  a  child  of  Old  Sawney,   who  even  though  being  described  as
"dangerous,1'  remained  at  Fort  Hill  until  freed.
Despite  these  occurrences,   there  were  calmer  days  in  the  slave  c:ommunity.   The
Calhoun' s  had  skilled  gardeners,   seamstresses  and  carpenters,   in  addition  to
field  hands.
The  problems  during  the  transition  from  slavery  to  freedom  at.  Fort  Hill  were
further  complicated  by  the  changing  households  at  Fort  Hill.  After  Calhoun's
death,   Mrs.   Calhoun  sold  the  estate  to  her  oldest  son,   Andrew,   who  operated  the
plantation  from  1850  to  1865.   After  1866,   Floride  Calhoun  recovered  Fort  Hill
through  foreclosure  and  willed  it  to  her  daughter  and  remaining  child,   Anna
Maria  Calhoun  Clemson,   wife  of  Thomas   Green  Clemson.   The  Clemson's  hired  as  wage
hands  many  of  the  former  Calhoun  Slaves.
•   One  of  the  Clemson  servants  was  Bill  Greenlee.   He  was   17  years  old  when  Clemson
died  in  1888  and  remembered  working  as  the  stable  boy  and  carriage  driver  at
Fort  Hill  during  Clemson's  last  years.
A  glimpse  into  the  experience  of  Africans  at  Fort  Hill  and  the  study  of  Negro
history  gives  a  better  perspect.ive  of  the  total  lif e  experience  at  the  home  of
John  C.   Calhoun  and  Thomas   G.   Clemson.
By:   Unknown  Author
a----------a
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/A/ATAFILE  INPUT   .    :   Paul  M.   Kankula  at   (visit  above  website)   in  Apr-2001
DATAFII]E  LAYOUT     :   Paul  M.   Kankula  at   (visit  above  website)   in  Apr-2001
HISTORY  WRITE-UP   :   Dennis   Taylc)r  at   td@clemson.edu  in  Apr-2001
LOC`ATION  WRITE-UP:   Paul  M.   Kankula   at    (visit   above  website)    in  Apr-2001
TRANSCRIPTION   . .    :   Clemson  University  in  May-2001
TRANSCRIPTION  NOTES :
a.   =  age  at  death
b.   =  date-of-birth
d.   =  date-of-death
h.   =  husband
in.   =  married
p.   =  parents
w.   =  wife
(60)   Unmarked  Slave  graves  on  west  side  of  hill.
Note:   Negro  members  of  the  nearby  New  Hope  Baptist  Church  claim  that  this  is
where  their  Slave  descendants  are  buried.     Clemson  University  insist  that  hard-
copy  documentat.ion  proof  is  required  befc)re  they  will  acknowledge  this  fact.
(?)     Unmarked  graves  on  south  side  of  hill.
ABEENATHY,    Ray
ANDERSON,   Mary,    d.    22-mar-1996
ANI)ERSON,   Merrit   Boone,   d.   29-sep-1993
ATCHLEY,   Bill
AULIJ,     (?)
AUIIL,   Mary  Evans,   b.   2-apr-1893,   d.   18-apr-1976
AUI]L,   William  Barre,   b.   24-mar-1887,   d.   16-apr-1949
BARRE,   Florence  T.,   b.   21-feb-1888,   d.   30-dec-1963
BAREE,   Henry  Waiter,   b.   5-may-1881,   d.   6-may-1969
BEAI.S,   Josephine  Lehotsky,   d.   3-jul-1999
BEHNEY,   Victoria  Parks,   b.   1887,   d.   1969
BENNETT,   Charles   G.,   b.   24-sep-1898,   d.   25-feb-1961
BENNETT,   I.ucille   Smith,   b.   2-nov-1904,   a.   10-feb-1969
BOOKER,   Leonard  R.,   b.   25-sep-1901,   d.   27-oct-1967
BRAI)I.EY,   Bob,    d.    30-oct-2000
BRADLEY,   Mark  Edward,   b.   9-may-1878,    d.   22-feb-1965
BROWN,   Margaret   S.,   b.1892,    d.1975
BURI.EY,   Boyce  Byron   (Fr),   b.   26-jul-1920,   d.10-sep-1957
BUELEY,   Boyce   Byron,   b.   29-jam-1891,   d.   24-jam-1946
BURI]E¥,   Mildred  Sanders,   b.   10-sep-1920,   d.   16-aug-1967







Andrew  Pickens   (2nd),   b.10-apr-1872,   d.   6-oct-1942
Andrew  Pickens,   b.   15-oat-1811,   d.   16-mar-1865
Andrew  Pickens,   b.   16-sep-1895,   d.   9-may-1963
Bonnie  Lusher,   b.   6-dec-1892,   d.   9-mar-1968
Carmen  Mangum,   b.   30-dec-1902,   d.   28-jul-1972
Creighton  Iiee,   b.   31-oat-1901,   d.   17-jam-1940
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flH0IN,   George  Williams,   b.   5-oct-1892,   d.   3-jul-1959
{=AIHOUN,    James   Edward,   b.    1878,    d.    1937
CAljHOUN,   John  Caldwell,   b.   7-jun-1837,   a.   7-dec-1837'   CAljHOUN,   Margaret   Green,   b.   18-feb-1816,   d.   27-jul-1891
CAljHOUN,   Margaret  M.,   b.   6-jul-1897,   d.12-jam-1959
CALHOUN,   Margaret   Maria,   b.   30-apr-1847,   d.   19-feb-1910
CALHOUN,   Mary  Ijucretia,   b.   21-feb-1862,   d.   17-jul-1865
CAljHOUN,   Patrick,   b.   21-mar-1856,   d.   16-jun-1943
CAI.HOUN,   Sallie  Williams,   b.   14-oct-1864,   d.   26-aug-1928
CALIFF,   Tommy,   b.    20-may-1953,    d.    24-may-1953
CAREY,    J.R.C.,   b.    3-mar-1885,    d.    26-jun-1955
CAREY,   Mamie   Smith,   b.   26-nov-1891,   a.    15-feb-1956
CARODEMOS,    Peter,    b.    1897,    d.    1967
CARROLL,   Frances   Musser,   b.    1922,   d.   1961
CLARK,   Iiillie  Olgia  Bell,   b.   1906,   d.   1909
CLARK,   0lgia  Bell,   b.   1906,   d.   1908
CLARK,   Olin  Mitchel,   b.   22-jun-1885,   d.   25-mar-1946
CLARKE,   Elwyn  I.orenzo,   b.    18-jun-1879,   d.    13-jam-1977
CliARKE,   I]ucile  Wyatt,   b.   12-mar-1904
ClioANINGER,   Bruce  Daquault,   b.   29-oat-1909,    d.   22-may-1970
COI.I.INS,   Gilbert  H.
COLLINS,   Hazel   Cover
COI.LINS,   Margaret   Pitts,   b.   15-dec-1918,   d.   11-nov-1967
COOK,   Edward  William,   b.   3-may-1889,    d.    14-dec-1964
COOK,   Harriet  Hefner,   b.   30-oct-1892,   d.   23-jun-1965
COOK,   James   C.    (Tr),   b.   21-sep-1918,   d.   28-sep-1965
COOL,    B.M.,    d.    6-may-2001
COOPER,   Edith  I.ouise  Mills
COOPER,   John  Robert  Roy
COX,   Infant,   d.   8-aug-1963
COX,   Irene  Todd,   d.   13-may-1993
CRAWFORD,    Dennis
CRAWFORD,   Dennis   E.,    b.    24-jam-1914,    d.    5-aug-1975
CRAWFORI),    Florence  M.,   b.16-jul-1917
CROMER,   Elaine  Chisman   ,   d.   25-jam-1997
CROUCH,   Sydney  James   Leonhardt,   b.   20-aug-1889,   d.   13-aug-1969
CURTIS,   Donald  D.,   b.   31-may-1896,   d.19-act-1966
CURTIS,   Evalyn  G.,   b.    9-oat-1894,   d.   20-dec-1975
DANIEL,   David  Wistar,   b.   23-may-1867,   d.   5-sep-1961
DANIEL,   Eva  Jones,   b.   15-mar-1881,   a.   29-apr-1970
DARGAN,   Frank  Townes,   b.    8-may-1873,   d.   2-jul-1929
DEAN,    Facc)b  D.,   b.    23-sep-1871,    d.1-mar-1954
DEAN,   Myrtle,   b.    8-aug-18967,   a.   23-jul-1971
DEAN,   Sallie  Mae  dorden,   b.   28-oat-1875,   d.   13-mar-1975
DOGGETT,   Charel   Stebbins,   b.   27-nov-1858,   d.   22-nov-1929
DOGGETT,   Sarah  Berity,   b.   1-dec-1864,   d.   13-dec-1937
DUNAVAN,   David,   b.    15-jul-1895,   d.   20-aug-1956
DUNAVAN,    Ione  Grace   Shaffer,   d.   1895,    d.    1971
EARHART,   Jean  Crowt.her,   b.   23-dec-1923,   d.   1-aug-1956
EARI.E,    Samuel   8.     (Tr),   b.1878,    d.1978
EARLE,   Virginia  Shanklin,   b.   30-dec-1909,   d.   1-jul-1949
BATON,   Iiena  Brayton,   b.   10-jam-1886,   d.    13-apr-1953
BATON,   Robert   Knight,   b.   31-jul-1883,   d.   26-mar-1947
EPTING,   Mary  Elizabeth,   b.   8-mar-1943,   d.   12-sep-1943
EVANS,   Rosa   Calhoun,   b.   25-dec-1875,   d.   18-may-195l
EVANS,   Samuel  Wilds,   b.   22-jun-1881,   d.   30-dec-1950
FEEliEY,   Robert  0.,   b.15-mar-1884,   d.   30-apr-1954
FERGUSON,   Linda  Mania,   d.   19-jul-1966
FERRIER,   Ruth  Bloomfield,   b.   1892,   d.   1974
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;BRIER,   Wallace   Thomas,   b.   1889,   d.   1968
jlRE,   Ethel  Ewing,   b.   16-jul-1890,   d.   2-nov-1976'FIRE,   Rupert  Howard,   b.   25-nov-1887,   d.   30-oat-1956
FOP,   John  Treutlen,   b.   20-oct-1889,   d.   21~sep-1970
FOY,   Nela  Sloan,   b.   21-apr-1887,   d.   26-mar-1967
FREEMAN,   Carrie  Hutchins,   b.   15-jam-1901,   d.   12-jul-1969
FREEMAN,   Edwin  Jones
FREEMAN,   Edwin,   b.    8-mar-1896,   d.   22-apr-1969
GODBEY,   Ewart   G.,    b.    26-dec-1893,    d.    22-aug-1968
GODBEY,   Marie  W.,   b.16-apr-1893
GOEBEII,   Norbert
GOODALE,   Ben  E.,   b.   22-apr-1897,    d.    8-mar-1978
G®OODAI.E,   Nelson  M.,   b.18-nov-1901,    d.1-mar-1964
GOODE,    Charles   Weston,   b.    1906,    d.    1970
GOODE,    Emmie   Fowler,    b.    1909,    d.    1968
GOODE,   John  Keese,    b.    1875,    d.    1953
GOODE,   I.aura   Lemon,   b.    1878,    d.    1967
GRAHAM,   Ann  Carolyn,   b.    8-jul-1946,   d.    17-jul-1947
GUNNIN,   Dorothy  G.,   b.16-jun-1918
GUNNIN,   Eemery  A.,   b.   27-feb-1916,   d.   26-may-1971
HARCOMBE,    James   D.,   b.    3-may-1882,    d.11-nov-1946
IIARRIS,   David  Nivin,   b.   1885,    d.    1949
HARRIS,    Frances   P.,   b.1887,    d.1961
HENRY,   Charles   8.,   b.   3-oat-1855,   d.13-dec-1941
HENRY,   Susan  Ella,   b.   9-mar-1865,   d.   25-jun-1953
HILI.,   Henry  Hughes    (Tr),   b.1915,   d.1977
HII.Ii,   Henry,   d.    1977
HII.I.,   Patricia  Buchanan,   d.   13-mar-2001
HINSON,   Ethelyn  Mitchell,   b.   6-sep-1913,   d.   25-dec-1938
HINTON,   Trescott  N.
HOI.TZENDORFF,   an  Ij.,   b.    1897
HOLTZENDORFF,    Infant,   d.   6-aug-1950
HOLTZENI)ORFF,    Infant,   d.   9-jun-1946
HOI-TZENDORFF,   Preston  a.    (rr)  ,   b.    9-nov-1894,   d.   28-jam-1971
HOWARD,   Frank,    d.    26-jam-1996
HUNTER,   Carolyn  Johnson,   b.   28-dec-1914,   d.   6-jam-1978
HUNTER,   I)ella  8.,   b.   27-jan~1880,   d.18-may-1947
HUNTER,   Howard  L.,   b.17-jun-1904,   d.   27-mar-1975
HUNTER,   dosepfi  E.,   b.12-sep-1874,   d.   9-oct-1952
JONES,    Inez,    d.    10-feb-2001
KINARD,   Anna  Sloan,   b.   2-jul-1903,   d.   17-dec-1944
KINARD,   Francis   Marion,   b.   2-jun-1902,   d.   20-may-1960
ENOWLAND,   Ralph,    d.   dec-1999
LAGRONE,   John  Wallace,   b.   13-nov-1911
LAGRONE,   Mary  Anderson,   b.   1-oat-1914
LAMASTER,   Edna  Earl,   b.   5-sep-1894
LAMASTER,   Joseph  Paul,   b.   21-mar-1892,   d.   2-may-1971
IiANE,   John  Dewey,   b.    14-mar-1898,   d.    8-jam-1968
LAZAR,   Josephine  Stribleng,   b.   17-feb-1920,   d.   7-dec-1976
LRAVER,   Asberry  Francis,   b.   5-jan-1875,   d.   28-apr-1940
IiEAVER,   IIucile  Butler,   b.   19-feb-1889,   d.   13-nov-1957
LEHOTSKY,   Josephine  Beans,   b.   4-sep-1913
LEHOTSKY,   Koloman,   b.   18-feb-1906,   d.   20-aug-1975
I.INDSAY,   Bertha  P.,   b.   5-jam-1904,   d.   8-aug-1968
I.INDSAY,   James   Gill,   b.   27-aug-1889,   d.   18-jul-1952
I.INDSAY,   Joseph,   b.   31-oat-1898
LITTLETOEN,   Charles   Edward   (dr)  ,   b.   28-sep-1918,    d.   27-may-1975
LITTljETOEN,   dames   Corcoran,   b.   27-nov-1888,   a.   30-jam-1959
LITTljEJOEN,   Mary  Katherin,   a.   18-jam-2001
I.ITTLEdoEN,   Mary  PoatE5,   d.   2-dec-1949
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feLEdoEN,   Samuel  MCGowan,   b.   11-jul-1915,   d.   29-feb-ig76
/PONG,   Mary  Pettie,   b.   8-sep-1873,   d.   13-dec-1954
roNG,   William  Williams,   b.   4-jul-1861,   d.   13-nov-1934
I,OWRY,    Polly  Hughes,   b.    1911,    d.    1973
I]OWRY,   Waiter  Lee    (rr),   b.   5-apr-1907,   d.14-sep-1961
MARSHAI.L,    Grace   C.,    b.    21-jam-1888,    d.14-apr-1947
MARSHAI.L,   John  Logan,   b.   25-oat-1885,    d.    8-apr-1975
MARTIN,    Conway  Simpsom,   b.    22-jun-1872,    d.    22-jam-1948
MARTIN,   Eva   Gasque,   b.   2-mar-1878,   d.   30-may-1964
MARTIN,   Samuel   Ma.ner,   b.   30-oct-1875,    a.    17-dec-1959
MCDUFFIE,   Taylor  Floger,   d.   19-may-1995
MCFADDEN,    Agnes,    d.    3-oct-2000
MCGINTY,   Ijetitia  Cross,   b.   23-jam-1889,   d.   13-nov-1971
MCGINTY,   Rupert   Alonzo,   b.   2-rna.y-1886,   d.   28-feb-1951
MCMILI.AN,    Collin  Eleazer,   b.   23-oat-1968,   d.   13-mar-1969
MCMILLIAN,    Covington,   b.   30-may-1906,   d.   23-jan-1968
MCMII]LIAN,   Edith  Green,   b.   28-sep-1913,   d.10-oat-1973
METZ,   Evelyn  Daniel,   b.   22-jam-1908,   d.   31-jul-1956
MIIjLER,   Max  G.,    d.    20-dec-1995
MII.I.S,   William  Hayne,   b.    12~sep-1872,   d.   29-mar-1942
MITCHELL,    Benjamin   F.,   b.    8-aug-1871,    d.    28-may-1960
MITCHELL,    Ethel   8.,   b.    8-sep-1883,    d.13-jun-1971
MITCHELL,    Gladys   E.,   b.    23-oct-1898,    d.17-aug-1973
MITCHELL,    Jack  H.,   b.    23-sep-1880,    d.13-ja.n-1976
MITCHEI.L,   I.eattia  a.,   b.17-apr-1874,   a.   25-jun-1964
MONROE,   Infant,   d.   7-jam-1942
MONROE,   James   Beasley,    b.   26-jam-1894,    d.    5-jam-1973
MONROE,    Sarah,    d.    15-may-1943
MOORE,   Helen  I.,    d.    3-apr-2000
MOORMAN,   Robert   Wardlaw,   b.    16-sep-1919,   d.    17-feb-1974
MORGAN,    ThoTnas   W.,    b.1900,    d.1977
MORRISON,   Margaret   Tackson,   b.   27-jul-1860,    a.   2-jun-1939
MORRISON,   Margaret,   b.    17-jun-1884,    d.    18-sep-1973
MORRISON,   Mary  Willie,   b.    1-feb-1890,   d.    12-oct-1947
MORRISON,   Nannie,   b.    10-apr-1881,   d.   23-sep-1933
MORRISON,   Rosa,   b.    30-apr-1887,    d.    7-aug-1939
MORRISON,   William  Sharmon,   b.    7-apr-1853,    d.   25-dec-1922
MUSSER,   Albert   Myers,   b.   1892,    d.   1974
MUSSER,   ream  Teague,    d.    30-jam-1955
MUSSER,   Sallie   Pearce,   b.   25-oat-1902,   d.   12-apr-1974
NEEI.Y,   William
NORMAN,   Joseph  T.,   b.   2-jun-1954,   d.   25-aug-1974
NORMAN,   Joseph  T.,   b.    30-oct-1938,    d.17-dec-1962
PADEN,   William  Reynolds,   b.    1895,   d.   1977
PARKS,   Eugene,   d.    10-oct-1995
PARRADO,    Pedro,    d.   16-nov-1994
PATRICK,   David  Robert,   b.   1-aug-1930,   d.   3-sep-1930
PATRICK,   I.ois  Virginia  Watkins,   b.   2-jam-1895,   a.   6-jam-1971
PATRICK,    Sharner  S.,   b.    6-may-1887,   d.   28-sep-1960
PEELE,   Thomas   C.    (Sr),   d.16-apr-1996
POOLE,   Margaret   Bradley,   b.   6-oct-1898,   d.   22-jam-1975
P00LE,   Robert   Franklin,   b.   2-dec-1893,   d.   6-jun-1958
PRESsliEY,   Emma   Ijouise,   b.   28-jul-1872,   d.    11-feb-1954
PURSER,   Infant,   d.   19-aug-1945
RICHIE,   Mary  Leighton  Mills
RICHIE,   Robert  Russell
RIGGS,   Lula  Moore  Hall,   b.    9-feb-1873,   d.   24-feb-1958
RIGGS,   Waiter  Merritt,   b.   24-jam-1873,   d.   22-jan-1924
RITCHIE,   R.R.,    d.1-sep-1999
ROBBINS,   Richard,   d.   7-jun-1980
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OB"SON,   Gilbert   (Sr),   d.   23-feb~1996
+_PxreEESTER,   Stephen  Glenn,   b.   2-jun-1954,   d.   25-aug-1974
EroEX5ERS,   I.illie  Reola  Carney,   b.   14-aug-1899,   a.   12-dec-1929
310SSEI.Ij,   Adelaide   Pemble  Royal,   b.   2-may-1877,   d.   3-aug-1968
RUSSELlj,   Dorothy,   b.    7-dec-1902,   d.   21-dec-1956
RUSSELI,,   Dorothy,   b.   7-dec-1902,   d.   21-dec-1956
SCHII.IjETTER,   Ann  Louise,   b.   12-dec-1906,   d.   20-feb-1928
SCHILLETTER,   August  Edward,   b.   30-oat-1891,   d.   2-dec-1959
SCHILLETTER,   August,   b.   25-mar-1865,   d.   28-nov-1929
SCHII-LETTER,    Grace   W. ,   b.17-aug-1896,    d.18-oat-1969
SCHILliETTER,   I]avinia  Fincken,   b.   21-mar-1866,   d.   2-jun-1927
SCHWARZ,   Arma   P.,   b.   28-jam-1893,    d.17-may-1927
SHANKI.IN,   A.G.,   b.    22-jul-1871,    a.10-jul-1942
SHANKI.IN,   Antoinette  Neville,   b.   13-may-1876,   d.   23-apr-1951
SHERMAN,   Franklin   (Tr),   b.1877,   d.1947
SHERMAN,   Grace   Berry,   b.   1879,   d.    1952
SIKES,   Enoch  Waiter,   b.   19-may-1868,   d.   8-jan-1941
SIKES,   Ruth  Janet,   b.   15-sep-1904,   d.   1-dec-1967
SIKES,   Ruth  Wingate,   b.   25-jul-1875,   d.   10-aug-1959
SIKES,   Waiter  Wingate,   b.   1907,   d.   1977
SLOAN,   Daisy  R.,   b.13-oct-1876,   d.   22-may-1962
SLOAN,   Jack  Winslow,   b.   1906,   d.   1978
SLOAN,   Jean  8.,   b.   aug-1882,   d.   7-apr-1969
SLOAN,   roe  Henry   (Sr),   b.12-jul-1900,   d.   8-jun-1962
SLOAN,   Susan  Hall,   b.    11-feb-1876,   d.    13-dec-1953
SLOAN,   Winslc)w  Poe,   b.   21-apr-1873,   d.   11-apr-1959
SMITH,   Robert   W.,   d.   5-sep-1994
STANI]EY,   Dessma  Long,   b.   18-mar-1910,   d.   10-jul-1972
STANIIEY,   Muriel  Bell,   b.   4-jul-1908,   d.   18-sep-1952
STARKEY,   I.awrence  Vincent,   b.   27-mar-1888,   d.   26-jun-1971
STARREY,   Marie   Compton,   b.   17-feb-1893,   d.   7-apr-1974
STEPP,    I.M.,    d.    21hjul-1994
STERN,   Archie  D.,   d.   4-nov-1928
SWAIN,   Alice  Groat,   b.    1892,   d.   1959
THUREER,   Willaim  Fisher,   b.   29-oct-1893,   d.   20-nov-1973
TIMMS,   Mary  Bell,   d.   13-may-1993
VanBLARICOM,   Infant,   b.   6-feb-1943,   d.   7-feb-1943
WATKINS,   Daisy  Patton,   b.   8-dec-1889,   d.   1-dec-1974
WATKINS,   David  Wayne,   b.    1-feb-1889,   d.    9-apr-1976
WATSON,   Christine  Faust,   b.   5-jul-1905,   d.   31-jul-1975
WATSON,   David  Joseph,   b.    10-act-1894,   a.   2-sep-1971
WATSON,   Ernest   Chisolm,   b.   4-nov-1906
WELBOEN,   Frances   Booker,   d.    16-may-1996
WEST,   Harley,   b.   26-may-1881,   d.   28-oat-1937
WHEEI.ER,   Harvey  d.     (Dr),   b.1930,    d.1970
WIIITE,   Lucie,   d.   29-jen-1995
WILljlAMS,   Carolyn  Feeley,   b.   12-jul-1923,   d.   8-sep-1973
WII.SON,   H.   Betts,   d.   28-may-1993
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The  University's  institutional  memory,  the  University Archives  (and  the  records  management  program)  was created  in  1985
as the  result of a  grant from the  National  Historical  Publications and  Records  Commission.  The Archives documents the
activities  of the  University  in  order to  preserve  the  hjst:ory  of the  Institution  and  to  aid  in  the  administration  of and  planning
for the  University.  It contains the  records of offices  and  departments,  student organizations,  committees  and  other
organizational  entities,  as  well  as  University  publications.
Records of the Office of the President
The  records of the  Office of the  President date  back to the  start of the  University,  although  most of the  material  dat:es from
the  1920's and  later.  The  records  of President  Enoch  Walter Sikes  (1925-1940)  provide  information  on  Universjty's  role
during  the  Great  Depression  in  adult education  and  literacy,  agricultural  education  and  rural  electrification,  as  well  as
President  Sikes'  personal  interest  in  religious  history.  President  Robert  Franklin  Poole's  records  (1940-1958)  illustrate  the
impact of World  War  11  on  the  University  and  chart  its  pctst-war development from  an  all-male  military  college  to  a  co-
educational  and  civilian one  in  1955. The  records of the  presidency of Robert Cook Edwards  (1958-1979)  cover a  time of
great change  in the  University's history,  from  the successful  1956-1957  effort to  modify the construction  of Hartwell  Dam
to  prevent the flooding  of a  large  part of the  University  (Edwards,  the Vice  President for  Development at the time,  played  a
leading  role  in  this  effort)  to  the  admission  in  1963  of the  University's  first  black  student  Harvey  Gantt.  In  1964  Clemson
Agricultural  College  became  Clemson  University.
Records of the Board of
Trustees, Faculty Senate and
the photograph collections
The  correspondence  and  minutes  of the
Board  of Trustees  document the
physical  and  organizational
development of the  University from  the
first  meeting  of the  Board  on  May  2,
1888  at  Fort  Hill  to the  present.  The
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records of the  Faculty  Senate,  which
was formed  in  1956,  illustrate the  role
of the  faculty  in  university  governance
and  curriculum  development.  The
Archives  has  photograph  collections
from a  number of departments on
campus that  record  t:he  activities  of
faculty,  staff and  students,  as well  as
the  University's  physical  environment.
These  collections  also  contain  portraits
of  individuals  associated  with  the
University,  including  administrators,
faculty,  staff and  alumnae.
Left:  Minutes  of the  Board  of Trustees
Records of the Cooperative Extension Service
To  understand  agriculture  in  South  Carolina  since  World  War  I  and  the  University's  role  in  agricultural  education  reqiiires
using  the records  of the Cooperative  Extension  Service.  The  records of the service  include  reports from  county,  home
demonstration  and  Negro agents,  information  about the various  programs offered  by the Service and  an  extensive
collection of photographs  showing  extension  personnel  and  activities throughout the  state.
Biographical Information
For general  information  about  University  history  and  individuals  that  were  part of that  history,  there  are  biographical  files
containing  information  about administrators,  faculty and  staff of Clemson  University.  These  were  collected  by the  Office of
Public  Relatic)ns and  its  precursor,  the  Clemson  News  Bureau  and  consist of personnel  records and  cards,  newspaper
articles,  news  releases, vitae and  resumes.  The Archives also  maintains  clippings/ephemera  f"es  on  over 500 topics
relating  to  University  r`istory  (athletics,  buildings,  student  life  and  organizations,  etc.)  and  400  individuals  of  importance  to
University  and  South  Carolina  history  (including  statesmen,  politicians,  alumnae,  trustees,  professors  and  administrators)
that date from  the  beginnings of the University  in  1889 to  1992.
University Publications
The  University Archives acts as the  "repository of record"  for University  publications,  which  become  part of the  book
collection.  Among  the  holdings  are  complete  runs  of the  university  catalogs,  which  provide  not: only  information  about
course offerings  and  academic  requirements over the years,  but information  on  the  University as  well;  Taps,  the student
yearbook;  and  the Tiger,  the  student  newspaper.  Record  copies of theses and  dissertations  written  by  Clemson  students
are also a  part of the  book collection.
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.nee the founding  of the  University  it  has  received  material  from  administrators,  trustees,  faculty,  staff and  alumnae triat
document the  history of the  University.  Chief among these collections are the  papers of Thomas  Green  Clemson,  the
founder of the  University,  who  in  his  will  stated that his  purpose  in  deeding  the  Fort  Hill  estate to the  state of Soiith
Carolina  was  to  "establish  an  agricultural  college  that  will  afford  useful  informal:Ion  to  the farmers  and  mechanics,"  a  "high
seminary of leaning"  that would  develop "the  material  resources  of the  State  by affording  to  Its youth the advantages of
scientific  culture."  The  material  in  the  papers  documents  his  interest  in  mining,  geology,  scient:ific  agriculture  and
education,  his  background  as  an  artist,  art  collector,  linguist and  diplomat,  and  his  activities  as  a  plantation  owner,
businessman,  husband  and father. The  papers  contain  considerable family correspondence of the  Clemson  and  Calhoun
families;  Clemson's  wife,  Anna  Maria,  was  the  daughter of John  C.  Calhoun,  statesman  and  first  owner of  Fort  Hill.
Another good  source for  university  history  is the James  C.  Littlejohn  Papers.  Littlejohn,  registrar and  business  manager
under Presidents Sikes  and  Poole,  collected  a  great deal  of material for a  never-finished  history of Clemson  College.  The
papers,  most of which  are arranged  as  if they were  chapters  in  a  book,  cover such topics as athletics,  buildings,  college
administration,  the  founding  of the  College  and  student  life.  The  1,100  images  of the  University  and  the  city  of Clemson  in
the  Vt.s;`ons Photograph  Collection  were  gathered  in  1987-1989  by  Dr.  Alan  Schaffer for use  in  a  photographic  history to
celebrate the  University's  centennial. The  book,  V/'s/.ons.`  C/emson's yesterycars,  J880s-J960s,  was  published  in  1990 and
used  450  images from  the Collection.  The  images came from  both the  University Archives and  private sources.
Agricultural  History Collections
Complementing  the  Cooperative  Extension  Service  series  in  the  University  Archives  are  a  number of collect:ions  relating  to
agricultural  history. The  papers  of Wofford  8.  Camp--farmer,  leader in  development of American  agriculture,  conservative
and  civic  leader--document  his  work with  Department of Agriculture  and  the  rise  of agribusiness  in  California's  interior
valleys.  The  Farmer.s State Alliance of South  Carolina  Records contain  correspondence,  printed  materials,  reports from
county  alliances  and  t:he  original  minutes  that  range  from  Its  first  meeting  on  July  11,1888  to  1898,  allowing  one  to  trace
the activities of one of the  early organizations  in  the farmer's  movement;  one that influenced  Governor Benjamin Tillman's
agricultural  policies during  the  early  1890s.  The  papers  of 8.  0.  Williams,  a  rural  sociologist at  Clemson  College  from  1930-
1940,  consist of speeches,  reports and  publications  regarding  agricultural  conditions durjng  the  Great Depression,
particularly  in  South  Carolina;  they  cover such  topics  as  land  tenure,  farm  tenants,  trade  agreement:s  and  land  utillzation.
Textile Industry Collections
Textile  manufacturing  has  long  been  important to the  economic vitality of upstate South  Carolina,  and  the  University  has
since  its  founding  maintained  close  ties  to  the  industry.  As  the  result of a  grant from  the  National  Historical  Publications
and  Records  Commission  Special  Collections  was able to acquire  and  describe a  number of Important textile  history
collections.  Among  them  are  the  records  of the  Clifton  Manufacturing  Company  (Clifton  Mills),  which  document the  routine
operations of its textile  plants and,  through  its employee  records,  labor relations  and  related  health,  safety and  commiinity
affairs  issues.  There are extensive  records  relating  to the  strikes of  1948-1950  at Clifton  as  well. The J.  P.  Stevens and
Company,  Inc.  Records  consist  of financial  records  and  public  relations  materials,  Including  plant  information  files  and  300
photographs of buildings,  events,  portraits and  advertising  layouts.
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e AJester  Furman  Company  Records  document the  sale  of  real  estate,  primarily  residential  housing  in  the  mill  villages,  by
a)ctile firms  in  Alabama,  Delaware,  Georgia,  North  Carolina,  South  Carolina  and  Tennessee  during  the  period  1945-1970.
Tne plats and  sale  information  provide a  "snapshot"  of the villages at the  moment of their sale  and  represent an  important
mming  point  in  the  history of the  industry.
Political  Collections
A number of University trustees  have  been  political figures,  as  have  been  some  alumnae,  which  has allowed  Special
Collections to amass a  significant number of political  collections  important in  understanding  the  history of the state and
nation.  Trustee  Asbury  Francis  (A.  Frank)  Lever's  papers  (U.S.  Representative  1901-1919)  reflect  his  Interest  in
agriculture.  They  include  material  on  his  House career where,  with  Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia,  he was  responsible for
the  1914  Smith-Lever Act establishing  extension  services  at: state  agricultural  colleges;  his  work  for the  Federal  Farm
Board  and  the  Farm  Credit Administration  in  the  1920s  and  1930s;  and  notes for a  proposed  biography of noted
agriculturalist  Dr.  Seaman  A.  Knapp.
The  papers of fellow  Edgefield  County  native Strom Thurmoncl  (State Senator  1933-1938,  Circuit Court Judge  1938-1946,
Governor 1947-1951,  U.S.  Senator 1954-)  document a  long  career that  has  Included  being  a  teacher,  county
superintendent of education,  lawyer,  and  soldier as  well  as a  politician.  Correspondence,  case files,  photographs,  audio
tapes,  cartoons,  memorabilia  and  other  material  reflect  his  interests  in  anti-Communism,  civil  rights,  the  economic
development of South  Carolina,  eclucation,  military  preparedness,  his  role  in  the  Republlcan  Party,  states'  rights  and
women's  issues.  Campaign  files  include  those  of his  1948  States'  Rights  Party  Presidential  campaign  and  1954  write-in
campaign  (Thurmond  is  the  only  u.S.  Senator to  have  won  his  seat  by  a  write-in  vote).  Material  reflecting  his  days  as  a
student at Clemson  College and  family  correspondence  is also  part of the Strom Thurmond  Collection.
;,-::-.'.-i:.-i;==-.-,a+.;±;.:::-.i.`±-,;':£fa+.=j
Above:  The first page of the
"Southern  Exposition"  by
John  C.  Calhoun,  1828
The  correspondence  of the  first owner of Fort  Hill,  John  C.
Calhoun  (U.S.  Representative  1811-1817,  Secretary  of War
1817-1825,  Vice  President  1825-1832,  U.S.  Senator  1832-
1842  and  1845-1850,  Secretary  of State  1844-1845)  is
concerned  with  family  and  political  matters,  mainly for the
period  1809-1850.  Edgefield  County's  Benjamin  Ryan"Pitchfork  Ben"  Tillman  (Governor  1890-1894,  U.S.  Senator
1894-1918)  was an  agrarian  populist instrumental  in  the
creation  of Clemson  Agricultural  College,  having  convinced
Thomas  Clemson  to  change  his  will  to  provide  land  and  funding
for an  agricultural  and  mechanical  college  and  then  ensuring
the  acceptance  of the  bequest  by the  state.  In  addit:ion  to
mat:erial  concerning  Clemson  College  and  his  role  as  a  trustee,
his  interest  in  agriculture  and  Populism,  t:here  are  papers
relating  to  his  creation  of the  dispensary  system,  where the
state  undertook the  production  of liquor,  and  material
concerning  race  relations,  South  Carolina  and  national  politics,
the  Democratic  Party,  Winthrop  College  and  the  Tillman  family.
The  papers  of James  F.  Byrnes  (U.S.  Representative  1911-1925,  U.S.  Senator  1931-1941,  Supreme  Court Justice  1941-
1942,  Secretary  of State  1945-1947,  Governor  1951-1955)  illustrate  Byrnes'  close  relationship  with  President  Franklin  D.
Roosevelt  and  his  role  as  the  ''Assistant  Presjdent"  in  shaping  World  War  11  economic  policy  as  director of,  respectively,  the
Office  of Economic  Stabilization,  the  office  of War  Mobilization  and  the  Office  of War  Mobilization  and  Reconversion.
Material  relating  to  the  atomic  bomb,  post-war  diplomacy  and  the  beginnings  of the  Cold  War  include  his Valta  shorthand
not:es,  copies of selected  portions  of his aide Walter Brown.s joumal,  briefing  books,  agendas and  minutes.  The  papers  also
document  his  involvement with  third  parties and  interest in  educatjon,  states'  rights and  segregation,  as well  as  his siipport
for  Republican  Presidential  candidate  Dwight  D.  Eisenhower.  The  papers  are at Clemson  as  the  result  of a  1960  invitation
from  the  Board  of Trustees to  Byrnes for their donation.
National Park Service Collections
Due to the efforts  of the Department of Parks,  Recreation  and Tourism  Management,  Special  Collections  has obtained  the
papers  of a  number of  National  Park  Service  (NPS)  directors  and  employees.  The  Russell  E.  Dickenson  Papers  (NPS  Director
1980-1985)  contain  material  relating to  his career in  the  Park Service  and  some  personal  correspondence,  covering  such
topics  as  improved  morale  in  the  Service,  land  condemnation,  Alaska  conservation,  plans  for  Ellis  Island  and  the  Statue  of
Uberty  and  the  Colorado  River  Management  Plan.  Lemuel  A.  Garrison,  a  long  time  Park Service  employee  (1932-1973)  has
donated  his  collection  of reference  material  used  in  his  work  with  t:he  Park  Service  or  his  writing,  which  has  information  on
numerous  parks and  programs.  The collection  also  includes  correspondence,  articles and  speeches.  The  papers of George
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.  *atog, Jr.  (NPS  Director  1964-1972)  contain  administrative and  management material,  much  of it  relating  to
fe=sation on  behalf of the Service in  such  areas as  land  acquisition  and  the creation  of new  parks.  The  small  amount of
=ITespondence  in  the  Papers  includes  letters  from  noted  photographer and  conservationist Ansel  Adams.
Other Collections
Other collections  of note  Include  the  papers  of Betsy  Byars,  an  award-winning  children's  author,  which  consist  of original
book  manuscripts  and  galleys,  published  and  unpublished  writings.  The  Benjamin  Robertson  Papers  contain Journals  from
1923-1943  Oust  before  he  died  in  a  plane  crash),  writings  and  clippings  of columns  created  by  this  newspaper  reporter  and
author of Red A/.//s ant/ cotton..  an upcounfry memory.  The  Liberty  Corporation  Archives  records the  activities  of the
Corporation,  Including  the  Liberty  Life  Insurance  Company,  one  of the  major  Insurance  companies  in  the  United  States.  It
also document:s the Corporation's  real  estate and  media  holdings,  as  well  as the  role  of the owners of the  Corporation,  the
Hipp  family,  in  the  history  and  economic  development of the  city  of Greenville  and  the  state.  The  Adlai  Robin  yates  Papers
are  the  result  of over  50  years  of genealogical  research  in  the  Southeast,  especially  Louisiana.  It  consists  of  material
gathered  from  family  histories,  census  records,t±`m=e!Ety-Eec-6rds?and  other sources and  contains  information  on  over 420
families.  Special  Collections  also  holds  a  collection  of over  500  World  War  11  posters,  almost all  of which  were  produced  by
the  unlted  States government.
Uni\/ersitv  Archives  I   ManuscriDt  Collec!iQas  I   Bool<k  Collection   I   SDecial  Collee[ions  Home
Book Collection
The core of the  book collection  was founded  upon the  generous donations of local  authors and  collectors,  funds from  the
William  J.  Latimer  bequest  and  other  beneficences,  and  gifts  from  Individuals  such  as  Mrs.  Bernard  Behrend,  Mr.  and  Mrs.
Robert Coker,  Mrs.  J.  Henry  Fair,  Louis  Rubin  and  t:he  family  of Adlai  Robin  yates.  Some  manuscript collections  have  also
included  portions  of the  donor's  libraries  as  well,  most  notably  those  of James  F.  Byrnes,  the  Pendleton  Farmer's  Society,
Strom  Thurmond  and  Benjamin  R.  Tillman.  Other collections,  such  as  that of  noted  children.s  author  Betsy  Byars,  have
been  augmented  by the  purchase  of numerous domestic and  foreign  editions  of their works.
Above:   Fox  Squirrels  by
Audubon,  Plate  LXVIII,
Quadrupeds  of  North
America,  Volume  2,
1849  edition
While the  rare  book collection  runs  t:he  gamut from  history to
social  sciences  to  agriculture,  it  is  particularly  strong  in  the
sciences  and  literature.  Among  the  scient:ific  works  in  the  collection
are Audubon's Birds of America  (L840-1844) and Quadrupeds of
rvorth Amert.ca  (1849-1854),  Einstein's  explanation  of the  theory  of
ralaitw-ity ,  Uber die spezielle  und  die  allgemeine  Relativitatstheorie
(1919)  and  first  editions  of Galileo's  D/.a/ogo  d/. Ga//./eo  Ga//./e/.
(1632)  and  Isaac  Newton's  Opt/.cks  (1704).  The  literature
collection  boasts  a  large  number of  items  by  William  Makepeace
Thackeray,  including  Van/ty Fat.r (1848)  and  includes the first
American  edition  of J.  R.  R.  Tolkien's  7lt)e  Hobb/I,  with  illustrations
by the  aut:hor  (1938).  South  Carolina  authors  are  represented  in
the collection  by  works  such  as Julia  Peterkin's Scar/ef S/.star Wary
(1928),  WiHiam  Gillmore  Simms'  Yemassee  (1854)  and  Ben
R`obertson's Red  hills and cotton:  an upcountry memory (1942).
The  collection  also  includes  pamphlets  on  the  nullification  and  secession  controversies,  antebellum  women's  literature
(donated  by  the  aass  Of  1915  in  memory  Of Clemson  college  Librarian  Katherine  8.  Trescot)  and  genealogical  worl<s.  City,
county  and  family  history,  as well  as volumes  on  a  variety of subjects  relating  to  South  Carolina,  are also  well  represented
in  the  collection.
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4Lrtifact collection
T=.a artlfact collection  grew  out of the  Clemson  Museum  collections  that  were  displayed  in  the  University  Library from  the
:930s to the  1950s,  as well  as  items that were donated  as  part of manuscript collections or came from  various  university
departments  and  offices.  Among  the over 3,000 artifacts  in  the collection  are  Clemson  College cadet uniforms from  the
l890s-1950s  and  Clemson  University Tiger  Band  uniforms  from  the  1950s-1980s.  Items from  the old  Clemson  Museum
iriclude  Native American  arrowheads and  potsherds from  the  Southeast and  the  state  of Arizona  and  mammot:h  or
mastadon  bones,  a  tusk  and  a  tooth  found  in  Alaska  in  the  1940s.  The  artifact collection  has  several  Items  from  4-H  Clubs,
which  are  administered  by  the  University's  Cooperative  Extension  Service,  particularly  a  banner  made  in  1910  by  members
of the world's first Girls Tomato  Club  (the  predecessor of the 4-H  Club)  in  Aiken  County,  South  Carolina.  [see  below]
Holdings  also  include  textile-related  material,  such  as  spindles,  tokens  and  fabric  samples  from  various  textile
manufacturing  companies.
i
A  number of the  items  in  the  artifact collection  were  given  by  U.S.  Senator  Strom  Thurmond.  These  include  souvenirs  of
world  travels,  such  as  a  detailed  1/5th  size  replica  of the  Chunma-Chong  gold  crown  from  5th-6th  century  Korea;  an  Iraqi
rocket:-propelled  grenade  launcher captured  during  operation  Desert Storm;  constituent  mail  written  on  blocks of wood  and
a  coconut;  a  selection  of presidential  campaign  pins  and  other  memorabllia,  1930s-present,  including  Strom  Thurmond's
1948  States  Rights  Party  campaign;  and  the  Clemson  Medallion  awarded  to  the  Senator  by  the  University  in  1981.
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